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1

Introduction
North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC), in its role as the Highway Authority for the
County Town of Northallerton, has traditionally targeted local issues and problems by
introducing appropriate remedial measures. This approach has generated some
success, but is felt that the time has been reached when the development of a longterm comprehensive strategy covering all modes of transport is required. To do
nothing is not a viable option if the future prosperity of Northallerton is to be assured.
The overall aim of the Traffic Management Strategy for Northallerton is to produce
an integrated strategy for the town aimed at securing long lasting improvements,
especially for vulnerable road users, whilst maximising the economic and
environmental well being of the town and minimising the existing or potential sources
of detrimental impact.
A copy of the consultants brief for the study is included as Appendix 1. Whilst not
totally prescriptive, it sets out the stages to be included in the strategy development
process, which has been used to establish the structure of this report1. The strategy
has been developed within the framework provided by the North Yorkshire Local
Transport Plan 2001-2006 (dated July 2000), the Hambleton District Local Plan,
dated January 1999. These plans have been produced within the wider scope of
national guidance including Planning Policy Guidance Note 13 (PPG13): Transport,
which sets objectives to integrate planning and transport decision making at all
levels.
Consultation has been carried out to ensure that the views of local people,
Northallerton Town and Hambleton District Council, transport operators, police and
emergency services, and other key partners have been taken into account at each
stage of the study process. A list of those consulted is included as Appendix 2.
The strategy proposed within this document: identifies; costs; and, prioritises a
programme of schemes for implementation. A Pedestrian Action Plan has been
developed as part of the strategy and a local Cycling Plan has already been adopted
by NYCC. Both are being published as separate documents, but are included as
Appendix 3 and 4 respectively.

1

The study area was extended considerably beyond the original brief at the request of NYCC. (See Figure 1)
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2

The Northallerton Study Area

2.1

Location
The County Town of Northallerton lies in the centre of the Vale of Mowbray, mid-way
between the main north-south routes of the A1 and A19, some 25 miles North of
York. It is intersected by the A684 which links the town to both the A1 and A19,
extending to the West to serve Wensleydale, and by the A167 serving much of the
towns southern hinterland and linking to the A168 at Topcliffe and to Darlington
some 16 miles to the North. It is also bisected by the main London to Edinburgh
railway line (East Coast Main Line) and additionally is connected by rail to
Middlesbrough 22 miles to the North (Figure 1).

2.2

Character of the Town
Northallerton is the County Town of North Yorkshire, it is, and throughout its
existence has been, characterised by the main north-south route through the town,
of which the High Street forms part. This formed the focus for the development of
the town and continues to be the heart of its commercial and social life. Many of the
buildings within the area are listed, and most impressive is the sense of space
created by the area between the buildings when the number of motor vehicles is
limited.
The town’s Wednesday market has survived and thrived for over a millennia,
primarily based on the sale and exchange of livestock, which continued in the High
Street well into the 20th Century and now continues in the Auction Mart at the
Applegarth. The current market sells a wide range of fresh produce, household and
comparison goods, both on Wednesdays and Saturdays.
The administrative role of the town is reputed to date back to Viking times when it
was a Wapentake, but more recent developments saw the first elements of County
Hall being constructed on the site of the old racecourse in 1906. The town retains
many functions beyond those that would normally be associated with a settlement of
its size, including the Friarage Hospital and offices of the Department for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs.
Growth of the town of Northallerton in recent years has predominantly comprised
development of residential areas on its eastern and southern extremities and an
industrial area to its northern extremity.
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Figure 1: Northallerton - Wider Location and Study Area
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2.3

Demography
In 2001, the population of Northallerton was record in the National Census at 17450,
a 2% increase from the 17130 people recorded in 1991. The census also provides
useful information related to modes of travel to work, highlighted in Table 1, and
availability of motor vehicles, the latter showing that 22% of household do not have
access to a car, 50% of households have access to one car and 27% of households
have access to two or more cars.
Mode of Travel

All Persons

% of Persons

784

9.0%

0

0%

Train

105

1.2%

Bus, minibus, coach

214

2.5%

Driving a car or a van

4572

52.7%

Taxi or minicab

58

0.7%

Passenger in a car or van

546

6.3%

Motorcycle, scooter or moped

48

0.6%

Bicycle

460

5.3%

On foot

1844

21.3%

45

0.5%

Works or studies mainly at or from home
Underground, tube, metro, light rail

Other
Average distance (km) travelled to fixed place
of work

13.82

Table 1: Modes of travel to work, Northallerton 2001

2.4

Access
The three primary roads which pass through the town are:
•

The A684 which connects the town to the A1 and A19.

•

The A167 which links the town to Darlington to the A168 at Topcliffe

•

The A168 which links Northallerton to Thirsk and the east of the county via the
A170.

The town is crossed by two rail routes with a station located on Boroughbridge Lane.
Direct services link Northallerton to London, Scotland and intermediate stations on
the East Coast Main Line, and also to Tyneside, Wearside, Tees-Side, West
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Yorkshire, Greater Manchester and Merseyside on the Transpennine network.
Opportunities to connect to the wider Cross-Country network are available at York.2
The majority of public parking within Northallerton is currently free of charge, the
exceptions are some of the public houses and the Railway Station. A combination of
long stay ‘commuter parking’ and short stay ‘retail parking’ is provided in the town
centre.
2.5

Historical Development
There has been settlement at Northallerton since Roman times when there was a
signal station at Castle Hills. Its importance grew with the arrival of the AngloSaxons, North Allerton being a Wapentake controlling 24 surrounding settlements.
From the 10th Century, there is also evidence of Viking settlement, particularly at
Romanby, but fortunes changed with the arrival of the Normans who used the town
as a base to lay waste to the area between York and Durham. War and conflict
continued to influence the development of the town for several hundred years, the
area being fought over by the English and Scots. The most famous battle in the area
being the Battle of the Standard, which took place in August 1138, on a site near
Darlington Road, some 2 miles North of the town centre. An English army deployed
to stop the advance of a Scots army advancing down the Great North Road. It is
clear that the Scots were heavily defeated, although contemporary accounts which
claim 12,000 Scots dead may well have been elaborated by the victors.
The open site to the West of the Great North Road has been key to the development
of the town, a substantial castle being constructed in 1143 and a Palace for the
Bishop of Durham who controlled Allertonshire in 1200. The site is currently
occupied in part by the town’s cemetery. By 1641 the palace was uninhabitable
when Charles I stopped in Northallerton at Porch House, built in 1584, now one of
the oldest houses in the town. Charles returned six years later as a prisoner of the
Parliamentary Commissioners. The Porch House is still open for Bed and Breakfast.
The 18th century saw the refurbishment of much of the Northallerton road frontages
with pleasant Georgian architecture while the population was crowded around
narrow passages or yards behind, in what for a long time remained virtually a onestreet town. Through the 1950s and 60s many of the yards were demolished and a
considerable amount of council housing developed.

2

Considerable effort is currently being exhausted by the Wensleydale Railway Company to link Northallerton to

Wensleydale with passenger rail services, providing a second station at Castle Hills.
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2.6

Transport Development
Contemporary accounts of the aforementioned Battle of the Standard lead one to
believe that the north-south structure of the primary road network serving
Northallerton was in place by 1138, and indeed in part may date back to the Roman
occupation of Britain. It is perhaps not surprising therefore, that parts of the network
are now under stress despite the bypassing of Northallerton to both the East and
West by the main routes from England to Scotland that still pass through the Vale of
Mowbray.
By the middle of the 19th Century, the Great North Road, in common with many
routes around the country was in a poor condition and was turnpiked. The
subsequent improvements reduced the journey time from London to Northallerton
from 5 days, to less than 3 days. The increased speed of coaches then, as with
motor vehicles now, inevitably led to safety problems. Whilst traffic to Thirsk used
what we know today as Thirsk Road, traffic to Boroughbridge and Bedale proceeded
down Romanby Road and Malpas Road. South Parade was only built across the
fields after a number of accidents with coaches taking the corner of Romanby Road
and Malpas Road too fast.
Until 1841, with the arrival of the Railway, the Northallerton was an important
coaching stop with four inns serving passengers and horses using the routes to the
north. It was one of the first Market Towns with a railway station, the branch line to
Bedale following in 1852, finally linking to Garsdale and the Settle and Carlisle line in
1877. A second station was also built in 1854, at North End on the Leeds to
Stockton railway line. Whilst race meetings were held until 1880, the arrival of the
railway ultimately led to the demise of the racecourse which was bisected by the
main line, also seeing the end of the tradition at the Northallerton course of
horsewhipping bookmakers who welshed on winning bets and the transformation of
the Horse and Jockey coaching inn, into the Railway Hotel and subsequently Station
Hotel. Construction of houses on South Parade did not begin until about 1860, and
the first bus service was not established until 1914.
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3

Transport in Northallerton

3.1

Main traffic generators
Northallerton is located at the junction of three ‘A’-roads with an average daily inflow
of traffic of around 25,000 vehicles. This comprises both through traffic and local
traffic that includes local residents accessing other town features such as shops,
schools and employment areas.
The main traffic generators in Northallerton are shown in Figure 2, and include:
•

Hambleton District Council Office employs about 250 people at Stone Cross, and
is adjacent to the town’s Leisure Centre.

•

The Standard Way Industrial Estate accessed from Darlington Road and Yafforth
Road.

•

Allertonshire School with 872 pupils from a wide catchment area, located on
Brompton Road.

•

The 254 bed, Friarage Hospital on Bullamoor Road employs about 1800 people.

•

The Northallerton FORUM (Community Hall) located opposite the hospital site.

•

The Applegarth which serves as both an open space for the community and a
448 space free car park. 230 additional free off-street car parking spaces are
available off Crosby Road behind the Prison.

•

The High Street provides the main retail area within the town, comprising over
130 shops including a Safeway supermarket and the Barkers department store.
It is also the site of the twice weekly market and a large TESCO superstore can
be accessed by foot from the High Street, being located on a site between the
High Street and East Road.

•

The Applegarth Auction Mart is active on Tuesdays and Wednesdays, with
livestock sales creating a considerable amount of traffic in the immediate vicinity.

•

The Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs is located on Crosby
Road near to The Link to East Road, employing about 300 people.

•

Northallerton College with over 1000 pupils and Mill Hill County Primary School
with about 300 pupils– assessed off Grammar School Lane and Crosby Road.

•

Northallerton Railway Station – provides access to rail services throughout the
country.

•

North Yorkshire County Council, County Hall, is the base for about 900
employees, and is assessed off both Boroughbridge Lane and Racecourse Lane,
with extensive off street car parking.

•

There are a number of other industrial sites accessed of Romanby Road,
although it is understood that these are likely to move to more modern premises
to the north of the town, with the area being redeveloped for residential use.
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Figure 2: Main Traffic Generators in Northallerton
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3.2

Major pedestrian activities
The main pedestrian movements are between the residential areas, the town centre
and employment areas. There are also main pedestrian routes to and from the
railway station. Crossing of the primary roads is necessary in most cases, and a
number of pedestrian crossing facilities have already been provided between the
town centre and adjacent features.
The majority of pedestrian movements in the town are along footways adjacent to
the roads. The condition and width of these routes varies considerably. The existing
pedestrian routes through the town have been identified through the development of
the Pedestrian Action Plan and are detailed in Appendix 3. In summary, they are:
•

High Street between East Road and Friarage Street – the main hub of pedestrian
activity where the 2m wide footways are is still too narrow for pedestrian flow
experienced, particularly on Market Days

•

Romanby Road – the main pedestrian route to the town centre from the Ainderby
Road area of Romanby.

•

South Parade - part of the pedestrian route from the railway station and
Romanby to the town centre.

•

Boroughbridge Road – the main pedestrian route between the southern part of
Romanby, the medical centre, neighbourhood shops, Northallerton Rail Station
and the High Street.

•

Thirsk Road – the key pedestrian route from the residential areas of the southeast of Northallerton to the High Street.

•

Grammar School Lane – the route is used by those accessing the school and
library

•

The Link to High Street – the route from the residential area to the east of the
town centre, Crosby Road car park and DEFRA, to the High Street via Zetland
Street

•

Bullamoor Road –the access to a large residential area, and to many public
facilities, including The Forum, Friarage hospital, Bullamoor County Junior &
Infant Schools, and the Bullamoor Memorial Park.

•

Brompton Road – the primary route to Allertonshire School and the adjoining
residential areas.

•

Darlington Road - High Street – the route from the Standard Way industrial area
and the retail frontages to the High Street north of the roundabout junction with
Friarage Street.

•

Friarage Street – a well used link between other pedestrian routes, with a heavy
pedestrian flow across Friarage Street and a zebra pedestrian crossing facility.
(Plate 1)

•

Applegarth Car Park - including access to the rear of the shops and Market Row.
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Plate 1: Zebra Crossing on Friarage Street at junction with High Street

The controlled pedestrian crossings in the vicinity of the town centre comprise one
zebra crossing, four ‘Puffin’ crossings, two ‘Pelican’ crossings, including one on High
Street (Plate 2) and a pedestrian stage at the signalised junction of Romanby road
with the High Street. Additional controlled crossings are proposed on Brompton
Road as part of the Brompton Road Traffic Calming Scheme.
There is a pedestrian subway under East Road (Plate 2), adjacent to the library, and
a pedestrian overbridge crossing of the A684 between the two sites of the
Allertonshire School. However, this is a private bridge and not technically available to
the public. Crossing points are also facilitated via roundabout splitter islands and
pedestrian refuges located throughout the town. At other locations, crossing of the
major roads is difficult due to the quantity of traffic. Some of these locations have
significant observed pedestrian flows although pedestrian count data is sketchy.
23 Road Traffic Accidents resulting in injury and involving pedestrians were recorded
between January 1999 and December 2001. Of these, one was fatal, 5 resulted in
serious injury to a pedestrian and the remaining 17 resulted in slight injury to the
pedestrian involved. The fatal accident was the result of a pedestrian walking behind
a reversing vehicle in a loading bay, and three of those resulting in serious injury
were related to pedestrians stepping out in front of vehicles on High Street. Five of
the accidents resulting in slight injury also occurred on High Street.
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Plate 2: Pelican crossing in front of Barkers Arcade, High Street

Plate 3: Pedestrian Subway under East Road from Thirsk Road to the High Street
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3.3

Major cyclist activities
Cyclists in Northallerton are known to face a number of problems, including: conflicts
with vehicular traffic, particularly at roundabouts and junctions; inadequate provision
of cycle routes and parking facilities (particularly at key locations); fear of cycle theft
and poor road surface quality. Cyclists are known to use the footways along routes
with high traffic flows and congestion as they consider this to be safer than using the
roads. However, this action poses a hazard to pedestrians.
A cycling plan for the town has been produced by NYCC and other stakeholders, in
the form of The Northallerton Cycling Working Group. This has identified a have
prepared a cycling plan for Northallerton which identifies routes used by cyclists
through the area with associated hazards and proposed improvements/provisions to
these routes. The Cycling Plan is attached to this report as Appendix 4.
The levels of cycling at locations in and around Northallerton were identified through
counts undertaken in 2000 (Table 2). The Cycling Plan sets a target of increasing
cycling use in Northallerton by 25% by 2006 and 50% by 2012, against a baseline of
the year 2000 data. There were 17 road traffic accidents involving cyclists in
Northallerton recorded during the period 1998 and 30th June 2001. 13 of the
accidents were slight injuries and 4 serious. The Cycling Plan also targets a 10%
reduction in the number of cycle casualties by 2006 and a 25% reduction by 2012,
within the plan area.

Location

Flow

A 684 – Outside Allertonshire School

198

Stokesley Road

40

Brompton Road

247

High Street

139

Romanby Road / Racecourse Lane

179

A 167 to Darlington

169

A 167 / South Parade

100

A 168

94

Table 2: 12-Hour Cycle Count Data, Northallerton, 2000

Cycle Parking is provided at many of the key traffic generators, and at a number of
locations within the High Street, but cycles are still locked to many immovable
objects such as signs (Plate 4).
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Plate 4: Cycle parking on Northallerton High Street at Zetland Street

3.4

Equestrians
There is very little observed usage of the High Street by equestrians. However, a
proposal has been submitted to NYCC for consideration, by the British Horse Society
for a bridleway around the outskirts of Northallerton. The Northallerton Equestrian
Centre is located approximately one mile west of Yafforth, outside of the area
considered by this study.

3.5

Bus services and facilities
There are numerous bus services, provided by various bus companies, which pass
through Northallerton. These consist of both local routes (between the housing
estates and town centre) and daytime services to Bedale, Leyburn, Hawes,
Catterick, Richmond, Stokesley, Ripon, Easingwold, York, Thirsk and Darlington.
The local routes tend to follow a circular path around the estates and town centre,
whereas the majority of services to adjacent towns terminate at the North End of the
High Street outside The Buck Inn (Plate 5), adjacent to All Saints Church. Buses
also stop on Zetland Street and at the southern end of the High Street in the vicinity
of the Post Office. The bus routes within the Northallerton are in Figure 3.
The bus stops in the town vary in standard from provision of bus lay-bys with
shelters to a sign on a lamppost. Some improvements are currently being made to
the existing town centre stops.
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Figure 3: The Bus Network within Northallerton
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Plate 5: Buses have to compete for space outside the Buck Inn, North End

3.6

Rail
The main London to Edinburgh railway line (East Coast Main Line) bisects
Northallerton and Romanby, the latter lying to the west of the line. To the North of
the town, a branchline diverges north-westwards to Middlesbrough. There is also a
branchline westwards to Redmire which is infrequently used by the MOD for tank
trains, however, restoration of this line is currently being considered3.
The station at Northallerton is located adjacent to the ECML. The station has longstay and short-stay car parks and a pedestrian underpass between platforms.
Freight traffic to and from the branch line can bypass the station via a separate
freight line.
In the vicinity of the station the ECML is raised above the surrounding land and the
roads pass beneath it. However, the freight line and the Middlesbrough branchline
cross the surrounding roads at-grade resulting in four level crossings of these lines in
the town.

3

The Wensleydale Railway Company took control of the line from Railtrack on a 99 year lease from 12th May 2003.

Passenger services are currently operated between Leeming Bar and Redmire, with future plans to serve
Northallerton.
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There are two roads linking the town centre with Romanby to the west and one
linking with Darlington to the north. All of these routes have level crossings. Hence,
closure of the crossings to road traffic effectively severs Northallerton from both
Romanby and Darlington. The level crossings can be closed for many minutes at a
time resulting in lengthy traffic queues. These can extend to the roundabout
junctions at either end of the High Street thus producing widespread congestion,
particularly during peak periods. Consideration is being given to increasing the
number of freight trains using the route, hence increasing congestion within
Northallerton.
There are frequent train services which stop at Northallerton. These include an
hourly Trans-Pennine service to and from the north east and direct trains to and from
London each day. The station has taxi waiting areas and bus-stops are located
adjacent to the main entrance.
3.7

Taxis
There are several taxi firms operating in the Northallerton area. The taxi rank
provision consists of a rank for 3 cars in the High Street with 2 parking bays adjacent
to the Town Hall and a rank for 2 cars on Zetland Street. The current practice is for
taxis to use the parking spaces adjacent to the Town Hall as an overflow when the
main rank is occupied. When a space becomes available in the main rank, a waiting
taxi will turn right onto the High Street, around the roundabout and park at the back
of the main taxi rank4. Accidents have occurred at this location. Usage of the
spaces on Zetland Street is constrained by the one-way operation, and appears to
be low. Taxis can also usually be found waiting at the Railway Station, particularly
coinciding with the arrival of mainline services from London.
The taxi licensing authority for Northallerton is Hambleton District Council.

3.8

Motorcycles
Motorcycling is not considered to be a particular issue in Northallerton, a view
supported by the only classified traffic count recording motorcyclists, undertaken for
12 hours on Friday 8th September 2000 on Quaker Lane. This recorded 15
westbound and 5 eastbound motorcycle movements. Contact was made with the
local representative Motorcycle Action Group (MAG) who requested that additional
high visibility parking for motorcycles by made available within the High Street.
Guidance was also provided on such provision.

4

During the later stages of the strategy development, the Farmers Market was moved onto the area used for the taxi

rank adjacent to the town hall. This necessitated the relocation of the taxis to the opposite side of the High Street.
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3.9

Major vehicle activities
The three primary routes which pass through the town, the A684 which connects the
A1(T) in the west to the A19(T) in the east, the A167 which links Darlington to the
north with the A168(T) to the south and the A168 which runs between Northallerton
and Thirsk. Traffic from these routes is currently funnelled onto High Street, East
Road and the adjacent network. The traffic flows around and within Northallerton are
shown in Table 3.
Location

Flow

Dolly Lane South of Yafforth

2200^

Yafforth Road East of Yafforth

3600^

A684 West of Romanby

8200^

Boroughbridge Road South of the level crossing

13200^

Thirsk Road South of built up area

7700^

Racecourse Lane

3200^

Darlington Road in vicinity of Standard Way

6400^

Low Gates level crossing

14200^

Northallerton Road North of Stone Cross

4300^

Brompton Road North of Stone Cross

8400^

Friarage Street

10040*

Zetland Street

830*

High Street South of Zetland Street

11320*

East Road in vicinity of the prison

11900*

East Road at entrance to Tesco

12760*

Table 3: 12 Hour traffic flows, Northallerton, 2000 - 2003
(^ = AADT, * = 7 Day Average)
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3.10

Car parks, off street and on street parking, coach parking and waiting
restrictions
The majority of public parking within Northallerton is currently free of charge, the
exceptions are some of the public houses and the Railway Station. A combination of
long stay ‘commuter parking’ and short stay ‘retail parking’ is provided in the town
centre. Factors such as the rural nature of the local community make parking one of
the vital issues within the study area. Disc-parking schemes, limiting parking to 2
hours duration, are in operation in key locations including the High Street. In
addition to the disc-parking zones, there are a number of public car parks and onstreet parking is available in many locations. Some of the larger employers (such as
North Yorkshire County Council and Friarage Hospital) have their own private
parking areas. However, these appear inadequate for the required demand and
overspill parking onto the adjacent residential streets is a common occurrence.
The main town car park is the ‘Applegarth Car Park’ which is sited to the west of the
High Street and comprises both long-stay and disc parking areas. The long stay part
of the car park is also used for HCV overnight parking. Vehicular access to the car
park is from either Romanby Road or the Friarage Street roundabout. The access
road from Romanby Road is also used for vehicles making deliveries to the rear of
premises on the High Street. There is only one exit from the car park – this is on to
the Friarage Street roundabout. Queues of traffic trying to exit the car park develop
at peak times. Alternative car parks are located to the east of the town - access is
either directly from the main road network or through the adjacent residential areas.
On-street parking occurs throughout the town, particularly in the vicinity of corner
shops, schools, fast food outlets, etc. Vehicles tend to be parked at these locations
for short periods of time whilst setting-down or picking-up. However, due to the
parked vehicles, the road width is reduced to single lane - thus disrupting the flow of
passing traffic and causing congestion.
Livestock markets are held on Wednesdays, which result in large quantities of farm
vehicles parking in the residential areas adjacent to the market. These vehicles
obstruct the roads to through traffic and inconvenience local residents. In particular,
congestion occurs on Romanby Road and in the vicinity of the southern entrance to
Applegarth car park.
Hambleton District Council undertook a parking survey in Northallerton whilst the
traffic management strategy was being developed. These surveys revealed that
overall, there is sufficient provision of both short and long stay parking within the
town to meet current needs on non-market days, but that on market days the parking
is at capacity for several hours per day. Furthermore, it highlighted the level of the
current parking stock, 801 public off-street car parking spaces controlled by the
District Council, 267 public on-street spaces on the High Street controlled by NYCC,
and a further 2765 spaces in privately controlled car parks.
The district council does not charge for parking within the district. Traditional means
of managing demand to supply through fiscal measures are therefore difficult to
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apply. In their proposed parking strategy for Northallerton, the district council took to
provided 50 additional short stay, and 100 additional long stay car parking spaces.
3.11

One way streets, roundabouts, weight-height-width-access restrictions, speed
limits and level crossings.
There are three main one-way sections in Northallerton:
•

The link from Romanby Road to the Applegarth operates in a northbound
direction;

•

The link to east of the Town Hall operates in a southbound direction; and,

•

Zetland Street operates in an eastbound direction from High Street to East Road.

These result in a number of banned turning movements, particularly on East Road.
There are numerous roundabouts and mini-roundabouts, including those at the
junctions of:
•

Darlington Road and Yafforth Road;

•

High Street and Quakers Lane;

•

Brompton Road and Quakers Lane;

•

High Street, Applegarth and Friarage Street;

•

Brompton Road and Friarage Street;

•

East Road and Bullamoor Road;

•

Bullamoor Road and Valley Road;

•

Valley Road and Greenhowsyke Road;

•

Crosby Road and The Link;

•

Crosby Road and Greenhowsyke Road;

•

East Road, High Street, Thirsk Road and South Parade;

•

South Parade and Racecourse Lane; and,

•

Boroughbridge Road and Lees Lane.

Much of the residential areas within Northallerton and Romanby are subject to 7.5
tonne weight restrictions, as is Quakers Lane, which is largely residential, but also
serves the purpose of linking High Street and Brompton Road. The size of vehicles
passing through the town on to the A684 is limited by the bridges on the ECML.
These are typically restricted to vehicles of 12’ (feet) and 9’’ (inches) or less. The
unclassified road from Yafforth Road to Romanby is also subject to a 14’3’’ limit
where it passes under the Wensleydale Railway.
Level crossings are present on Boroughbridge Road to the South of the Railway
Station, on Romanby Road and at Low Gates. All cause considerable delays at
peak times.
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With the following exceptions, the entire built-up area is subject to a 30mph speed
limit.
•

20mph zones are present on both Grammar School Lane and Crosby Road in
the vicinity of Northallerton College and the adjacent Primary School.

•

Thirsk Road has a section of 40mph speed limit from the edge of the built up
area to Mill Hill Lane, and Darlington Road has a similar section inbound to its
junction with Yafforth Road.

•

Both Brompton Road and Northallerton Road have modern 40mph buffer zones
beyond the built up area.

3.12

Known traffic speed problems, law breaking and enforcement
Whilst law breaking is not seen to be rife in Northallerton,. It is the perception of
some that the Disc Parking Scheme operated by NYCC on the High Street is
abused, drivers overstaying, changing the arrival time on discs and moving vehicles
to other spaces in the same area at regular intervals throughout the day. There is
little if any factual evidence to support this.

3.13

Road traffic accidents
The personal injury accident record for Northallerton from 1998 to June 2001 is
shown on Figure 4. It can be seen that the majority of the accidents have occurred
at junctions and along the major routes through the town. A considerable proportion
(approximately 60%) involved pedestrians or cyclists, as identified on Figure 5.
These accidents tend to occur at crossing points - particularly those coincident with
road junctions - and other areas where there is a conflict of interest between vehicles
and pedestrians.
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Figure 4: Accidents in Northallerton by Severity and Year - 1998 to Jun 2001
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Figure 5: Accidents in Northallerton Categorised by Road User Type - 1998 to Jun 2001
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3.14

The views of the public
An initial stakeholder workshop was held in Northallerton Town Hall, on 9th
November 2001. This consisted of a presentation of relevanr data by Mouchel
Parkman, a brainstorming session to generate ideas and to identify key issues,
prioritisation of the issues through a system of voting, and a number of smaller focus
group type discussions to evaluate and to add detail to the issues and attempt to
identify potential solutions. 63 issues were identified prior to prioritisation, and these
are detailed in Appendix 5, as are the number of votes cast.
The result of the voting was the identification of 13 issues considered to be of
greatest importance. These are listed below with a summary to give a flavour of the
discussions.
•

Inadequate taxi rank provision - taxis are currently limited to ranks adjacent to
the Town Hall and on Zetland Street. It was suggested that ranks at the main
supermarkets including TESCO would be useful.

•

Inappropriate taxi rank location - the ranks at the Town Hall and at Zetland
Street do not function well, the former creating potentially dangerous right-turn
manoeuvres across the High Street and the latter having problems in terms of
the direction of the one-way restrictions. It was also felt by those present that
personal security at ranks was an issue worthy of further investigation.

•

Lack of Funding (for long term solutions) - traffic problems in Northallerton need
long term solutions - major capital schemes for both road and rail. As an
alternative, upgrading of the Yafforth Road (Plate 6) to A684 link was suggested
as a lower cost capital scheme.

•

Location of cattle market - access to the site is poor for HCVs and the impact
of markets on the adjacent residential area is problematic. Escaped animals were
also raised as a problem but it is not known how often such escapes occur.

•

Obstruction of Public Rights of Way - by vehicles, also fears over personal
security, poor surface conditions, inadequate lighting and litter. It was also
suggested that bollards are used to deter or prevent obstruction.

•

Future growth of traffic in Northallerton - congestion tends to be limited to
peak periods, but there was an acknowledgement that traffic will increase unless
preventative steps are taken. That said, one such measure suggested was to
increase parking provision which is unlikely to act as a deterrent. The
construction of a bypass and or relief roads was also favoured.

•

Railway Issues – there are too many level crossings, the length of delays at
level crossings and the potential increase in future rail use of the rail network.
Particular concern was raised about the severance of emergency services when
the barriers are down. Low Gates (Plate 7) was identified as the priority for
action, it being used by both passenger and freight services. Questions were also
raised about ‘Phantom Trains’ where the barriers are closed but no train appears.
A rail bypass was suggested.

•

Blocking of junctions - when the level crossing gates are down, drivers tend to
block junctions. The more extensive use of yellow box markings was suggested.
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Plate 6: Yafforth Road approaching Yafforth

Plate 7: Approaching Low Gates Level Crossing from Darlington Road
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3.15

•

Inappropriate location of zebra crossing in Friarage Street - the close
proximity of the zebra crossing to the roundabout on Friarage street causes
problems for drivers as they have to concentrate on roundabout traffic and be
aware of approaching pedestrians. This is a particular problem for drivers not
familiar with the town and at busy times there can be an almost constant stream
of pedestrians over the crossing causing tail-backs onto the High Street. It was
suggested that the crossing be upgraded to a ‘Puffin’ or that the roundabout be
signalised.

•

Lack of public transport information - There is no information about rail
services within the town and there is often a lack of information about bus
services. It was suggested that rail timetables should also be shown in the town
centre and that the information line telephone number be shown on buses.

•

Location of bus terminus - there is a lack of shelters, lack of seating and the
location does not lend itself to integration with other modes of public transport.

Other problems and issues
Other problems and issues identified through the workshop process that like beyond
the scope of this study, have been recorded and passed on to the appropriate NYCC
Officer for consideration.
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4

Policies and Transport Objectives

4.1

Local Transport Plan Objectives
The NYCC Local Transport Plan 2001-2006 is based on a structure of aims and
objectives, developed into a strategy that seeks to achieve a core vision.
'Of a sustainable transport system which will not only meet the social and
economic needs of local communities but also safeguard the
environment'.
The five common aims linking transport to its role in the wider social and urban
environment are;

4.2

•

Promoting Economic Prosperity - by facilitating opportunities for economic
regeneration and growth and improving the operational efficiency of the transport
system and the provision of tourism.

•

Improving Community Life - through transportation and measures to reduce
pollution and opening up/maintaining access to social facilities for all age groups.

•

Improving safety - through controlling speed/routing/traffic orders, giving priority
to cyclist, pedestrian and people with disabilities.

•

Protecting and Enhancing Environmental Quality - by integrating land use and
planning and all forms of transport as a means minimising environmental impact
and reducing the need to travel.

•

Promoting Social Equality and Opportunity - by providing genuine choices of
travel mode and meeting the travel needs of the socially and physically
disadvantaged.

Local Transport Plan Local Objectives
Northallerton is located in NYCC's Central Policy Area. To take account of the
particular needs of the area, NYCC have a number of local objectives within the LTP.
These are:
•

To reduce the number and severity of road accident casualties. Improving road
safety both in market towns and villages and on the inter urban road network is a
paramount requirement.

•

To reduce social exclusion by providing access to all with a high quality public
transport system, and reducing dependency on private cars by providing viable
alternatives to access Market Places within towns.

•

The introduction of traffic calming measures where there are particular problems
of volumes and speeds of traffic passing through towns and villages.

The LTP also makes specific reference to ‘the three level crossings in Northallerton
on busy main roads into the town’. Queues build quickly when the gates are lowered
and delays to emergency vehicles are a particular concern
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4.3

Local Plan Developments and Constraints
Hambleton District Council is the Local Planning Authority, and as such, controls
land-use planning in Northallerton. In relation to this study, reference has been made
to the Hambleton District Local Plan dated January 1999. Transport is one of the
four guiding principles of the plan. It states that:
‘New developments will, where practical, be encouraged to locate where
it could reduce the need for travel, especially by car, and enable the use
of more environmentally friendly means of transport such as public
transport, walking and cycling.’
The local plan contains a number of main transport related objectives:
•

To ensure that new development is served by a satisfactory access, adequate
car parking, proper provision for loading, unloading and turning does not impair
highway safety.

•

To support the improvement of existing roads and construction of new roads
(where existing roads are not sufficient) where they improve highway safety or
result in a net environmental benefit.

•

To promote safe and attractive facilities for pedestrians, cyclists and people with
mobility problems.

•

To ensure that there is an adequate supply of conveniently located car parking in
shopping centres.

•

To minimise the need for travel by locating housing, places of work and other
facilities in reasonable proximity to each other and promoting the use of public
transport, cycling and walking as alternatives to the car for journeys.

The Hambleton Local Plan also sets out a number of priorities with relevance to the
Traffic Management Strategy. These include:
Policy T3 - New bypasses with firm programmes - The protection of a northern
bypass alignment between the two railway lines to the north of the town, forming a
northern development limit. The plan also states that the district councils preferred
option is for a western outer-bypass which could run from Warlaby Crossroads to
Yafforth Road, on to Jeckelow Grange and then continue to Stokesley Road, with a
link between Lees Lane and Thirsk Road.
Policy T8 - Car Parking Allocations - 25 new off street car parking spaces west of the
Applegarth Car Park.
Policy T9 - Coach Parking - One hectare allocated at the northern boundary of the
development land to the East of Darlington Road.
Policy T15 - Traffic Calming - The district council encourage the introduction of such
measures to secure environmental improvements and to reduce the harmful effects
of traffic in residential areas, near schools, in shopping centres and in other
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appropriate locations.
narrowings.

The measures are defined as road humps, chicanes and

Policy T18 - Pedestrian Facilities - Improvements in the safety, convenience and
attractiveness of facilities for pedestrians will be sought through encouraging the
provision of new and widened footpaths alongside highways, improved road
crossings and by extending the footpath network.
Policy T19 - Cycling - Provision of cycle parking facilities at key attractors and the
following cycle improvements in Northallerton:
•

Conversion of public footpaths across the Applegarth to shared pedestrian / cycle
use.

•

A cycle route from Brompton to Northallerton via Stone Cross, Hambleton
Leisure Centre and Allertonshire School.

•

A cycle route from Bullamoor Road to Mowbray Road

•

A cycle route from Applegarth to Springwell Lane / Ainderby Road, Romanby

•

A shared pedestrian / cycle path along Goosecroft Lane.

The central area of Northallerton was designated as a conservation area in April
1987. This area includes the northern end of the High Street to the northern
boundary of All Saints Church, the main shopping area on High Street, South Parade
including the County Hall complex, and Thirsk Road from South End to Grammar
School Lane.
4.4

National Planning Policy Guidance
Both the strategy and the aforementioned documents are produced within the
context of wider government policy relating to land-use planning. This is generally
issued in the form of Planning Policy Guidance notes (PPG’s). PPG 13 relates
specifically to Transport and was revised in March 2001. It sets out far reaching
aims that include:
•

To reduce the growth in length and number of motorised journeys;

•

To encourage alternative means of travel which have less environmental impact;
and,

•

To reduce reliance on the private car, including through the designation of
maximum rather than minimum parking standards on the basis that a balance
has to be struck between encouraging new investment in town centres by
providing adequate levels of parking, and potentially increasing traffic congestion
caused by too many cars.
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PPG 13 states that:
•

Well-designed Transportation measures can contribute to planning objectives in
a number of ways, including:

•

Reducing community severance, noise, local air pollution and traffic accidents;

•

Promoting safe walking, cycling and public transport across the whole journey;

•

Improving the attractiveness of urban areas and allowing efficient use of land;

•

Helping to avoid or manage congestion pressures which might arise in central
areas from locational policies;

•

Resident parking schemes and other controls to avoid on-street parking in areas
adjacent to developments with limited on-site parking; and

•

Producing better and safer local road conditions in rural areas and reducing the
impacts of traffic in sensitive locations, while facilitating the access that is
important to maintaining a vibrant rural economy.

The strategy also takes into account PPG 7, which provides guidance on
development in rural areas and PPG 15 which covers development in historic
environments.
4.5

Transportation Strategy Objectives for Northallerton
The overall aim for the Town Centre Traffic Management Strategy for Northallerton is
to produce an integrated strategy aimed at securing long lasting improvements,
especially for vulnerable road users, whilst maximising economic prosperity and
environmental quality, and minimising existing or potential sources of detrimental
impact. To enable delivery of this aim, a number of objectives have been
determined. These are:
•

Take into account the needs and safety of pedestrians, cyclists, through traffic
and local traffic throughout Northallerton, with particular regard to those with
disabilities and the more vulnerable users.

•

Improve pedestrian and cyclist facilities throughout the study area, particularly in
the vicinity of the High Street.

•

Reduce and direct through traffic by provision of alternative routes and/or
appropriate signing which avoid the High Street and reduce vehicle speeds
through the study area.

•

Reduce severance, delays and disruption caused to motorised and nonmotorised users by the railways and level crossings.

•

Improve and increase public transport facilities, such as taxi ranks, bus stops,
information boards, etc, with consideration to the existing bus standing area.

•

Identify areas likely to benefit from school/green travel plans.

•

Improve the existing parking strategy and facilities within the study area, such as
signing, location, access, egress, usage, etc.
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4.6

Finance and Implementation - NYCC Transportation Priority System
Identified problems and potential solutions to traffic issues in Northallerton are
collated and processed by the NYCC Area Traffic Manager who reports on progress
to the NYCC Hambleton Area Committee. Table 6 summarises the current situation
in relation to Northallerton.
Scheme No.

Location

Nature of Request

HM/A1.472

High Street, Northallerton

No Right Turn

HM/A1.504

Lynton Way, Northallerton

Waiting Restriction

HM/A1.513

Turker Lane, Northallerton

Waiting Restriction

HM/A1.520

Byland Avenue, Northallerton

Waiting Restriction

Table 4: Traffic Management Issues under Investigation

The NYCC budget for capital expenditure on transport schemes is set currently by
Central Government with indicative allocations for future years. NYCC programme
schemes based on priority and levels of this settlement. The scheme currently
programmed for the funding period 2003 to 2005 are detailed in Table 7

Type of Scheme

Location

Estimated Cost

Local Safety

Netto Entrance, Northallerton

TMS Implementation

Northallerton

£200000

Cycling Schemes

Northallerton, Thirsk and Easingwold

£240000

Bus Corridor

Northallerton to Darlington

£16900

£60000

Table 5: NYCC Programmed Schemes
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5

Developing the Transportation Strategy

5.1

Identification of Options
Based on the information provided in Sections 3 and 4 of this report, a number of
practical measures for improving Transportation in Northallerton were identified with
reference to the NYCC hierarchy of road users. These comprised;
Short Term Complementary Measures, including:
•

Car Park Signing

•

Pedestrian Action Plan – such as crossing points

•

Alternative route Signing around Warlaby

•

Disabled Parking Provision

•

Cyclists Provision – such as parking

•

Green Travel Plans

•

Traffic Calming on High Street

•

School Travel Plans

•

Public Transport Information

•

Review Carriageway Markings at junctions

•

Residents Parking Schemes

•

Park & Ride Scheme

•

Duration of Disc Parking Zones

•

Dropped kerbs and tactile paving on key routes and at key pedestrian crossing
points

Option 1 – Traffic Calming, comprising:
•

Formalising the bus standing area outside ‘The Buck’ at North End

•

New Puffin crossings on High Street and on East Road

•

Improvements to the junctions of Romanby Road and Springwell Lane, High
Street and South Parade, Thirsk Road and Racecourse Lane, and Thirsk Road
and Mill Hill Lane.

•

Traffic calming on High Street and Malpas Road, the former with a 20mph speed
restriction.

•

The scheme would improve the environmental quality of the High Street, but
result in the loss of 12 car parking spaces within the central area.
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Option 2 – One-Way System on High Street
•

A one-way southbound flow on the northern part of the High Street between the
Friarage Street roundabout and Zetland Street.

•

Creation of a formalised bus terminus outside ‘The Buck’ at North End.

•

Conversion of the High Street / Friarage Street Roundabout to signal control.

•

Rotation of the parking on the west side of the High Street in the vicinity of the
Town Hall, creating an additional 15 car parking spaces on this section.

•

Can incorporate any of the measures outlined in Option 1

Option 2A – No through route
•

High Street to operate in a one-way southbound direction to the North of Zetland
Street and one-way northbound with a contraflow bus lane to the South of
Zetland Street. Zetland Street would remain one-way eastbound. With this
arrangement, only buses and taxis would be able to pass through the High
Street, and then only in a southerly direction.

•

The southern footway of Zetland Street would be widened and the junction of
Zetland Street and East Road improved.

Option 3 – High Street pedestrianisation

5.2

•

Pedestrianisation of the North End of the High Street between Friarage Street
and Zetland Street, retaining access for buses, taxis and loading only.
Consideration could be given to applying the restrictions during certain times, for
example - 8am to 6pm

•

This option would result in a reduction of 100 car parking spaces on High Street,
increased traffic flows on Zetland Street, Friarage Street and East Road.

Stakeholder Workshop 2
A second workshop was held in the Grand Committee Room, County Hall in
Northallerton on 2nd May 2002. Attendees are included within the list attached to this
report as Appendix 2.
The aim of the workshop was to agree the measures and options to be taken forward
to Public Consultation. Key elements of the discussions included:
Short Term Complementary Measures, including:
The stakeholders agreed that the Short Term Measures were non-contentious and
should be progressed.
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Option 1 – Traffic Calming, comprising:
•

Several concerns were raised about the introduction of speed tables and their
impact on the response times of emergency services.

•

There was concern over the loss of 12 car parking spaces, although this was put
into focus with a discussion of the number already removed each market day.

•

Changing some of the disc parking to a one hour duration was considered as a
potential solution.

Option 2 – One-Way System on High Street
•

Concern was raised about the impact of changing the traffic flows, in light of
experience gained during the refurbishment of the prison wall.

•

It was noted that to increase capacity at the entrance / egress from the
Applegarth, that it may be necessary to ban the right turning movement from the
Applegarth on to the High Street.

•

Cllr Brown was concerned about he impact of bus parking on car parking and
suggested that buses should park on the carriageway. It was also suggested
that there is concern about personal security and safety in The Applegarth which
encourages people to park on High Street.

•

It was questioned what impact the proposals would have on the number of
market stalls and their arrangement, and it was agreed to consider this as part of
any design.

Option 2A – No through route
•

Concern was expressed about the loss of passing trade, potential abuse of the
‘bus-gate’ type feature and potential blockages cause by vehicles servicing
premises on Zetland Street. It was also suggested that the junction of High
Street and Zetland Street would need to be signalised to make the option work.

Option 3 – High Street pedestrianisation
•

Discussion focused around the loss of parking spaces, a previous experiment
with pedestrianisation some 15 years previously, which Cllr Blades described as
a disaster. The scale of the increased traffic flow on East Road was also
questioned.

The stakeholders present were unhappy with Options 2A and 2 moving forward to
consultation. Option 2 was only judged to be acceptable with significant changes.
Following the workshop, NYCC decided to commission additional work, particularly
in relation to central area traffic flows, and hold a third Stakeholder Workshop.
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5.3

Additional Analysis of Traffic Movement
This element of the work comprised of two parts, firstly, an assessment of through
traffic movement on the High Street, and secondly, assessment of the junction flows
and capacities within the High Street and East Road circuit.
Assessment of the traffic movement on High Street was conducted over a 12-hour
period using two video camera sites, one at each end. Number plate recognition
technology was then used to identify the entry and exit times for each vehicle
passing through the High Street.
•

6448 vehicles were record entering the High Street from the North, of which 3412
or 53% passed straight through.

•

5758 vehicles were record entering the High Street from the South, of which
3743 or 64.5% passed straight through.

The data gained from the video survey was also used to determine the duration of
stay of those parking within the High Street. This data is summarised in Table 6.
Length of Stay
(minutes)
>10
>20
>30
>40
>50
>60
>70
>80
>90
>100
>110
>120

Percentage of
vehicles
4.71%
11.44%
10.25%
10.05%
9.77%
9.21%
7.57%
8.09%
8.48%
8.37%
5.37%
6.70%

Table 6: Parking Duration in the High Street

In order to assess junction flows and capacities, 12 hour Manual Classified Counts
were undertaken at all of the junctions within the High Street and East Road circuit.
This revealed a combined northbound flow through the area of approximately 12500
vehicles and a combined southbound flow of 11500 vehicles. The represents a
greater flow than the High Street or East Road could take in isolation and limits the
options for, for example pedestrianisation, without the ability to implement a number
of restraint measures. Taking this information into account, further options were
developed, including relieving pressure on the junction of High Street and Romanby
Road to ensure that the junction of High Street, East Road, Thirsk Road and South
Parade remains free-flowing. Figures 6 and 7 show the predicted impact on traffic
flows at the South End roundabout for the AM and PM peaks respectively.
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Figure 6: AM Peak Traffic Flows at South End (with and without alterations to Romanby Road
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Figure 7: PM Peak Traffic Flows at South End (with and without alterations to Romanby Road
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5.4

Stakeholder Workshop 3
Taking into account the comments make by stakeholders present at Workshop 2,
and the additional traffic data collected in the intervening period, the proposals put
forward at Workshop 2 were refined and amended. This allowed considerable extra
detail to be shown to stakeholders attending the third Workshop. A copy of the
handout provided at the workshop has been included as Appendix 6 of this report.
The third stakeholder workshop was held on 27th Match 2003, at the Methodist
Church Hall, North End, Northallerton. The measures and options presented
comprised:
Route and junction improvements - Warlaby Crossroads - Yafforth - Low Gates
A route study had been completed, considering the engineering works necessary to
improve the route for increased levels of traffic. This considered the provision of a
roundabout at Warlaby cross-roads, straightening and levelling on Dolly Lane,
improvement to the junction at Yafforth, advanced signing of closure of the level
crossing at Low Gates, combined with an extension of the 30mph speed limit and
appropriate speed reducing features. The benefits of adding a short slip road from
Yafforth Road to Darlington Road at the roundabout adjacent to Low Gates were
also assessed. The study also provided the opportunity to undertake an origin and
destination survey on the A684 to assess the existing routes used by traffic travelling
to and from the west, to and through Northallerton. This revealed that much of the
traffic with movements conducive to using the route already do so, and providing
considerable additional infrastructure would only reduce traffic on Northallerton High
Street and East Road by the order of 2%.
It was also reported to stakeholders that NYCC had been actively working with
Railtrack and Network Rail to consider options and funding opportunities for funding
a bridge crossing of the railway at Low Gates. A number of tentative alignments had
been looked at to ensure that a maximum gradient of1 in 12 was achievable at the
site and such work was ongoing.
Pedestrian Plan Improvements
A draft of the Pedestrian Action Plan was shown to stakeholders, identifying key
pedestrian routes, locations for dropped kerb and tactile paving crossings and
footway surface improvements. The plan also showed two new ‘Puffin’ crossings,
one on Boroughbridge Lane between the Railway Station and County Hall and the
second on East Road to the North of the Prison, both facilitating East-West
movement across these primary roads.
Cycle Plan Infrastructure Improvements
The routes proposed and under construction, as included within the adopted
Northallerton Cycling Plan were shown on the General Improvement s Plan.
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Thirsk Road Improvements
A scheme for Thirsk Road was developed to build upon the improvements of
2002/03 when central hatching and central islands were constructed to facilitate
cycle crossing. The scheme included:
•

Reducing the speed limit to 30mph within the existing 40mph speed limit;

•

Creating a 40mph buffer zone beyond the existing limit;

•

Extension the central hatching with the provision of two additional uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing points with refuges; and,

•

Provision of two mini-roundabouts, one at the junction with Mill Hill Lane and one
at Racecourse Lane.

Malpas Road and Romanby Road Traffic Calming and General Improvements
A scheme was developed for this area with the intention of reducing vehicle flows
and improving facilities for pedestrians, whilst having the by-product of improving the
environmental quality of the area. The scheme included:
•

The introduction of traffic calming measures on Malpas Road and Romanby
Road;

•

The creation of a one-way south-bound plug and a parking bay on Malpas Road
outside the shops; and,

•

Widening the footway under the railway bridge over Romanby Road, with signal
controlled working to retain two-way traffic flows.

North End Options and Public Transport Improvements
The rationale behind the scheme at North End was to rearrange the use of space to
provide an improved bus interchange, compliant with the DDA, whilst minimising the
overall loss of parking spaces and improving the operation and safety of the current
High Street / Friarage Street junction. An outline design was shown to stakeholders,
providing:
•

Bus stops for three buses on the kerb line outside ‘The Buck’ with improved
boarding and information;

•

A one-way northbound traffic flow through the area;

•

Two permanent loading bays for business use;

•

Optimisation of the parking arrangement towards a ‘Herringbone’ formation;

•

A footway around the outside of the All Saints Church, within the existing
carriageway;

•

Closure of the link from the junction into the parking area adjacent to the Town
Hall;
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•

Removal of the right-turn manoeuvre from the parking areas adjacent to the
Town Hall on to the High Street;

•

Relocation of the taxi rank to the Applegarth with a new footway; and

•

Two options for modifications to the junction of High Street and Friarage Street.

The junction of High Street and Friarage Street posed a number of problems
including the desire to improve pedestrian movement across the junction whilst
maintaining the visual appearance of the entry to the shopping area and facilitating
the mass exodus from the Applegarth car park at the end of the working day, in
particular when the closure of the level crossing at North End causes blocking back
through the junction.
•

The first option presented, modified the existing roundabout providing slightly
increases in capacity whilst facilitating pedestrian movements through
uncontrolled pedestrian crossings with central refuges on splitter islands.

•

The second option concentrated on facilitating pedestrian movement with the
provision of a signal control arrangement with pedestrian facilities across each
arm of the junction. Short-right turning lanes were included on High Street to
maintain capacity, whilst egress from the Applegarth would be improved through
a combination of signal stage timings and vehicle detection loops.

High Street including the Zetland Street and Romanby Road Junctions
The central area of the High Street shopping area, particularly in the vicinity of
Zetland Street, is also the centre for maximum pedestrian / vehicle conflict. The
narrow footways on the southern side of Zetland Street are not conducive to
shopping and the High Street footway is too narrow to cater for pedestrian demands,
particularly on market days. Crossing the High Street at this point is also
problematic for pedestrians who tend to hide behind parked vehicles and time their
runs across the street with breaks in traffic created by the pedestrian crossing
located outside Barkers and the signals at Romanby Road. The signals at Romanby
Road cause problems with traffic backing on to the South End roundabout, reducing
its capacity significantly and thus having knock-on effects on East Road, Thirsk Road
and South Parade. To directly address these problems, the following measures were
proposed:
•

Widened footway on Zetland Street and High Street to the South of Zetland
Street;

•

Provision of a new ‘Puffin’ crossing of High Street to the North of Zetland Street;
and,

•

Banning of the right turn from High Street into Romanby Road, introduction of
one-way westbound flow on Romanby Road with a contraflow cycle lane, and
one-way southbound flow on the link from the Applegarth.
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South End Junction Improvement Options
Many of the problems at this junction result from traffic blocking back from the High
Street and addressed previously. However, the junction also has a poor safety
record and the central island is often over-run by large vehicles, drivers misjudging
their track. Two options were presented for improvement.
The first option involved increasing the size of the existing central island, reducing
the number of circulating lanes whilst providing a more standardised facility.
Improvements to splitter islands on the High Street, Thirsk Road and South Parade
approaches would also provide a minimal pedestrian improvement. There are
currently a worrying number of accidents involving cyclists at the junction which may
not be addressed by the option.
The second option involved converting the junction to full signal control with
pedestrian facilities and advanced cycle stoplines on all arms. A signalised slip
would facilitate the movement from South Parade to High Street and access to the
loading bay outside Laura Ashley which is used for deliveries well before the AM
peak.
Parking Strategy
Mick Jewitt from Hambleton District Council outline the parking strategy for the town,
to allow those stakeholders present to consider the two strategies in parallel. His
presentation is included within Appendix 6.
The views of Stakeholders at Workshop 3
The stakeholders present at the workshop were generally supportive, but requested
that consultation be carried out showing the traffic signals with additional planting at
North end instead of the roundabout, and showing the roundabout at south end
rather than the traffic signals, although the latter was considered to be inevitable at
some point. It was thought that it was important to give people the opportunity to
turn around at least one end of the High Street. Banning the right turn from High
Street on to Zetland Street was also contentious, as was providing a footway within
the existing carriageway limits around All Saints Church.
The British Horse Society requested that their plan for providing equestrian routes
around Northallerton be included in any consultation. It was acknowledged by
Mouchel Parkman that there was little in the proposals for equestrians, but that the
issue had not been formulated into an objective for the study following the first
workshop. It was agreed that mention be made in the consultation materials.
General concerns were raised about the layout of the market, and the impact of any
proposals on the market. It was agreed that some change may be necessary, but
that NYCC did not see a problem in extending the market South beyond Zetland
Street if the potential loss of stalls became an issue.
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Within the Malpas Road and Romanby Road proposals, there is a need to ensure
that access is retained to the Medial Surgery and that buses can still serve the site.
5.5

The Strategy Options in Detail
Following Workshop 3, the strategy options were further refined taking account of the
views of stakeholders. The following measures and options were put forward to pulic
consultation.
•

Pedestrian Action Plan - NYCC has a duty to ensure that key pedestrian routes
are easy and safe to use. Key pedestrian routes were identified (Section 3.2) and
audited. Locations were identified for footway surface improvements, the
introduction of dropped kerbs and tactile paving and additional signal controlled
crossings.

•

Cycling Plan - The Northallerton Cycling Plan, adopted by NYCC in late 2000,
was integrated within the strategy and work has been started on implementation.

•

Equestrian Routes – NYCC are continuing to work with local users to identify
safer routes for horse riders which will reduce the levels of conflict between horse
riders and motorised traffic.

•

High Street - The following proposals focus on the High Street between All Saints
Parish Church and South Parade. As far as possible the measures minimise
impact on car parking spaces and the operation of the market and fair, whilst
providing a balanced range of improvements for those living, working and doing
business in Northallerton.
•

North End Public Transport Improvements - The car parking, and bus
interchange facilities to the South of the Parish Church would be
reorganised. Buses and loading bays would occupy the kerbside, with
raised kerbs for level boarding of buses, additional shelters and improved
information. The existing bus stopping area would be turned over to car
parking. The junction by All Saints Parish Church would be altered to
improve visibility for those turning on to the High Street.

•

Junction of High Street, Friarage Street and Applegarth - Improvement of
the pedestrian facilities at the North end of the High Street and egress from
the Applegarth car park has been sought for a number of years. To achieve
this, the existing roundabout would be replaced with a signal controlled
junction, incorporating pedestrian facilities. New areas of planting would be
created around the junction to retain an attractive gateway to the central
area.

•

Town Hall and Taxi Rank - The area of parking to the North of the Town Hall
would be rearranged whilst retaining existing accesses to premises and
removing the direct link from Friarage Street. The taxi rank would be
relocated to the opposite side of High Street. In addition a rank would be
created at the Applegarth end of the Garth Way Arcade within the
carriageway running alongside the Applegarth car park.
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•

High Street / Zetland Street - A new signal controlled crossing would be
provided on the High Street, immediately to the North of Zetland Street. The
footway would be widened on the east side of the High Street and on the
south side of Zetland Street. The footway on the south side of Zetland
Street would be widened. Parking including disabled bays would be
relocated from the north to the south side of Zetland Street.

•

High Street / Romanby Road Traffic Signals - Romanby Road would
become one way between the High Street and the 'Durham Ox' car park
except for cyclists. The right turn from the High Street into Romanby Road
would also be prohibited. Signal controlled pedestrian facilities would be
retained at the junction and the footway widened around the 'Durham Ox' on
Romanby Road. This revised arrangement would reduce the queuing
problem for traffic entering the High Street.

•

High Street / South Parade - Two options are proposed for this junction.
Both would improve pedestrian facilities and overall safety. The first
alternative would improve the existing roundabout layout, whilst the second
would replace the roundabout with traffic signals.

•

Romanby Road and Malpas Road - The junction of these two roads needs to be
improved to address safety concerns. Detailed proposals will be brought forward
for consultation associated with future developments in the area. In the meantime
it would be possible to introduce traffic calming measures on both roads.

•

Romanby Road Railway Bridge - In order to allow widening of the very narrow
footway and provide a safer route for cyclists the road width would be reduced
under the bridge to a single lane controlled by traffic signals.

•

Thirsk Road - The 30 mph speed limit would be extended from Mill Hill Lane to
the edge of the built-up area. Beyond this an extended 40 mph buffer zone would
be created. To complement these changes, a new traffic calming gateway would
be created at the boundary of the 30 mph limit, the central hatching would be
extended and two additional pedestrian refuge islands would be introduced. At
the junctions with Mill Hill Lane and Racecourse Lane, mini-roundabouts would
be constructed, improving safety.

•

Improvement of Alternative Routes - Warlaby Crossroads to Darlington Road Work is currently being undertaken to investigate improvements to this route (via
Dolly Lane and Yafforth Road). This would include a roundabout at Warlaby
Crossroads on the A684; and improvements to all other junctions along the route.
This alternative route for through traffic would be signed in both directions and its
increased use would help to reduce traffic volumes in the town centre. Also under
consideration is the option of signing traffic to/from Yafforth Road and Darlington
Road via the Standard Way industrial estate road.

•

Bridge at Low Gates - Discussions are taking place with Network Rail and the
Strategic Rail Authority (SRA) with a view to providing a bridge to replace the
existing rail level crossing on Darlington Road. This would also help to reduce the
delays at the other crossings.
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•

5.6

The key elements of the parking strategy developed by Hambleton District
Council are:
•

An increase in the number of parking bays for disabled users.

•

Improved ease of customer parking at the Hambleton Forum.

•

Hospital parking at the Hambleton Forum to be phased out.

•

More short stay spaces in the Applegarth by re-designation of 50 long stay
spaces for short stay use.

•

Auction Mart site to be considered for additional parking.

•

Improved car parking signage throughout the town.

•

Improved access to and from the Applegarth car park through the
introduction of traffic signals at the north end of the High Street.

•

Use of Lascelles Lane car park will be improved by the introduction of a
puffin crossing on East Road.

•

Identify locations for 100 new car parking spaces

•

Consideration to be given to reducing the duration of some High Street
parking bays to 1 hour duration to increase the turnover of spaces at
appropriate locations.

Public Consultation
The measures and options described above were presented on a leaflet distributed
to stakeholders and statutory consultees, over 9000 households and businesses in
Northallerton and the surrounding rural areas. This leaflet was accompanied by a
questionnaire, and both are included in this report as Appendix 8.
An exhibition was held on Friday 5th and Saturday 6th of September Northallerton
Town Hall manned by County Council and Mouchel North Yorkshire Officers. The
exhibition was moved to Hambleton Forum where it was displayed from 8th to 18th of
September.
In addition the consultation materials were posted on the internet at a site set up for
the consultation exercise [http://www.nycc-consultation.info] and a press release was
issued by NYCC on 11th August 2003 titled “Northallerton Traffic Management
Strategy”.
Approximately 20% of the questionnaires were returned within the specified
response period.
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5.7

Summary of Consultation Responses
Pedestrian Improvements:
• 84% of respondents supported pedestrian improvements; 10% not in support of
pedestrian improvements; and 5% not registering an opinion.
High Street Proposals:
• 88% of respondents supported north end public transport improvements; 7% not
supporting of public transport improvements; and 5% not registering an opinion.
•

88% of respondents supported improvements of High Street/South Parade
junction, 10% not supporting the improvements and 2% not registering an
opinion.

Malpas Road and Romanby Road Proposals:
• 54% of respondents supported traffic calming these roads; 38% not supporting
traffic calming; and 8% not registering an opinion.
•

73% of respondents supported widening the footway under the Romanby Road
railway bridge, 22% not supporting widening the footway and 5% not registering
an opinion.

•

89% of respondents supported improvements of the Romanby Road/Malpas
Road/Springwell Lane junction, 7% not supporting improvements to the junction
and 5% not registering an opinion..

Thirsk Road proposals:
• 67% of respondents supported the proposed mini-roundabouts; 27% not
supporting the mini-roundabouts; and 5% not registering an opinion.
•

76% of respondents supported the extension of the 30mph zone; 19% not
supporting the extension and 5% not registering an opinion.

Warlaby Crossroads to Darlington Road proposals:
• 84% of respondents supported improvements to the Dolly Lane and Yafforth
Road route; 8% not supporting improvements to the route and 8% not registering
an opinion.
•

69% of respondents supported signing most through traffic via the Standard Way
Industrial Estate; 23% not supporting improvements to the route and 8% not
registering an opinion.

Additional information:
• 89% of respondents supported a bridge over the railway at ‘Low Gates’; 8% not
supporting improvements to the route and 3% not registering an opinion.
•

58% of respondents supported reducing the duration of stay on some parts of
High Street to one hour; 38% not supporting reducing the duration of stay and
3% not registering an opinion.
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6

The Northallerton Traffic Management Strategy

6.1

Hambleton Area Committee Recommendations
The consultation results were reported to the North Yorkshire County Council
Hambleton Area Committee on 1st December 2003. The report asked members of
the committee for support of the following proposals:
•

Improvements for pedestrians - include in strategy

•

North End Public Transport Improvements - include in strategy

•

High Street / Friarage Street / Applegarth Junction - include conversion to traffic
signals in strategy

•

Relocating the taxi rank - further discussions with the District Council and taxi
operators

•

High Street / Zetland Street - footway widening, relocating parking bays and a
new ‘Puffin’ crossing of High Street. Include in strategy

•

High Street / Romanby Road Junction - no right turn from High Street and oneway on Romanby Road - include in strategy to be implemented on a pilot basis
and monitored

•

High Street / South Parade Junction - include improvement to existing
roundabout in strategy

•

Romanby Road and Malpas Road - Traffic Calming - include in strategy

•

Widening the Footway under the Romanby Road Railway Bridge - include in
strategy

•

Improvement of the Romanby Road / Malpas Road / Springwell Lane Junction include in strategy

•

Mini-roundabouts at the junctions of Thirsk Road with Racecourse Lane and Mill
Hill Lane - include in strategy

•

Extension of the Thirsk Road 30mph zone and provision of an extended 40mph
buffer zone - include in strategy

•

Warlaby Crossroads to Darlington Road Route - agree in principle as part of the
strategy subject to further investigation and reports on the detailed scheme

•

Signing through traffic via Standard Way Industrial Estate - not to be included in
the strategy. Alternative of improving Darlington Road /. Yafforth Road junction to
be investigated

•

Providing a bridge over the railway at Low Gates - the County Council continue
to press the Strategic Rail Authority and Network Rail for an appropriate scheme
to address the problems caused by the frequent closure of the level crossing.
Discussions be held with the District Council to agree a way forward

•

Reducing the duration of stay on some parts of the High Street to one hour include in strategy - proposals to be developed in conjunction with the District
Council’s overall Parking Strategy
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•

Equestrian Routes in the Northallerton Area - identify routes for implementation
as part of the strategy

•

Traffic signs audit - audit completed - Implementation to be included as part of
the strategy.

•

Other issues and requests raised in consultation - to be assessed and subject to
further reports to Area Committee.

The main text of the committee report and minutes of the Area Committee Meeting
are included as Appendix 10. The members resolved:
‘That the Director of Environmental Services be informed that it is the
Committee’s view that a Traffic Management Strategy be approved
based on the recommendations contained in Section 5 of the report and
as details on the display drawing reference numbers 054, 081, 083,
084A, 097A, 098, 099, 100 and 101, and after taking in to account the
issues raised by the Members that the meeting’.

The North Yorkshire County Council Director of Environmental Services, Mike
Moore, made an executive decision on 9th February 2004 as follows:
1. That a traffic management strategy for Northallerton be adopted ,
which includes the proposals described in the consultation leaflet and as
indicated on drawings B9329/012/054, 081, 083, 084A, 097A, 098, 099,
100 and 101 which were displayed at the County Council’s Committee
for Hambleton on 1 December 2003, and as attached in Appendix A
(attached). Also see annotation on attached Action List.
The Action List is included as part of Appendix 10.
The drawings referred to in the Area Committee Minutes and Decision Record were
subsequently renumbered to reflect revisions made prior to the public exhibition and
Area Committee. The contents of the drawings did not change. The revised
numbering is as follows, and the drawings are attached to this report.
B9329/012/054B, 081B, 083, 084B, 097B, 098A, 099B, 100C, 102C
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6.2

Implementation of the Strategy
A phasing programme has been devised to implement the Easingwold
Transportation Strategy. This is summarised in Table 11, and sets out the main
measures and options, the timescale for implementation and the current estimated
cost of the project. North Yorkshire County Council’s Hambleton Area Committee
has agreed the programme and an officer group has been established to oversee the
implementation of the study.
Estimated
Cost

Programme
Year

Dropped Kerbs, Tactile Paving and footway improvements

£116,000

2004 - 08

Railway Station Puffin Crossing

£40,000

2004 - 06

Traffic signals at Romanby Road railway bridge and footway widening.

£60,000

2006/7

High Street Puffin crossing at Zetland Street including upgrade existing crossing to Puffin

£73,000

2004/5

Improvements for Pedestrians

Public Transport
North End Public Transport Improvements

£78,000

2004 - 06

High Street/Friarage Street Junction Improvement Investigation

£2,000

2004/5

Experimental Order to reverse flow on Applegarth Service Road

£5,000

2004/5

Taxi Rank
Relocating Taxi Rank – Consultation with District Council and Taxi operators

£1,000

2004/5

Relocation of taxi rank and associated works

£50,000

2005/6

Zetland Street and High Street improvements

£100,000

2006 - 8

Traffic signal alterations High Street/Romanby Road – experimental scheme

£20,000

2004/5

High Street/South Parade roundabout improvements

£120,000

2007/8

Malpas Road and Romanby Road traffic calming

£28,000

2004 - 6

Malpas Road/Romanby Road junction improvement

£80,000

2004 - 6

Thirsk Road mini-roundabouts

£56,000

2005 - 7

Thirsk Road extended 30 mph zone and 40 mph buffer zone

£42,000

A684 Warlaby Crossroads to A167 Darlington Road via Yafforth – Investigation
and Works

£206,000

2008/9

Darlington Road/Yafforth junction improvement – Investigation and Works

£54,000

2007/8

Bridge over railway at Low Gates – Consultation with District Council and SRA

£2,000

2004/5

Part of High Street 1 hr disk parking (South Parade to Zetland Street)

£5,000

2004/5

Part of High Street (North End) 2hr disk parking

£5,000

2004/5

Equestrian routes

£2,000

2004/5

High Street Parking Proposals

Traffic and pedestrian sign improvements

£25,000

2004/5

Quaker Lane left turn into High Street – Investigation

£1,000

2004/5

Total

£1,171,000

Table 7: Northallerton Traffic Management Strategy Implementation Programme
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Name

Organisation

Cllr Jack Dobson
Alan Aungiers
J. Marlborough
Nancie McDougle
Richard Robbie
Tony Stevens
Ray Allan
B. Hutchinson
Rachel Connolly
Cllr Langthorne
Mr George Peach
David Clark
John Lagan
Mr Ron Healey
Alison Butterfield
Andrew Bainbridge
Andrew Wilkinson
Catherine Foster
Fiona Cashmore
Ian Beighton
Melanie Davies
Paul Roberts
Richard Owens
Stewart Hurst
Chris Millns
Phil Bird
Alan Maudsley
Cllr Ralph Andrew
David Blades
Mick Jewitt
Cllr H Langthorne
Cllr J N Smith
Alan Bunting
Alison Wilstrop
Brian Summers
Louise Watson
Mr M Steele
Mr R Turnbull
Nigel Bradbury
Colin Brown
Colin Green
Co. Cllr J Coulson
Co. Cllr P Brown
Co. Cllr W Barton
Joe Catton
Erica Blamire
Ivan Rose -

(Deputy Mayor) Northallerton Town Council
Allertonshire Civic Society
Allertonshire Civic Society
Allertonshire Civic Society
Allertonshire Civic Society
Arriva North East Ltd
Association of Northallerton Taxi Services
British Horse Society
British Horse Society
Brompton Parish Council
Confederation of Passenger Transport
Council for the Protection of Rural England
County Police Office
CTC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Hambleton Community Safety Council (part)
Hambleton District Council
Hambleton District Council
Hambleton District Council
Hambleton District Council
Hambleton District/Brompton Parish Councils
Hambleton District/Romanby Parish Councils
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
Mouchel Parkman
North Yorkshire Ambulance Service
North Yorkshire County Councillor
North Yorkshire County Councillor
North Yorkshire County Councillor
North Yorkshire Fire & Rescue
Railtrack
Railtrack
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Mr H Coyle
David Watson
Arthur Moody
Insp. Proud

Romanby Parish Council
SSB Minibuses
The Showmans Guild of Great Britain
Traffic Management Officer - County Police Office
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Ground Floor
Marlborough House
Westminster Place
York Business Park
Nether Poppleton
York
North Yorkshire
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1.

Introduction

1.1

This Pedestrian Action Plan has been produced in parallel with the
Northallerton

Traffic

Management

Strategy,

and

developed

in

partnership between North Yorkshire County Council (NYCC) and
Mouchel Parkman.
1.2

The

Pedestrian

Action

Plan

is

entirely

consistent

with

the

aforementioned strategy, but can be read separately without referring
to the strategy document.
1.3

For Northallerton and Romanby, this report sets out:
•

NYCC’s objectives for pedestrians and the specific aims of this
plan.

•

The principal features and pedestrian attractors within the town.

•

Key pedestrian routes within the town.

•

Proposals for improvement of these routes

•

Traffic Management Strategy consultation responses related to this
plan

1.4

The outcome of the Pedestrian Action Plan is summarised in Appendix
A and on Drawing B9329/012/107A.

2.

Objectives

2.1

NYCC has adopted an over-arching Pedestrian Strategy, which
commits it to produce a Pedestrian Action Plan for all towns within the
county. This contains a number of objectives:
•

To maximise the role of walking, in order to reduce the use of and
the reliance on the private car.

•

To identify and improve, based on an assessment of demand and
potential demand, high quality networks providing safe, convenient
and attractive routes for pedestrians in urban areas.
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•

To ensure that in assessing transport and development proposals,
the needs of pedestrians are the first priority.

•

To maintain and improve the network of rural, urban and interurban

pedestrian

routes,

hence

achieving

greater

public

satisfaction.
•

To ensure that suitable facilities for the mobility-impaired are
provided, wherever possible, on the key pedestrian route network.

•

To improve the facilities on all pedestrian routes and to ensure
appropriate

facilities

are

always

provided

when

new

and

refurbished pedestrian crossings are installed.
The preparation and implementation of the Pedestrian Action Plan is
intended to provide a means to assist in achieving these objectives
within the study area.
2.2

Specific Objectives.
The specific aims of this Pedestrian Action Plan are outlined below:
•

To identify key pedestrian routes based on an assessment of
demand and potential demand;

•

To determine any shortfall in facilities along these key routes and
any significant shortfalls on any other important pedestrian routes;

•

Identify actions and/or facilities to address any shortfall; and

•

Prioritise proposals for improvements required to these routes.

The ultimate aim of this Pedestrian Action Plan is to ensure that key
pedestrian routes are coherent and of a consistent design standard
thereby contributing to the provision of a high quality pedestrian route
network.

The plan also identifies all improvements necessary to

comply with the requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act.
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3.

Principal Facilities

3.1

Town Centre - This area provides the local facilities needed by both
the residents of Northallerton and the wider rural community. Facilities
available include shops, public houses, a hospital, banks, and a post
office. A local market is held on the High Street every Wednesday and
Saturday as is a May Fair once a year. Northallerton also functions as
a bus interchange particularly outside The Buck Inn at the North end of
High Street, but also at stops on High Street and Zetland Street. The
railway station located on Boroughbridge Road to the south west of the
town centre. The various facilities available in the town are described
in sections below.

3.2

Residential Areas – The residential areas within the centre area and on
the outskirts of Northallerton include:
•

Residential areas commonly known as Broomfield between Thirsk
Road and the railway line, Mill Hill between Thirsk

Road and

Crosby Road, Turker Lane, Bullamoor between Valley Road and
Turker Lane, Quaker Lane between High Street and Brompton
Road, North End comprising the area to the north of the High
Street, and Romanby which lies to the South West of the East
Coast Railway Line.
3.3

Education – The town middle school is The Allertonshire School on
Brompton Road, and the upper school is Northallerton College.
The primary schools are:
•

Romanby County Primary School;

•

The Applegarth County Primary School;

•

Alverton County Infant School;

•

Bullamoor County Junior School;

•

Broomfield County Primary School; and,

•

Northallerton Mill Hill County Primary School.
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3.4

Employment - The many businesses within the town centre, including
those on East Road, Friarage Street and High Street, provide vital
employment. Recognition must also be given to the numerous small
hotels and guesthouses dotted throughout the area of the plan. Major
employment centres include County Hall on Racecourse Lane,
Hambleton District Council on Northallerton Road, DEFRA on Crosby
Road and the prison on East Road. Outside the town centre, the main
employment centre is the Standard Way Industrial Estate.

Allerton

Industries currently operates from a site just north of Romanby Road,
but may be moving to a site off Darlington Road.
3.5

Medical facilities – Medical facilities in Northallerton include The
Friarage Hospital which provides healthcare for an area including
Hawes, Richmond, Thirsk, Northallerton, Leyburn and parts of
Stokesley. There are also two medical centres, one off Boroughbridge
Road in Romanby, and the other off Malpas Road.

The Ashlands

Disability Centre provides residential and day-care for adults with
learning difficulties and is accessed from Valley Road.
3.6

Sports and leisure facilities - There is a football ground off Ainderby
Road, a cricket pitch and tennis courts at Romanby off Boroughbridge
Road. The sports centre and swimming pool are linked to football
pitches

at

Hambleton

Council

offices

at

the

Northallerton

Road/Stokesley Road junction, and there are additional football pitches
to the south of County Hall off Broomfield Avenue.

The Forum, a

community hall, is located off Friarage Street, whilst the main Library is
located on East Road at South End.
3.7

Shopping facilities – the main shopping facilities are on the High
Street, and a market is held every Wednesday and Saturday, with a
farmers market monthly. The main supermarkets are Tesco accessed
off East Road, Safeway accessed from both the Applegarth and High
Street, Somerfield at North End and Netto accessed off Brompton
Road near its junction with Friarage Street. There are neighbourhood
shops off Boroughbridge Road adjacent to the medical centre, at
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Romanby opposite the village green on Ainderby Road, and, at
Ashlands and on Forest Road in Bullamoor.
3.8

Pedestrian counts have been undertaken on two occasions in the last
five years. The first of these was on Monday 23rd September 2002 and
shows 419 people crossing Boroughbridge Road just north of its
junction with Harewood Lane. Fifty-two percent of these crossings
occurred between 0845 and 0915 and between 1500 and 1600. The
second traffic count was at the level crossing at the north of the High
Street which showed 447 pedestrians crossing in a twelve-hour count
on Friday 11th October 2002.

3.9

23 Road Traffic Accidents resulting in injury and involving pedestrians
were recorded between January 1999 and December 2001. Of these,
one of these was fatal, 5 resulted in serious injury to a pedestrian and
the remaining 17 resulted in slight injury to the pedestrian involved.

3.10

The fatal accident occurred when a pedestrian crossed the path of a
reversing vehicle in a loading bay. Three of the five serious accidents
occurred on the High Street and involved pedestrians stepping out in
front of vehicles.

3.11

Of the sixteen accidents resulting in slight injury, seven occurred in the
Quaker Lane area of Brompton Road, and five accidents occurred on
the High Street.

Nine of the accidents occurred with pedestrians

stepping out into moving traffic, often from between parked cars or
stationary traffic. One accident involved a pedestrian being knocked
down on a zebra crossing, and four were as a result of collisions and
shunts between vehicles.
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4.

Pedestrian Routes

4.1

A number of Primary Pedestrian Routes have been identified in
Northallerton, along which access for all, is required. It should be noted
that where dropped crossings already exist, many do not meet current
regulations in terms of the height of upstand and arrangement of the
tactile surfacing.
When dropped crossings and tactile paving are used, these need to be
continuous over a whole route to provide meaningful access for the
disabled and mobility-impaired.

4.2

Primary pedestrian routes, not in priority order, have been identified as:

A.

High Street between East Road and Friarage Street – The High Street
is the main hub of pedestrian activity in Northallerton. The majority of
shops along the High Street are small independent or small chain
shops, with a few larger stores including Woolworths, Safeway and
Boyes. Short-stay parking is mainly disc-parking at right angles or in
echelon format on both sides of High Street, and footways are
consistently above 2m wide and in good condition, however the
following minor problems have been noted:-.
•

Market stalls encroach onto the footway reducing the footway to
below 2m.

•

There are places where the 2m wide footway is still too narrow for
pedestrian flow, particularly on Market Day.

There are two controlled pedestrian crossing points on the High Street,
namely:•

At the Romanby Road junction, a three-way signal-controlled with a
pedestrian phase across all arms of the junction.

•

At the end of Market Row, the pelican crossing is a major crossing
point of the High Street.
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A significant number of pedestrians cross the High Street without using
the available signal-controlled pedestrian crossings.

High Street looking south from Zetland Street

B.

Romanby Road - Romanby Road serves as the primary pedestrian
route to the town centre from the Ainderby Road area of Romanby.
The route is generally adequate for pedestrian usage with footways
over 1.2m wide, however the following points have been noted:•

The railway bridge causes concern as the northern footway
terminates before the footbridge with no available crossing points.
The southern footway under the railway bridge is approximately 1m
wide adjacent to the narrow carriageway.

•

At the junction of Romanby Road and Malpas Road, there are
proposals to improve the junction.

Pedestrian crossing facilities

and visibility are poor here.
•

For a distance of 20m from the junction of Romanby Road / High
Street the footway width on the south side is less than 0.5m,
requiring all pedestrians to cross before the narrow section.
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•

The footway narrows to the east of Weavers Green residential
development, causing pedestrians to cross the road close to this
point.

Romanby Road adjacent to the creamery looking north

C.

South Parade - forms part of the pedestrian route from the railway
station and Romanby to the town centre. There is on-street parking on
the west side.
•

The signalised pedestrian crossing located at the northern end of
South Parade close to Hatfield Road is well-used by pedestrians.

•

The five-arm roundabout located at the southern end of South
Parade has substandard pedestrian facilities for the crossing of the
approach arms.

•

This route is used by those working at the County Hall site to
access to the High Street and also as the main access to the
railway station.
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D.

Boroughbridge Road – This route forms an extension to Route C as
the main pedestrian route between the southern part of Romanby, the
medical centre, neighbourhood shops, Northallerton Rail Station and
the High Street.

The route has footways predominantly over 1.8m

wide and these are generally in good condition.
•

An unmanned and automated level crossing is located to the west
of Northallerton Rail Station. This crossing has sufficient waiting
capacity for pedestrians, but no corduroy surfacing for the visuallyimpaired.

•

To the south of the rail station is a bridge with narrow footways on
both sides, the eastern footway measuring 1m wide. Guano is also
a notable problem on both footways under the bridge.

•

The vehicle access to Northallerton Rail Station is 20m wide with
no pedestrian crossing facilities.

•

There is a high level of traffic and congestion at the northern end of
Boroughbridge Road and no pedestrian crossing facility, including
between County Hall and the railway station and bus stop on the
western side of Boroughbridge Lane.

E.

Thirsk Road – This route links the residential areas in the south-east
quadrant of Northallerton to the High Street. The road crossing at
Grammar School Lane junction has no tactile paving.
•

Pedestrian visibility along Thirsk Road from Mill Hill Lane and
Racecourse Lane is poor.

•

Pedestrian crossing facilities are required across Thirsk Road.
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Thirsk Road looking north towards Mill Hill Lane

F

Grammar School Lane – This route is used by those accessing the
school and library. The road is traffic-calmed and the footways are
adequate.
•

The footways are in good condition with an average width of over
1.5m.

•

The entrance to Northallerton College has no dropped kerbs or
tactile paving across the entrances.

G

The Link to High Street – The Link has good footways on both sides of
the carriageway with a width of 2.0 metres.

The Link is the key

pedestrian route to High Street from the residential areas of the
eastern part of Northallerton and to and from Mill Hill Primary School.
This is also a key route for DEFRA employees accessing the High
Street.
•

Crossing of East Road is hazardous for pedestrians and a
formalised crossing point is required in the vicinity of The Link.
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•

The footway from East Road to the High Street is over 2m wide and
the condition is good.

H

Bullamoor Road – The footway on Bullamoor Road is generally of a
reasonable quality with an average width of over 1.5m.
•

Bullamoor Road forms the access to a large residential area, and to
many public facilities.

This includes a community centre (The

Forum), The Friarage Hospital, Bullamoor County Junior & Infant
Schools, and the Bullamoor Memorial Park.
•

The roundabout at the East Road Junction has pedestrian facilities.

•

At the western end at the Brompton Road junction there is a
roundabout with poor pedestrian facilities and visibility.

I

Brompton Road – This is the primary route to Allertonshire School and
the adjoining residential areas.

The route is busy and the route

condition is generally good, but with some poor sections.
•

The roundabout at Friarage Street has poor pedestrian facilities.

•

A signalised pedestrian crossing is located 100m north of the
Friarage Street roundabout.

•

At the Allertonshire School there is a footbridge over Brompton
Road.

•

The northern part of the route has a segregated footway &
cycleway, and forms the access to the leisure centre.

J

East Road – East Road runs parallel to High Street and is the main
traffic access around the town avoiding the High Street. It also forms
the main entry route for pedestrians crossing from the eastern
residential areas to the town centre.
•

At the north end, the roundabout has pedestrian facilities.
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•

The footways are consistently over 1.2m wide and are in good
condition.

•

A signalised crossing is located to the west of Grammar School
Lane, which is used mainly by students accessing the Tesco
supermarket and the town centre from Northallerton College.

•

A pedestrian tunnel with lighting is located at the junction of East
Road and Thirsk Road, there is ramp access from the north
footway of East Road and a ramp and stairs from the southern
footway.

K

Darlington Road - High Street – This route connects the Standard Way
industrial area and the retail frontages to the High Street north of the
roundabout junction with Friarage Street.
•

The level crossing located on High Street has sufficient waiting
capacity for pedestrians, but no corduroy surfacing to warn visuallyimpaired pedestrians of the crossing.

•

On the west side of High Street there is access to a variety of
shopping units varying from car dealerships to a food supermarket.

•

Parking is off-carriageway along High Street on both sides of the
carriageway except outside All Saints Parish Church where parking
is on the east side only.

•

Footways to the east and west of the northern section of the High
Street are variable in quality.

Some sections have poor

reinstatement following roadworks, and should be resurfaced.
•

The footpath deviates from the edge of carriage way adjacent to
the All Saints Parish Church and goes through the Church
grounds. Footway widths vary but are of an adequate standard.

•

High Street north of Friarage Street – On the east side the area is
utilised as a bus and coach terminus with a single bus shelter. The
footways are wide with minimal interference of street furniture.
Pedestrian access to the buses is poor with no raised boarding kerbs.
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L

Zetland Street – Is a primary route between the car park on Crosby
Road and the High Street, also for pedestrians from the eastern
residential areas accessing the town centre.
•

The footway on the south side of Zetland Street is generally over
1.5m wide.

•

There is a pinch-point of 1m width at one of the shop frontages on
the south side of Zetland Street.

•

The north side of Zetland Street has a bus stop with a shelter, the
footway is generally over 2m wide.

•

Formalized pedestrian crossing facilities are required across East
Road at the end of Zetland Street.

M

Friarage Street – Friarage Street is bounded at both ends by a
roundabout.

The traffic flows are heavy on Friarage Street, with

frequent traffic queues. At the junction with the High Street there is an
existing zebra crossing which:
•

Has poor visibility.

•

Has a history of pedestrians and vehicular accidents.

•

Is in poor condition, with road markings worn off by manoeuvring
vehicles tyres.
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High Street looking south to Friary Street junction

N

Applegarth Car Park - this includes access to the rear of the shops
and Market Row.
•

There is no raised footpath offering protection for pedestrians.

•

There is no clearly marked disabled access route between the
disabled parking spaces.

•

There are reports of excessive flooding of the car park at times.

5.

Proposals and Consultation

5.1

The problems and issues regarding all modes of transport were
identified at three stakeholder workshops in Northallerton and through
observations from a number of other meetings with stakeholders and
with a visual study. A large number of the issues raised related to
pedestrian and non-motorised accessibility.
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5.2

Within

the

Traffic

Management

Strategy,

‘The

Options

for

Improvement’ were proposed, as were a number of general
improvements.
5.3

Pedestrian-related general improvements included:
•

Provision of dropped kerbs and tactile paving on the key pedestrian
routes.

•

New signalised pedestrian crossing on East Road.

•

New signalised pedestrian crossing on Boroughbridge Road close
to the railway station.

5.4

High Street North End Options and public transport improvements.
•

Improved pedestrian/public transport facilities outside the Buck Inn.

•

The junction of High Street / Friarage Street to be redesigned to
incorporate signals, thus giving pedestrians a safe route around the
junction, and removing the identified zebra crossing problem.

•

Improve pedestrian footways and the environment at the junction of
High Street / Friarage Street.

5.5

High Street and Zetland Street Options included:
•

New signalised crossing of High Street at the end of Zetland Street.

•

Zetland Street south footway widened.

•

New footway at the Applegarth car park and a new taxi rank.

•

High Street / Romanby Road junction to be improved with different
layout and signal timings.

•
5.6

Widening footway on High Street south of Zetland Street

South End Option was:
•

Improved pedestrian facilities and safer pedestrian movements.
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5.7

Romanby Road and Malpas Road improvements were:
•

Vehicle speeds to be reduced with the implementation of speed
cushions.

•

Rail bridge on Romanby Road to be signalised, existing footway on
south side of carriageway under bridge to be widened.

5.8

Thirsk Road Improvements:
•

Splitter islands allowing pedestrians to cross at specific locations
along Thirsk Road.
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6.

Summary

6.1

Key pedestrian routes in Northallerton have been identified and the
problems faced by pedestrians and the mobility-impaired, in using
these routes, determined.

6.2

A strategy to address these problems has been prepared and
integrated with the wider traffic management strategy for the town.

6.3

Local support for the proposed pedestrian route improvements has
been tested through public consultation with the whole community.
Through the consultation exercise:
•

89% of respondents supported improvements of the Romanby
Road/Malpas Road/Springwell Lane junction;

•

88% of respondents supported the options for improving facilities
along High Street;

•

84% of respondents supported the general pedestrian improvements;

•

76% of respondents supported the suggested improvements to
Thirsk Road; and,

•

73% of respondents supported widening the footway under the
Romanby Road railway bridge.

6.4

Pedestrian signing is to be reviewed as part of a Signing Audit.
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APPENDIX A - Summary of Pedestrian Action Plan Costings &
Implementation
No. Scheme

A

Description

Dropped
Throughout town
crossings
A1* - Improvement of the High Street south
High Street
(East Road of Friarage Street with dropped kerbs
Friarage Street)
and tactile paving.

Priority

*190 000 High/Med
*84 000

Med

A2* - North of Zetland Street a new
signalised pedestrian crossing, and
upgrading Market Row pedestrian
crossing.

*73 000

Med

A3* - South of Zetland Street, the High
Street footway on the east side to be
widened.

*30 000

Med

3 000

Med

A5* - Minor alterations to kerb & footway
edge to eliminate standing water at
Romanby Rd junction.

*2 000

Med

A6 - Friarage Street junction to incorporate
signals, thus removing zebra crossing
problem. Investigation

*2 000

Med

A7* - Improve footways & pedestrian
environment at junction with Friarage
Street.

10 000

Med

*56 000

High

*103 000

Med

A4 - The junction at the south of High Street
to have tactile paving.

A8* - High Street / Romanby Road junction
to be improved with different layout and
signal timings.
A9* - Improve Thirsk Road junction.
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B

D

E

Romanby Road B1* - The rail bridge is to be signalised. The
southern footway to be widened and a
– Bridge Terrace
tactile paving crossing on the east
– Ainderby Rd
side.

*49 000

Med

B2 - Construct corduroy surfacing at level
crossing to warn visually-impaired.

1 000

High

B3 -

Improve footway outside Bridge
Terrace & provide dropped crossings
on both sides of eastern railway bridge.

7 000

Med

B4 -

Provide dropped crossing 20 metres
west of High St junction to allow
pedestrians to bypass narrow
footway. Widen southern footway at
the rail bridge on Romanby Road.

incl

High

B5* - Romanby Road and Malpas Road:
Vehicle speeds to be reduced with the
implementation of speed cushions.

*20 000

Low

Boroughbridge D1* - Footway & roadway to be rationalised
Road
at the entrance to the Station car park,
to reduce the crossing width. New
puffin crossing at Boroughbridge Lane,
north of Northallerton Rail Station car
park access.

*42 000

Med

Thirsk Road

D2 -

Footways at entrance to County Hall
to be rationalised to include dropped
crossings.

7 000

High

D3 -

Construct corduroy surfacing at level
crossing to warn visually-impaired.

1 000

High

D4 -

Minor footway repairs 1 sq.m.

incl

High

E1*-

Splitter islands allowing pedestrians to
cross at specific locations along
Thirsk Road.

*7 000

High
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H

I

J

Bullamoor Road H1 -

Resurface footway over 10 sq.m

1 000

Med

H2 -

Construct corduroy surfacing for
visually- impaired at steps.

1 000

High

Resurface footway over 10sq.m at
two locations.

1 000

High

I2 -

Construct corduroy surfacing at foot of
stairs at footbridge.

1 000

High

I3 -

Investigate high localised pedestrian
accident rate and implement solution

Brompton Road I1 -

East Road

J1* - New signalised puffin crossing on East
Road south of Zetland Street.

*40 000

High

Construct corduroy surfacing for
visually impaired at steps.

1 000

High

Construct corduroy surfacing at level
crossing for visually impaired.

1 000

High

K2* - Widen narrow footway at bridge.

*7 000

High

K3 - Slurry seal or resurface footways.

2 000

High

incl

High

K5* - Improve road layout & parking to
improve access to public transport.

*16 000

Med

L1* - New bus facility with improvements to
northern footway.

*30 000

Med

L2* - Zetland Street south footway widened.

*10 000

Med

20 000

High

J2 -

K

Darlington Road K1– High Street

K4 - Construct corduroy surfacing to warn
visually-impaired of cycle route.

L

M

Zetland Street

Friarage Street

M1 -

Crossing improvements of roundabout
arms.
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N

Applegarth
Footway &
Market Row

•

N1* - Provide full & continuous footway from
car park disabled spaces to Market
Row to include a new taxi rank.

*16 000

High

N2 -

Construct dropped crossing to allow
pedestrians to avoid missing footway.

incl

High

N3 -

Improve footway over 10sq.m at rear
access to High St shops.

2 000

Med

N4 -

Reset service cover in walkway.

1 000

High

Already included in TMS Implementation Plan & budget

Further Provision of dropped kerbs and tactile paving to be introduced on Primary
Routes as indicated on Drawing B9329/012/104
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Appendix 4

NORTHALLERTON CYCLING
WORKING GROUP

NORTHALLERTON CYCLING
PLAN

M.O. Moore
Director of Environmental Services
North Yorkshire County Council
County Hall
Northallerton
North Yorkshire
DL7 8AH

September 2000

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1

In March 1999 North Yorkshire County Council adopted a North Yorkshire
Cycling Strategy.

1.2

The overall objectives of the strategy are :1) To maximise the role of cycling as a transport mode, in order to reduce the
use of private cars both for utility and recreational purposes.
2) To develop a safe, convenient, efficient and attractive transport
infrastructure which encourages and facilitates the use of walking, cycling
and public transport and which minimises reliance on and discourages
unnecessary use of, private cars.
3) To ensure that policies to increase cycling and meet the needs of cyclists
are fully integrated into the Structure Plan, the Local Transport Plan, the
Road Safety Plan and all other relevant strategies. To encourage the
appropriate authorities to do likewise for the District Local Plans.

1.3

Policy 2 of the strategy states
Cycle Networks – Comprehensive route networks will be identified and
provided when finance permits in the two main urban areas of Harrogate and
Scarborough. Cycling studies for each of the major market towns, the two
National Parks and other rural areas in the county will be carried out and
where appropriate cycling plans developed and implemented. The Sustrans
National Cycle Network will form an integral part of these plans.

1.4

The local cycling plans will identify, on a local basis, facilities and
promotional opportunities, which will contribute towards achieving the
objectives of the North Yorkshire Cycling Strategy. Additionally it will
prioritise the implementation of facilities and set local targets for increased
cycle use. It is intended primarily for use as a guide to the provision of cycling
facilities for officers and members of the County Council and other local
councils. It will also form the basis of a bid for funding in the Local Transport
Plan.

2.0

Northallerton Cycling Working Group

2.1

North Yorkshire County Council as the Highway Authority for all non trunk
roads in North Yorkshire is the lead authority in producing Local Cycling
Plans. In order to give the plan a local perspective, to include input from local
people, to give local ownership to the plan and to assist in funding cycling
facilities the County Council formed a Northallerton Cycling Working Group
to assist in the development and implementation of the plan.

2.2

The aims of the Northallerton Cycling Working Group are as follows :i) To identify problems and opportunities for cycling in Northallerton,
Brompton and Romanby.
ii) To devise and consider solutions to any problems identified.
iii) To assist in the promotion of cycling in the local area.
iv) To assist in the production of a Northallerton Cycling Plan.

2.3

A full list of members of the Northallerton Cycling Working Group is
included as Appendix 1. It comprises Local County Council Members, officers
of the County and District Councils, representatives from Parish and Town
Councils, a representative from the Campaign for the Protection of Rural
England, a local member of the Cyclists Touring Club and a representative
from the Police. As required the Cycling Working Group has sought input
from other people and organisations such as local businesses and schools.

3.0

Problems

3.1

Many of the problems associated with cycling in Northallerton are generic to
cycling. These include traffic congestion, traffic speed, driver behaviour,
inadequate cycle parking facilities, lack of facilities for cyclists at the work
place, fear of cycle theft and road safety hazards. Additionally there are some
problems that are specific to Northallerton. This section of the plan will give a
local perspective on some of the generic problems and identify specific local
issues.

3.2

Figure 1 shows the locations of all personal injury accidents involving cyclists
during the period 1997 to 1999 inclusive. Specifically accidents occur at the
following locations :i) High Street / South Parade Roundabout – 2 accidents
ii) South Parade / Boroughbridge Road – 2 accidents
iii) Bullamoor Road (in the vicinity of the Memorial Park) – 2 accidents
iv) Friarage Street / High Streets Roundabouts – 3 accidents

3.3

Public cycle parking facilities in Brompton, Northallerton and Romanby are at
present limited. Sheffield type stands providing spaces for approximately 8
cycles have been provided by Northallerton Town Council outside the Town
Hall and at the junction with Zetland Street. No public cycle parking exists in
either Brompton or Romanby. Consequently casual parking of cycles against
for example lampposts and shop windows is prevalent, especially in the
central shopping area of Northallerton.

3.4

Cycle parking and other facilities for cyclists provided by local employers are
very limited. A postal survey of major employers in Northallerton revealed
that approximately 100 spaces are available.
The major employers who were sent a questionnaire and returned it were: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Northallerton Health Services
Prison Service
Benefit Office
Northallerton Police Station
Hambleton District Council

60 cycle racks
20 cycle racks
8 cycle racks
12 cycle racks
6 cycle racks

3.5

During the period 1996 to 1999 inclusive North Yorkshire Police recorded a
total of 270 thefts of pedal cycles in Northallerton.

3.6

As can be seen from the analysis of cyclist accidents in section 3.2
roundabouts present a significant real and perceived safety hazard for cyclists.
In the central area of Northallerton there are a total of eight roundabouts.
These represent a major deterrent to cycling in the town.

3.7

Northallerton lies on the East Coast Mainline with branch lines to
Middlesborough and Redmire also passing through the town. A significant
portion of Romanby is separated from the rest of the built up area by level
crossings on Romanby Road and Boroughbridge Road and by bridges
underneath the mainline on Romanby Road, Mill Lane and Boroughbridge
Road. A level crossing on Darlington Road separates the main industrial areas
from the rest of the town. Whilst cyclists share the problems of delays caused
by crossing closures with other traffic the state of the surface on these level
crossings is of special concern to cyclists. Beneath each of the mainline
bridges the road narrows, visibility is poor and the road surface often wet and
slippery. The road narrowing and the poor visibility often results in motorised
traffic failing to give cyclists adequate room when passing underneath these
bridges.

3.8

Illegal use of the footway by cyclists is often perceived as a problem by
pedestrians. It would therefore seem appropriate to consider this as part of this
plan.

3.9

Poor surface quality on roads, especially near to the kerb is a common
problem for cyclists. This is often caused by inadequate maintenance funding,
poor reinstatement following works within the highway and the presence of
man hole covers and gullies. Although not unique to Northallerton this
problem can be a major discomfort and potential danger to cyclists.

4.0

Opportunities

4.1

Northallerton is a compact urban area. No part of Northallerton or Romanby is
more than 2km from the High Street with most of Brompton being within
2.5km of the High Street. In general terms the terrain in the built up area of
Brompton, Northallerton and Romanby is flat. The geography of the area is
therefore conducive to cycling as a means of transport.

4.2

There are a number of large employers in Northallerton. North Yorkshire
County Council employ approximately 900 people at County Hall. Hambleton
District Council employ 250 at the Civic Centre at Stone Cross. The Ministry
of Agriculture employ approximately 300 people at their offices on Crosby
Road and the Friarage Hospital employs 1800 people. Major employers such
at British Telecom, Utility International Ltd (formerly York Trailers) and
Earnshaws are located on or near to the main Standard Way Industrial Estate.
One of the two secondary schools and the towns main leisure centre are
located adjacent to the Hambleton District Council Offices at Stone Cross. The
town has a compact central shopping area. It is therefore possible to serve a
large proportion of the travelling public within Brompton, Northallerton and
Romanby by the provision of cycling facilities to and at a fairly small number
of locations.

4.3

In comparison to larger towns both in North Yorkshire and elsewhere in the
region present levels of traffic congestion in the Northallerton area are low.
With the possible exception of the main arterial routes into and through the
town most roads within the area are suitable for “on road” cycling by the
majority of the population. It is therefore likely that much of the provision of
cycle routes within the town can be achieved by minor modifications to the
existing road network.

4.4

Northallerton benefits from regular train services to York, Darlington
Middlesborough and beyond. Northallerton station is situated less than 1km
from the town centre. This presents opportunities for the use of cycles as part
of a longer journey. Although there are parking facilities at Northallerton
station these are limited and are not undercover. The County Council will
discuss with the station operator the provision of better cycle parking facilities
and will also on a countywide basis lobby rail operators to be more cycle
friendly on trains.

4.5

The Friarage Hospital being sited in Northallerton presents an opportunity for
the cycling group to work closely with the Health Authority in both the
provision of facilities for cyclists at the Hospital and more importantly in the
promotion of cycling. The Health Authority itself is already encouraging
cycling as part of the Health Improvement programme.

5.0

Cycle Routes

5.1

Figure 2 shows the proposed cycle routes within the Plan area. Each of these
routes has been assessed by North Yorkshire County Council and the Cycling
Working Group and is felt to be feasible in engineering terms, in terms of
potential usage and fits into a coherent network of routes. All other routes
proposed by members of the cycle working group or included in the
Hambleton District Local Plan were assessed. These have not been included in
this Plan because it was considered they were either not achievable or
desirable. Details of these are shown on figure 3.

5.2

These cycle routes have not been assessed as isolated routes. They are
intended to form part of a comprehensive network of both on the road and
dedicated cycle routes. The assessment of desirability is based on linking
centres of population with major trip attractions such as the town centre, areas
of employment and schools. Figure 2 shows the proposed network broken
down into four main routes and other subsidiary links.

5.3

A preliminary design has been produced for each of the routes included in the
plan. This has been carried out to ensure that the route is achievable and to
allow an estimate of the cost to be made. Brief details of each of the routes are
given below.

5.4

Romanby West (Route 2) - Including Romanby Primary School. Details of
this area and the main cycle routes serving it are shown on figure 4. A major
route between the area of Romanby west of the railway lines and the
Applegarth area is proposed. This would be an on road route following
Ainderby Road and Romanby Road. This would allow cyclists travelling to
the north and east of the town to avoid the High Street and the roundabouts at
Boroughbridge Road, South Parade and North End. Three alternative
arrangements from Romanby Road to the Applegarth are shown on figure 2.
The option via the works sites is a longer-term proposal dependent upon the
development of this area of land for housing. This is allocated in the
Hambleton District Local Plan. All three options are feasible and the decision
on which to adopt and what route to take through the Applegarth would be
taken following further design work. Access to the High street is either via the
Applegarth or Romanby Road traffic signals.
Access to this route from the Oaktree Drive and Helmsley Way areas would
be via a TOUCAN crossing of Boroughbridge Road in the vicinity of
Harewood Lane. This would also provide high quality cycle and pedestrian
access to Romanby School and the new doctors surgery on the Strikes Garden
Centre site. The County Council will also investigate measures to improve
facilities for cyclists using Boroughbridge Road. However the road width and
volume of traffic may cause difficulties.
Action required: 1) Conversion of two emergency accesses on Oaktree Drive estate for use by
cycles.

2) Provision of TOUCAN crossing and associated facilities on
Boroughbridge Road
3) Traffic Calming outside Romanby School
4) Traffic calming measures on Ainderby Road.
5) Junction improvement at Ainderby Road / Harewood Lane.
6) One way priority system at Romanby Road railway bridge
7) Access arrangements to the Applegarth
8) Possible discretionary cycle lane on Boroughbridge Road
5.5

Broomfield Avenue / St James Drive (Routes 1 and 4) - Including
Broomfield Primary School. Details of this area and the main cycle routes
serving it are shown on figure 5. The only feasible direct route between this
area and the town centre is an on road route using Thirsk Road. Traffic
calming measures on this route and improvements to the junction at
Racecourse Lane and the South Parade roundabout will need to be
investigated. Access to the Grammar School, The Allertonshire School and
housing area on the east of the town will be provide by conversion of a
footpath access opposite St James Drive from Thirsk Road to South Vale.
Access to the Brompton to Romanby route would be via Racecourse Lane and
Malpas Road. The roundabout at the junction of South Parade / Boroughbridge
Road and Malpas Road has already been identified as having a cycle accident
problem. The problem at this junction is not confined to cyclists there are also
a number of non cyclist accidents occuring. It is therefore not realistic to
address the cycle problem at this roundabout in isolation. As part of the
development of this route it is therefore proposed that a detailed safety study
of this junction be carried out.
Action required:1) Conversion of footpath link to South Vale
2) Conversion of 3 footpath links within the housing estate area
3) Possible traffic calming on Thirsk Road
4) Possible junction improvements at Racecourse Lane, Grammar School Lane
and South Parade.
5) Possible traffic calming on Racecourse Lane.
6) Roundabout improvements at Boroughbridge Road

5.6

Crosby Road / Ashlands Area (Routes 1 and 4) – Including Mill Hill
Primary School. Details of this area and the main cycle routes serving it are
shown on figure 6. Access to the Town Centre is either by Bullamoor Road or
a new link between Crosby Road and East Road, a TOUCAN crossing
replacing the Pelican crossing on East Road and an off road cycle path around
the Tesco site. Access via Bullamoor road is difficult due to the presence of
three roundabouts in the Friarage Street area. Cycle links from this area to the
Allertonshire and Brompton are via a new cycle path through Bullamoor
Memorial Park and estate roads to the Allertonshire and Brompton Road.
Hambleton Community Centre also lies within this area and potential links
from Vicars Croft and Bullamoor Road will be investigated with Hambleton
District Council.
Action required: -

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

5.7

New cycle link between Crosby Road and East Road.
Possible TOUCAN crossing on East Road.
New cycle paths around Tesco site.
Possible TOUCAN crossing on Bullamoor Road opposite Memorial Park.
Possible improvements at Friarage Street roundabouts.
Conversion and possible improvement of link between Lascelles Lane and
Bullamoor Road.

Bullamoor Estate Area (Route 1) - Including Alverton Infant School and
Bullamoor Junior School. Details of this area and the main cycle routes
serving it are shown on figure 7. Access to the town centre either via
Bullamoor Road or new facilities on East Road near Tesco site. Access to
other parts of the town and Brompton can be either via the Brompton to
Romanby cycleway or by cycle routes through other housing areas. Direct
links into the Friarage Hospital will be investigated with the Health Authority.
Action required: 1) Crossing facility on Bullamoor Road opposite Memorial Park
2) Possible improvements at Friarage Street roundabouts
3) New off road link in verge between Turker Lane and Brompton to
Romanby cycleway outside the Allertonshire School.
4) Cycle paths in Bullamoor Memorial Park.

5.8

Yafforth Road / Darlington Road / Standard Way Industrial Area (Route
3) – Details of this area and the main cycle routes serving it are shown on
figure 8. This is a major area of employment and as such already attracts many
cycle trips and has the potential to attract many more. Hambleton District
Council are also investigating further extensions of this industrial area onto
land east of Darlington Road. Conversion of footpath links between the
Applegarth area and Finkils Way would provide a link to Yafforth Road. The
provision of new cycle paths linked to possible future development of The
Mount and Massingberds Garage could provide high quality dedicated routes
to both the Darlington Road employment areas and to the Standard Way
Industrial Estate. Improved facilities on the High Street at North End and the
possible provision of an advance stop line or dedicated pedestrian / cyclist
crossing facility at the Low Gates level crossing will also provide benefits for
cyclists to the industrial areas. As this is an expanding industrial area there is a
significant potential for funding of Route 3 from developer contributions. This
potential will be fully investigated as new planning applications are submitted.
Action required: 1) Conversion of footpaths from Applegarth to Finkills Way.
2) New cycle paths from Yafforth Road to Standard Way and Darlington
Road (to be provided as part of possible future redevelopment).
3) Provision of advance stop lines at Low Gates level crossing.
4) Possible improvements to Yafforth Road roundabout.

5.9

Town Centre / High Street – On road cycle lanes between the Brompton to
Romanby cycle route and the High Street / Friarage Street roundabout will be
provided. Routes within the commercial centre of the town (High Street

South) and through the town centre roundabouts cannot be considered in
isolation and need therefore to be integrated with comprehensive traffic and
pedestrian management proposal. This plan will therefore not include details
of cycle routes on the southern section of the High Street.
Action required: 1) On road cycle lane between Turker lane and the High Street / Friarage
Street roundabout.
2) Investigation of possible improvements to High Street and Friarage Street
roundabouts.
5.10

Allertonshire School (Routes 1 and 2) – The Allertonshire School is well
served by cycle routes from all the main housing areas of the town either by
the Brompton to Romanby cycle route or by routes through Bullamoor
Memorial Park.

5.11

Northallerton College (Routes 1 and 4) – Due to its town centre location
access to the college from the western areas of the town is difficult. On road
routes are provided but are a compromise between directness and safety.
Access to the college from northern and eastern areas is good using cycle
routes on quiet housing estate roads.

5.12

Friarage Hospital (Route 1) – The existing access to the Friarage Hospital is
of poor quality for cyclists due to its proximity to the busy East Road /
Bullamoor Road roundabout. The County Council will discuss with the local
Health Authority means of improving cycle access to the hospital.

5.13

County Hall (Route 4) – Cycle access to County Hall is poor mainly due to
the need to negotiate busy junctions between Racecourse Lane and both
Boroughbridge Road and Thirsk Road. Improvements to these junctions and
some traffic speed restraint on Racecourse Lane would vastly improve the
situation. Details will need further investigation.

5.14

Stone Cross Civic Centre and Leisure Centre (Route 1) – These lie
immediately adjacent to the Allertonshire School and as such are also very
well served from all areas of the town by the Brompton to Romanby Cycle
Route.

5.15

Northallerton Railway Station (Routes 2 and 4) – Northallerton Railway
Station is situated off Boroughbridge Road near to the Boroughbridge Road /
South Parade roundabout. Cycle access from Boroughbridge Road is difficult
at present due to the volume of traffic. Measures to reduce approach speeds on
the Boroughbridge Road arm of the Boroughbridge Road / South Parade
roundabout will also reduce traffic speed at the Station Entrance hence
improving the situation for cyclists. An alternative and easier access to the
northbound platform at the station is provided from Mill Lane close to the
Brompton to Romanby cycle route. Cycle parking facilities are however only
provided at the main station building close to the southbound platform. NYCC
will liaise with Railtrack to seek improvements in access to the station.

5.16

National Cycle Network - A link from the National Cycle Network Route 65
at Knayton currently enters the town via Sandy Bank. This links into the town
network of cycling routes at a number of points providing access to all the
towns services. North Yorkshire County Council are also investigating
possible routes for a link from Northallerton to the National Cycle Network at
Hutton Rudby and a route for Route 67 between Northallerton and Penrith.
These routes will be integrated into the Northallerton network.

5.17

One of the main reasons cyclists illegally use footways is because of danger of
cycling in heavy traffic. It is anticipated that the provision of this network of
dedicated cycle paths and safer on road cycle facilities will address many of
the safety concerns of cyclists. This should therefore reduce the number of
cyclists illegally using the footways and hence reduce the conflict with
pedestrians. The provision of these routes will also be backed up with a
programme of education of cyclists and other road users and their
responsibilities towards each other. Further details are given in section 8.

6.0

Cycle Parking

6.1

Figure 9 indicates the location of existing and proposed public cycle parking
facilities. This does not include facilities provided at specific public buildings
or workplaces. All existing public cycle parking facilities are of the Sheffield
type stands. The County Council will in partnership with other bodies provide
additional public cycle parking facilities in the High Street and in the vicinity
of the neighborhood shops at Bankhead Road, Brompton Village Green and
Romanby Green.

6.2

In addition to the above public parking the County Council will seek to have
cycle parking facilities provided at the following locations:Northallerton Railway Station
Hambleton Leisure Centre
Hambleton Civic Centre
County Hall
Northallerton Library
Hambleton Community Centre
St James Hall, Romanby
Brompton Village Hall
Friarage Hospital
Public recreation areas
Other public buildings

6.3

The County Council will also encourage all major employers, retailers and
secondary schools in the plan area to provide cycle parking facilities at their
sites.

7.0

Other Facilities

7.1

In addition to the cycle routes described in section 5 of this report there are a
number of other facilities which would be beneficial to cyclists. Some of these
are associated with the cycle route network and some are stand alone facilities
designed to overcome a recorded accident problem or a perceived disincentive
to cycling. The following cycling facilities have been identified.

7.2

Advance stop lines at the following traffic signals.
High Street / Romanby Road
North End Level Crossing
Boroughbridge Road Level Crossing
Romanby Road Level Crossing
Approval for advance stop lines at level crossings may be required from
Railtrack and the DETR.

7.3

Further investigations will be carried out into possible measures to improve
safety for cyclists at the following roundabouts.
Boroughbridge Road / South Parade
South Parade / High Street
High Street / Friarage Street
Friarage Street / Brompton Road
East Road / Bullamoor Road
Lees Lane / Boroughbridge Road

7.4

In addition to cycle parking facilities the County Council will encourage
existing employers to provide where appropriate showers, changing and
equipment storage facilities for employees. The County Council will also seek
through the planning process the provision of such facilities in developments
involving major employment.

8.0

Cycling Promotion and Education

8.1

To ensure that the cycling facilities provided are fully used the County
Council will promote cycle use in Northallerton. This will be primarily aimed
at utility cycling. Utility cycling being trips for example to work, school and
shopping. Leisure cycling, where the cycling itself is the purpose of the trip
will not be neglected as it has been shown that this can encourage future utility
trips. This type of trip will not however be given as high a priority as utility
trips.

8.2

When the network of cycling routes for Northallerton is complete the County
Council will publish and distribute to all households in the Northallerton,
Brompton and Romanby area a route plan of the network. Due to the long time
scale involved in fully implementing the plan it may be useful to publish
interim plans when substantial sections of the network are complete.

8.3

The County Council will also promote cycling with the major employers in the
town. This will be to encourage them to provide suitable facilities and
incentives for their staff and to directly encourage their staff to cycle to work.
Some of this promotion will be carried out in conjunction with encouragement
to produce Green Transport Plans some will be by direct contacts with the
employers.

8.4

North Yorkshire County Council as the Local Education Authority is now
required to produce a School Travel Strategy and individual School Travel
Plans. It is likely that these plans will be encouraging cycling to school. The
opportunity presented by the production of these plans will be taken to
promote cycling to school with the pupils, parents and teachers. The County
Council Road Safety Officers already have regular contact with schools during
the course of their work. Much of this work already promotes safe cycling,
including cycle training. The Road Safety Officers will build on this work.

8.5

During the course of a year there are a number of national and local events at
which it may be possible to promote cycling. The County Council will where
appropriate participate in these events and hold local events promoting
cycling. The most important of these events is National Cycle Week organised
annually by the Cyclists Touring Club. This event will be promoted in the
Northallerton area.

8.6

As an integral part of all cycling promotion the County Council and other
interested parties will take the opportunity to remind cyclists, pedestrians and
drivers of their rights and responsibilities towards each other. The contribution
that considerate behaviour by all road users can make to providing a safer and
more pleasant environment for each other should not be under estimated.

9.0

Local Targets

9.1

Within the North Yorkshire Cycling Strategy a total of seven key targets were
established. These are shown below.

Target 1 :

To identify current levels of cycle usage in North Yorkshire and to
subsequently determine and adopt locally appropriate targets which
will contribute to a national doubling of cycle usage by 2002 and a
further doubling by 2012

Target 2 :

To identify current and potential levels of cycle use for trips to school
and to determine and adopt targets to increase the modal share of
cycling by pupils of 10 years or older.

Target 3 :

To identify and adopt targets to reduce the casualty rate for pedal
cyclists per km cycled.

Target 4 :

To provide, and seek provision by other parties, a minimum of 50
cycle parking facilities per year throughout North Yorkshire.

Target 5 :

To provide on-road cycle training for 20% of 10-12 years olds.

Target 6 :

To identify and ensure that funding bids include significant plans and
schemes to benefit cycling, in line with the local cycling strategy.

Target 7 :

To spend, in addition to funding from external sources, at least £70 000
p.a. of the County Council Local Transport Plan budget on measures to
improve facilities for cyclists.

(Provided that the overall allocation by central government for integrated
transport schemes is significantly increased it is hoped to allocate substantially
more funds to improve facilities for cyclists.)
9.2

Following further consideration it is clear that Target 1 and Target 3 are more
appropriate when set at a Local Cycling Plan scale rather than countywide.
Figure 10 shows cycle flows in 1999 at a number of locations selected for
monitoring cycle use in Northallerton. These flows are average weekday flows
at these locations and are derived from counts taken at each location on two
different weekdays in spring, summer and autumn. By taking counts on a
number of days and in different season the effect poor weather may have on
the results of the surveys is minimised. The target for increased cycle use is
based on the aggregate increase in cyclists at these sites.
Target 1 –

9.3

To increase cycle use in Northallerton by 25% by 2006 and
by a 50% by 2012 based on 2000 figures.

The National Cycling Strategy suggests that targets for accident reduction for
cyclists should be based on a reduction in the casualty rate per km cycled. This
was essentially brought about due to past experience of cycle casualty
reduction being brought about by reduced cycle use. Target 3 in the North

Yorkshire Cycling Strategy was originally to identify and adopt targets based
on this philosophy. At present there is no accurate method of establishing
cycle accident rates per km cycled. This plan therefore sets a target to reduce
the total number of cyclist casualties in Northallerton. A reduction in the
number of cyclist casualties when set against increased cycle use would
indicate a decreased cycle casualty rate. In order to minimise random
variations from year to year targets will be set based on accidents in the three
years before the target date .In the three year period 1997 to 1999 inclusive
there were 21 cyclist casualties in the plan area.
Target 3 –

9.4.1

To reduce the number of cyclist casualties in the plan area
by 10% by 2006 and by 25% by 2012.

The achievement of these targets relies on the availability of funding for
cycling from central government through the Local Transport Plan. The
interim Local Transport Plan settlement funding for 2000/2001 was such that
only £50 000 was available for cycling schemes outside Harrogate,
Scarborough and the two National Parks. The targets set are based on
receiving funding for the whole of the Northallerton Cycle Network The
degree to which the targets are met will depend on the level of funding
available. Should the actual level of funding available for cycling schemes
remain at the 2000/2001 levels it will not be possible to make any significant
progress to achieving these targets. It is anticipated that the local Transport
Plan submission by the County Council in July 2000 for the period 2001 to
2006 will bid for a significant increase in funding for cycling schemes.

10.0

Implementation and Priorities

10.1

The implementation of the measures set out in this plan will occur over a
number of years. Sections of route and other facilities should not be provided
on a piecemeal basis. Where ever possible coherent routes and facilities should
be provided that will operate on a standalone basis until the network is
complete.

10.2

The proposed cycle route network has therefore been sub divided into a
number of standalone routes. These are shown on figure 2. These have been
ranked as between 1 (High) and 5 (Low) for priority of provision taking into
account the estimated cost. The ranking of these routes together with other
cycling facilities is shown in table 10.1 below. Routes and facilities will be
provided as and when finance permits. It should however be noted that should
finance permit, for example, the provision of a lower cost lower priority route
when a more expensive high priority route cannot be afforded then the former
will be provided. All costs are estimates of the cost in 2000 and are provided
as a guide for comparison of the schemes only.

10.3

The total cost of the cycle network as shown on figure 2 is £444 000 this
includes a number of routes of priority 4 and 5 which have been identified as
longer term aspirations. Developer contributions towards the provision of
Route 3 to the industrial areas and Route 4 in the vicinity of the new Tesco
supermarket could account for a large proportion of the £152 000 cost of this
route. The County Council will also seek contributions from other developers
towards the cycle network.

Route

Works Cost
(£ 000)

Ranking

Route 1 (Section AA)
(Section BB)
(Section CC)
(Section DD)

16
42
3
9

1
1
1
1

Route 2 (Section AA)
(Section BB)
(Section CC)
(Section DD)
(Section EE)

1.5
26.5
7
7.5
2

2
2
2
2
1

Route 3 (Section AA)
(Section BB)

75
60

4*
4*

Route 4 (Section AA)
(Section BB)
(Section CC)
(Section DD)
(Section EE)

19
3
3
17
42

3
3
3
2*
3

Route 5 (Section AA)

45

5

Link A1
Link A2
Link A3
Link A4
Link A5
Link A6

0.5
0.5
0.5
14
40
10

3
3
4
1
5
3

Public Cycle Parking – High Street
Bankhead Road
Brompton Village Green
Romanby Green
Details of the above routes are shown on Figure 2 (on display at your meeting)
* Dependant on and / or possible funding from future development.
Table 10.1 – Priority Ranking

1
4
3
3

Appendix 1
Northallerton Cycling Working Group Membership
County Councillor J. Coulson
County Councillor P.G. Brown
Andrew Bainbridge (Officer)
Paul Roberts (Officer)

NYCC
NYCC
NYCC (Environmental Services)
NYCC (Environmental Services)

David Goodwin (Officer)
Allan McNicoll (Officer)

Hambleton DC (Head of Leisure and
Tourism Services)
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1

Background
A one day Partnering Workshop was held on Friday 9th November 2001 for the
Northallerton Town Centre Traffic Management Study.
The workshop was held at Northallerton Town Hall and was facilitated by Mr Alan
Bunting of Mouchel Consulting Ltd with support from Mr Stewart Hurst of North
Yorkshire County Council and Mr Nigel Bradbury, Project Engineer, also of Mouchel
Consulting Ltd.
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2

Attendees
Partners who attended the workshop were:
Co. Cllr W Barton
Co. Cllr P Brown
Co. Cllr J Coulson
Stewart Hurst – NYCC
Alan Bunting – Mouchel Consulting Ltd
Rob Turnbull – Mouchel Consulting Ltd
Nigel Bradbury – Mouchel Consulting Ltd
Alison Wilstrop – Mouchel Consulting Ltd
Louise Watson – Mouchel Consulting Ltd
Insp. Proud - Traffic Management Officer - County Police Office
Colin Green - North Yorkshire Ambulance Service
Cllr Jack Dobson (Deputy Mayor) Northallerton Town Council
Paul Roberts – Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Catherine Foster - Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Fiona Cashmore - Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Alison Butterfield – Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Andrew Wilkinson – Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Melanie Davies – Environmental Enhancement, NYCC
Tony Stevens - Arriva North East Ltd
David Watson - SSB Minibuses
Erica Blamire – Railtrack
Ivan Rose - Railtrack
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Mr H Coyle - Romanby Parish Council
Mick Jewitt – Hambleton District Council
Cllr Ralph Andrew – Hambleton District Council
Phil Bird - Hambleton Community Safety Council (part)
Arthur Moody - The Showmans Guild of Great Britain
Nancie McDougle - Allertonshire Civic Society
Alan Aungiers - Allertonshire Civic Society
Richard Robbie - Allertonshire Civic Society (part)
David Clark –Council for the Protection of Rural England
Cllr Langthorne - Brompton Parish Council
Ray Allan – Association of Northallerton Taxi Services
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3

Information Stage
Stewart Hurst welcomed the patrons to the workshop.
Alan Bunting introduced participants to the workshop and described the processes
and procedures involved.
Nigel Bradbury provided an overview of the study and information on relevant issues
as follows:

3.1

Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are to analyse the existing issues involving all modes of
transport in Northallerton and to produce an integrated strategy aimed at securing
long lasting improvements, especially for more vulnerable road users

3.2

Background
Mouchel has been appointed by North Yorkshire County Council to carry out a Town
Centre Traffic Management Study to address traffic issues and problems within
Northallerton

3.3

Study Programme
• The Study is comprises the following phases:

3.4

•

Preliminary Arrangements, Background, LTP Context, Key Partners

•

Identification of Current Problems and Issues – 1st Partnering Workshop

•

Strategy Objectives, Integrated Management Strategy

•

Pedestrian Strategy

•

2nd Workshop prior to Public Consultation

•

Public Consultation

•

Review by Key Partners followed by publication of the Final Report

Aims
The aim of the workshop is to:
•

Identify Current Problems and Issues

•

Identify Priorities in line with the LTP strategy
•

1 pedestrians

•

2 cyclists

•

3 public transport

•

4 other road users

•

Identify possible Objectives and Opportunities

•

If possible, obtain a Consensus View
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3.5

3.6

General Objectives
Areas to be covered included:
•

Pedestrian problems and needs

•

Cycling and cycle facilities

•

Public transport - buses and taxis

•

Servicing - deliveries and access to businesses

•

Vehicular traffic - congestion / parking

•

Mobility / disabled access

•

Road safety and vehicle speed issues

•

Environmental concerns / the journey to school / the journey to work

•

Land use allocation / major traffic generators

Workshop Boundaries
The study area comprises the whole of the Northallerton town area
All issues pertaining to traffic management were open for debate; including, for
example:

3.7
3.7.1

•

Private vehicle restraint

•

Public transport priority

•

Infrastructure improvements

•

Land use planning

•

Enforcement

Information Provided to Partners
Location Plan – See Figure 1
The market town of Northallerton is situated on the junction of three main ‘A’-roads
and adjacent to the East Coast Main Line railway (ECML).
It lies approximately mid-way between the Yorkshire Dales and Yorkshire Moors.

3.7.2

Study Area – See Figure 1A
Comments were raised regarding the extent of the study area. The study area has
been amended to include Romanby and the industrial estates to the north. The
amended area is shown on Figure 1A.

3.7.3

Land Use – See Figure 2
The Town has developed along the major road corridors. The main shopping area is
located at the junction of the three roads.
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Older buildings and facilities are located in the vicinity of these road corridors. Some
of older industrial areas, adjacent to the railway, are disused and are to be
redeveloped as residential areas.
Relocated and new industrial sites tend to be to the north adjacent to the A167 and
the ECML.
The growth of Northallerton in recent years has predominantly been in the residential
areas on the south and east edges of the town along with the development of an
employment area to north of the town.
The employment area is severed from town centre and residential areas by railway
lines and level crossings.
3.7.4

Road and Rail Network – See Figure 3
The existing road and rail networks along with the major road junction types within
the study area are shown on the plan.
Roads
Three major traffic routes pass through town:
•

A684 linking the A1 in the West to the A19 to the North and East

•

A167 linking Darlington to the North with the A168

•

A168 linking Northallerton with Thirsk to the South

The A-roads all meet in Northallerton and are concurrent through town. Through
traffic is signed along East Road. The traffic flows along the main routes are shown
on Figure 3.
The major junctions between the A-roads comprise roundabouts.
Some minor roads join the A-roads at mini-roundabouts. The junction of Romanby
Road with the High Street has traffic signals.
There are several one-way streets in Northallerton; eg Zetland Street, access to the
Applegarth car park and the street parallel to the High Street at the Town Hall.
Railways
The EMCL between London and Edinburgh passes through the town on its western
side.
To the north of town there is a branchline to Middlesbrough.
There is also a branchline to Redmire to the west. Although this line is infrequently
used, restoration is currently being considered.
Northallerton Traffic Management Strategy - Appendix 5
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The station, adjacent to the ECML, has both long and short-stay car parks and a
pedestrian underpass between the platforms. Freight traffic to and from the branch
line can bypass the station via a freight line.
In the vicinity of station, the ECML is raised on an embankment and the side roads
pass beneath. However, the freight line and the branchline cross the major roads atgrade via 4 level crossings within the town.
Two roads link the town with Romanby and one with Darlington to the north. Closure
of the crossings severs the town from both Romanby and Darlington. The crossings
can be closed many minutes. This causes lengthy queues to develop to the High
Street and the major junctions in the town. This leads to widespread congestion,
particularly in peak periods.
Railtrack are considering increasing freight traffic on the branchline. This will lead to
further increases in congestion.
3.7.5

Public Transport – See Figure 4
Numerous bus services are provided by various companies throughout the town.
These comprise both local services and services to and from adjacent towns. Local
services tend to be circular routes around the residential estates and town centre.
Services from other towns generally terminate on the High Street in the vicinity of All
Saints Church.
Existing bus stops in town vary in standard, some are provided with bus lay-bys and
shelters, and others comprise simply a sign on a lamp post.
Several taxi firms operate in the town. Ranks for 2 cars are provided on the High
Street plus 2 bays at the Town Hall, and there is provision for 2 cars on Zetland
Street. Current practice is to use the parking bays as overflow and to run around to
the rear of the rank as a space on the rank becomes vacant. Accidents have
occurred where vehicles right turn onto the High Street. Usage of the spaces on
Zetland Street appears low.
Frequent train services serve Northallerton Station. These include an hourly TransPennine service and occasional services to/from London. The station has a taxi rank
and bus-stops.

3.7.6

Private Transport
Northallerton is located at the junction of three A-roads, the Annual Average Daily
Traffic (AADT) inflow into the town is 25,000. This flow comprises both through traffic
and local traffic accessing shops, schools and employment areas.
The existing highway layout requires the majority of both through and local traffic to
travel through the town centre and the High Street or East Road. Roundabouts and
pedestrian crossings disrupt the flow of traffic. This, along with the level crossings,
lead to significant congestion in the town.
Northallerton Traffic Management Strategy - Appendix 5
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A 20 mph speed limit is in force at the Community College. The remainder of the
town has 30 mph speed limit, with 40 mph speed limits on the A-road entries.
3.7.7

Vehicle Parking – See Figure 5
The majority of public parking in Northallerton is free. Disc-schemes are provided at
key locations. In addition there are public car parks and on-street parking is available
at many locations. Larger employers such as NYCC and the Friarage Hospital have
their own parking areas. These are, however, inadequate and result in overspill
parking in the adjacent residential areas.
The main town car park is at the Applegarth and provides both long-stay and disc
parking. The long stay parking area also provides an HGV overnight parking facility.
Access to the Applegarth Car Park is via Romanby Road or Friarage Street. The
Romanby Road access is a one-way street which is also used for deliveries. There is
only one exit, via Friarage Street. Queues develop at the exit, particularly during
peak times. Alternative car parks are provided on the east of the town.
On-street parking occurs throughout the town, particularly in the vicinity of shops,
schools and fast food outlets. Although vehicles are only parked for short periods,
they cause reduced width carriageways leading to road safety problems, disruption
of flow and congestion.
Livestock markets are held on Tuesdays and Wednesdays resulting in many farm
vehicles being parked in residential areas. Vehicles obstruct roads and
inconvenience residents particularly in the vicinity of Romanby Road.

3.7.8

Pedestrian Routes and Crossings – See Figure 6
A Pedestrian Action Plan (PAP) is to be produced. Although the PAP will be a
separate document, it is to be produced as part of this strategy. The PAP will identify
the condition and usage of routes along with hazards, such as poor lighting,
surfacing and crossing standards and location. The PAP will propose both
improvements to existing routes and the provision of new routes.
The majority of pedestrian movements are along footways adjacent to roads, some
of these footways are narrow or non-existent. Existing pedestrian routes are shown
on Figure 6. The condition of existing footways within the town varies.
The main pedestrian flows are between residential areas, the town centre and the
employment areas. Crossings of the major A-roads are required in most cases. At
some of the crossing points facilities been provided.
Within the town, controlled pedestrian crossings provided are 1 zebra and 4 pelicans
and a Puffin. A pedestrian stage at the Romanby Road/High Street junction is also
provided. These crossings cause disruption to traffic, particularly at the zebra
crossing located on Friarage Street. Additional controlled crossings are proposed on
Northallerton Traffic Management Strategy - Appendix 5
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Brompton Road in the form of a Toucan Crossing near the Allertonshire School and
a Puffin near the Netto store.
A pedestrian sub-way is provided in the vicinity of the library and an overbridge
across the A684 at the Allertonshire School. Other crossing facilities are provided by
splitter islands and pedestrian refuges located throughout the town. At other
locations, crossing of the major roads is difficult due to the high traffic flow, some of
these locations also have high pedestrian flows and considerable pedestrian
vehicular conflict results.
3.7.9

Cyclists
The Cycling Working Group has produced a cycling plan for Northallerton. This plan
identifies routes and hazards and possible improvements. However, the plan
contains no proposals in the vicinity of the town centre. This work will now be carried
out as part of this study.
Cycling problems include vehicle conflicts, particularly at roundabouts and other
junctions; inadequate provision of routes/parking facilities; fear of theft and poor
surfacing. Cyclists use footways on highly trafficked routes as these are considered
by cyclists to be a safer alternative but this produces a hazard to pedestrians.

3.7.10

Accident Statistics by Year and Severity – See Figure 7
The Personal Injury Accident record for Northallerton is shown on Figure 7. It is
apparent that the majority of accidents occur at the junctions and along the main
routes.

3.7.11

Accidents Categorised by Road User Type – See Figure 8
Accidents involving pedestrians and cyclists are identified on Figure 8. A
considerable proportion of the accidents (approximately 60%) involved pedestrians
or cyclists which emphasises the vulnerability of these road users in a heavily
trafficked town centre.

3.7.12

Other Issues
There are markets held in Northallerton on Wednesdays and Saturdays. The market
stalls are set up in the High Street within the disk parking areas. Two way traffic flow
is maintained along the High Street which causes conflicts with pedestrians,
especially where visibility at the pedestrian crossing points is poor due to the
masking effects of market stalls, equipment and vehicles.
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4

Idea Generation and Prioritisation
Having discussed the project objectives and the existing situation, the group then
carried out a brainstorming exercise to list individual’s perceptions of the related
Problems and Issues within the town. 63 problems/issues were identified. These are
listed below.

4.1

Problems/Issues Identified:
• 20 Votes
•
•

16 Votes
•

•

•

•

•

•

Lack of funding

10 Votes
•

•

Location of bus terminus

15 Votes
•

•

Length of delays at level crossings

Inappropriate location of zebra on Friarage Street

8 Votes
•

Inadequate taxi rank provision

•

Location of cattle market

•

Obstruction of Public Rights of Way

•

Increase future use of Rail Network

7 Votes
•

Inadequate taxi rank location

•

Lack of public transport information

6 Votes
•

Too many level crossings

•

Future growth of traffic in town

•

Blocking of junctions due to inadequate road markings

5 Votes
•

Too much traffic entering the town

•

Access/egress to Applegarth car park

•

Inadequate maintenance of Public Rights of Way

•

Inadequate provision of coach parking

4 Votes
•

Too few spaces for car parking for Hospital/overspill
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•

•

•

•

3 Votes
•

Inappropriate signing for car parks

•

Overnight HGV parking in Applegarth/noise from HCVs

•

Inappropriate speed limit on Thirsk Road

•

Cycling on footways

2 Votes
•

Under utilisation of car parks

•

Quality of road surface for ambulances

•

Appropriate traffic calming for emergency surfaces

•

Signal timings on High Street/Romanby Road

•

Inappropriate quality of pedestrian/cycle links from the outskirts to town centre

•

Poor disabled access to facilities

•

Capacity problems at B & Q roundabout

•

Car parking on footways

1 Vote
•

Lack of alternative route signing on outskirts of town for through traffic

•

Too few spaces for car parking for County Hall/overspill

•

High accident frequency

•

Pedestrian movements on Friarage Street

•

Potential problems of relocation of cattle mart/redevelopment

•

Inadequate/inappropriate disabled parking provision

•

Inappropriate location of disabled parking bays on Zetland Street

•

Inappropriate speed limit on Stokesley Road

•

Access & deliveries to prison

•

Under-usage of existing parking facilities

•

Pedestrian crossing problems at Harewood Lane

•

Thirsk Road/Racecourse Lane junction standard

•

Access/egress – All Saints Church

•

Poor access to Lascelles car park from East Road

•

Dangerous right turn from parking area onto High Street near Town Hall

No Votes
•

Speeding vehicles on High Street

•

Speed limit on High Street

•

Inappropriate use of existing car parking spaces by builders/skips/advertising
etc

•

Public service vehicle access to Malpas Road Surgery

•

Parking around Malpas/Romanby Road junction
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4.2

•

Appropriateness of direction of traffic on Zetland Street

•

Access to Dalepak and Allerton Engineering

•

Delivery access at Westgarth

•

Taxi rank on Elder Road – nights only but inadequately signed as such

•

Increased traffic – access/egress – due to larger Tesco

•

Lack of controlled crossings on North End of High Street

•

Parking at western (High Street) end of Quaker Lane causing
congestion/inadequate width

•

Congestion – servicing of market stalls

•

Dominance of vehicles over pedestrians in High Street

•

Abuse of waiting restrictions by market vehicles

Establishing Priorities
The workshop participants, with the exception of Mouchel and NYCC employees,
then had the opportunity to cast 12 votes on the issues they felt were of greatest
importance.
The 13 problems/issues listed below were those considered by the group as being of
greatest importance and identified for further discussion on the day. It is emphasised
that this voting technique was employed solely for the purpose of identifying a
particular range of issues which delegates could then discuss in more detail during
the afternoon workshop groups. This enables a flavour of the types of solutions
which are considered acceptable to be identified. The fact that only 13 problems and
issues were identified and discussed in detail at this stage will not preclude detailed
consideration of all of the issues raised during the study process.
•

Inadequate taxi rank provision

•

Inadequate taxi rank location

•

Lack of funding

•

Location of cattle market

•

Obstruction of Public Rights of Way

•

Future growth of traffic in town

•

Too many level crossings

•

Blocking of junctions due to inadequate road markings

•

Inappropriate location of zebra on Friarage Street

•

Length of delays at level crossings

•

Lack of public transport information

•

Increase in future use of rail network
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•

Location of bus terminus
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5

Idea Evaluation
The partners were separated into two groups of 12 to discuss and explore each of
the 13 key problems and issues in greater detail and to establish objectives to
address these problems and issues. Each group comprised a mix of people from
different organisations, interest groups and background.
A summary of the discussions regarding each of the key issues is given below.

5.1
5.1.1

Inadequate taxi rank provision
Observations
• Taxi ranks would be useful at major supermarkets
•

5.1.2

Suggested options
• Provide additional taxi ranks
•

5.2
5.2.1

5.2.2

Currently, daytime town centre taxi ranks limited to north of Town Hall and
Zetland Street (one space only)

Consider the provision of additional ranks at Tesco site

Inappropriate taxi rank location
Observations
• The location of the taxi rank to the north of the Town Hall has access problems
and produces, potentially dangerous, right turn manoeuvres on to High Street
•

The taxi rank on Zetland Street would function better if the traffic flow on Zetland
Street was reversed

•

There’s an element of insecurity for people waiting at taxi ranks at night

Suggested Options
• Redesign layout to the north of the Town Hall
•

Consider the provision of additional ranks at Tesco site

•

Provide taxi ranks in locations covered by CCTV

•

Consider provision of taxi ranks in the vicinity of the bus terminus, possible
location: Buck Inn/Applegarth car park

•

Reverse direction of traffic on Zetland Street
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5.3
5.3.1

Lack of Funding (for long term solutions)
Observations
• It is felt that the traffic problems in Northallerton will not be alleviated by short
term measures

5.3.2

Suggested Options
• Consider benefits of major capital schemes for both road and rail

5.4
5.4.1

5.4.2

5.5
5.5.1

•

Consider reductions in design staff to enable funding of capital schemes

•

Consider increasing the level of commuted sums acquired through planning
applications

•

As a low cost solution, consider upgrading Yafforth Road to A684 link, including
the junctions at each end, as an alternative to a major capital scheme

Location of cattle market
Observations
• Access to the cattle market is inappropriate for HGVs
•

On mart days, parking and access are problems for local residents

•

Escaped animals cause problems for local residents

•

Environmental factors affect local residents e.g. noise, smell

•

Relocation of cattle market is unlikely to occur within the next 5 years

Suggested Options
• Traffic generators may reduce as the number of farm units reduce
•

Consider improved use of car park as public parking at other times

•

Consider relocation of the cattle market to the industrial estate

Obstruction of Public Rights of Way
Observations
• Vehicles frequently block Public Rights of Way
•

5.5.2

PROWs into town centre are in poor condition, are often littered and are
perceived to be a personal security problem.

Suggested Options
• Consider closing some rights of way to remove nuisance – North Yorkshire
Police run ‘Alleygater’ scheme whereby rights of way are gated thus reducing
access/nuisance
•

Investigate means of NYCC improving PROWs

•

Consider lighting PROWs to improve security

•

Consider CCTV to improve security
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5.6
5.6.1

•

Consider use of bollards to prevent obstruction

•

Sign PROWs as such to deter blocking and aid pedestrian movement

Future growth of traffic in town
Observations
• Current congestion problems tend to be limited to the peak periods
•

5.6.2

5.7

5.7.1

It is anticipated that traffic in the town will increase in the future unless
preventative steps are taken

Suggested Options
• Consider a Park & Ride scheme on market days, combined with restrictions in
the town centre. The use of a Park & Ride facility has been previously tested and
proved unsuccessful
•

Increase parking provision to cater for future growth

•

Redefine parking areas in relation to length of stay

•

Provide a bypass to remove through traffic

•

Consider integrated transport measures

•

Consider use of existing routes to provide a relief road, e.g. Warlaby to Yafforth

•

Reduce traffic on High Street, consider speed limit etc to dissuade use

Railway Issues
The three railway related issues listed below were considered together
•

Too many level crossings

•

Length of delays at level crossings

•

Increase in future use of rail network

Observations
• There are 4 level crossings in town
•

When the level crossing gates are closed to vehicular traffic, traffic in the town
comes to a standstill

•

All emergency services are severed from several major routes when the
crossings are in use. This causes problems meeting response times

•

Egress of traffic out of town is a particular problem

•

Traffic queues to the High Street, from both the ‘Low Gates’ crossing to the north
and the Boroughbridge Road crossing to the south

•

‘Low Gates’ crossing is particularly problematic as the lines carry both freight and
passenger trains so the crossing is in use more
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5.7.2

•

Delays at the level crossings are lengthy, causing congestion in the town

•

Barriers frequently stay down after a train has passed and no further trains pass

•

‘Phantom’ trains - barriers often go down and no train appears

•

Barriers are down for a lengthy period before a train arrives

•

Funding of works on the ECML is provided by the Strategic Rail Authority(SRA)

•

There are no current proposals to fund a rail diversion scheme

•

The current scheme to increase passenger usage of the ECML will increase
freight usage of the branch line by approximately 30%

•

Improvements to the rail signalling system in the vicinity of the town to reduce the
duration of crossing closures are not possible

Suggested Options
• Consider a rail bypass
•

Lobby MP to set up working group

•

Lobby Strategic Rail Authority

•

Consider grade separated crossing of the branch line via a link between Stone
Cross and Darlington Road

•

Consider provision of Northallerton southern bypass between Boroughbridge
Road and Thirsk Road in combination with improvements of the link from A684
Warlaby Lane to Yafforth Road

•

Consider Variable Message Signs to inform drivers

•

Provision of footbridges at crossings

•

Provision of highway bridge at ‘Low Gates’

5.8
5.8.1

Blocking of junctions
Observations
• At peak times and when the level crossing barriers are down, vehicles frequently
block junctions. This causes further congestion and is particularly problematic for
the emergency services.

5.8.2

Suggested Options
• Review carriageway markings
•

Educate drivers through publicity
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5.9
5.9.1

5.9.2

5.10
5.10.1

Inappropriate location of zebra crossing on Friarage Street
Observations
• The close proximity of the zebra crossing to the roundabout on Friarage street
causes problems for drivers as they have to concentrate on roundabout traffic
and be aware of approaching pedestrians
•

Drivers not familiar with the town often fail to notice the crossing thus causing a
hazard to pedestrians

•

At busy times there can be an almost constant stream of pedestrians over the
crossing causing tail-backs onto the High Street

Suggested Options
• Move crossing eastwards and convert to a ‘Puffin’ (it is noted that there is the
danger that people will cross at the roundabout rather than going out of their way
to the crossing and that railings to prevent this would conflict with delivery
requirements at the Mason’s Arms public house)
•

Replace adjacent roundabout with signals including a pedestrian phase

•

Replace roundabout junctions at Friarage Street, Brompton Road and East Road
with traffic signals

Lack of public transport information
Observations
• There is no information on rail timetables in the town centre
•

5.10.2

5.11
5.11.1

There is often a lack of bus timetables in the town centre

Suggested Options
• Provide a central information point for all modes of public transport
•

Show railway timetables in the centre of town, not just the station

•

Provide information boards at bus stops to include information on rail links

•

Public Transport Information Line telephone number to be displayed on buses

Location of bus terminus
Observations
• At the current location of the bus terminus there are no shelters and there is no
provision of seating
•

The current location of the bus terminus is not convenient for integration with
other modes of public transport

•

Fumes and noise of stationary, engine running vehicles is a disturbance to local
residents
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5.11.2

Suggested Options

•

Improve existing terminus location at North End, provide shelters, seating,
information and a taxi rank

•

Relocate bus terminus to centre of town e.g., Zetland Street, High Street or Nags
Head

•

Consider partnering with advertisers to provide bus shelters
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6

Summary
During the workshop the partners discussed the project objectives and the existing
conditions. The partners carried out a brainstorming exercise to list and prioritise
relevant problems and issues within the town. The key issues identified on the day
were discussed in greater detail to identify some options for addressing the issues. It
was emphasised that all of the issues identified will be considered by the
Consultants in greater detail as part of the next stage of study work.
This report will be distributed to all partners and any further feedback within two
weeks of issue will be welcomed. A future workshop to discuss a draft strategy and
possible solutions to the issues will be held at a later date.
Partners who attended the workshop are invited to make comment on, or add to this
report. Partners who were unable to attend the workshop are also invited to raise
any further issues or comment on this report. A response within two weeks of receipt
of this report would be appreciated.
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7

Comments

7.1

Comments from Cllr Brown 14/03/02
• 20 mph speed limit is also in force on Crosby Road outside Mill Hill Primary
School.
•
•

Isn’t all public parking in Northallerton free?
•

•

Railtrack are currently considering the possibility of lowering the track at Low
Gates in order to facilitate the provision of an over-bridge

Comments from JD Marshall of the Ramblers Association, 14/03/02
• Paragraph 5.5 - Closure of Public Rights of Way is not an acceptable option
when trying to alleviate personal security problems etc, other solutions should be
found to deal with social problems
•

7.3

Advice from Railtrack is that it is not possible to reduce the closure times on
the level crossings for safety reasons

Bridging Option - The County Council have already considered the option of a
bridge and proved it impossible
•

7.2

Omission acknowledged

The duration of the closure of the level crossings could be reduced to help
alleviate the traffic problems around town
•

•

The intention of the term ‘Junction standard’ in this instance was to refer to the
‘type of junction’ at this location. A proposed junction improvement has been
included more recently

School children should be included in those affected by livestock escapes from
the Auction Mart
•

•

Omission acknowledged

Clarification required on the term ‘junction standard’ in reference to Thirsk
Road/Racecourse Lane junction.
•

•

Parking is charged for at the Railway Station and at some Public houses
including the Golden Lion and the Durham Ox on market days

DEFRA could be included in list of large employers.
•

•

Omission acknowledged

Concerns noted

Comments from H Coyle, Romanby Parish Council, 20/03/02
• Accident statistics for Romanby are not included in the report.
•

Since the 1st Partnering Workshop the study area has been expanded to
include Romanby and the accident statistics for Romanby are now included
26
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7.4

Comments from RB Connolly, British horse Society
• There’s no mention of equestrian road users in the report. Plans for a safer route
for horses and riders on the outskirts of town have been with the Forward
Planning section of NYCC for some time.
•

We are aware that the British Horse Society has submitted proposals for a
bridleway on the outskirts of Northallerton to the Forward Planning section of
Environmental Services. However, the scheme is not scheduled in any current
or proposed programme of works.
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8

Figures
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Appendix 6

Northallerton Traffic Management Strategy
Stakeholder Workshop
27 March 2003
Methodist Church Hall, Northallerton

Programme
13:30

-

Assemble - tea and coffee

14:00
14:15
14:20
14:50

-

Welcome and introduction
Review of the process, issues and objectives
Overview of the strategy
Car parking strategy

15:15

-

Tea and coffee - opportunity for informal discussion

15:45
16:50
17:00

-

Review and debate of the strategy options
Summary of the debate
Community Involvement and consultation

17:15

-

Closing remarks

1

Accident Locations

Brompton Road
/ Quaker Lane

High Street /
Quaker Lane

High Street /
Friarage Street

High Street /
Romanby Road

South Parade /
High Street

South Parade /
Racecourse Lane

Traffic Flows (AADT)

4300

8400

6400
14200

3600

2200

13200

3200

7700

8200

AADT = Annual Average Daily Traffic

2

Traffic Counts (12 Hour)
5303
4738

829

5743
6078

6157

5237

6133
6628

Strategy Overview (1/2)

Cycle plan
infrastructure

Route and junction improvements:
Yafforth - Dolly Lane - Warlaby - Low Gates

Pedestrian plan
improvements

Thirsk Road improvements

3

Strategy Overview (2/2)

North end options and
public transport improvements

Malpas Road and
Romanby Road traffic
calming and general
improvements

High Street, Romanby
Road and Zetland Street

South end junction
improvement options

Pedestrian Action Plan

Dropped kerb and
tactile paving required

Tactile paving
required

Key pedestrian route

4

‘Puffin’ Crossings
Bus stop to
be relocated

Railway
Station

Box junctions
to aid access
and egress

Buildout
County
Hall

Prison

East Road

Boroughbridge Lane

High Street: North End (1/5)
Improving facilities
with minimal impact
on parking capacity

Footway improvements

Revised public transport
and parking arrangement
Revised layout

Optional signal control

New taxi ranks

5

High Street: North End (2/5)
New footway around
All Saints Church

Optimised parking arrangement

Provision for three buses with
improved boarding, information
provision and CCTV - Loading bays
provided for adjacent businesses

High Street: North End (3/5)
Option A: Optimisation of existing provision

Existing roundabout and
zebra crossing retained

Improvement to informal
pedestrian crossing points

Access to service road from
roundabout removed, reducing
conflict, taxi rank relocated and
parking improvements

6

High Street: North End (4/5)
Option B: Optimisation with signal control

Pedestrian improvements
and signal crossings on
all sides of the junction

Improved egress from
Applegarth Car Park

Access to service road from
junction removed, reducing
conflict, taxi rank relocated and
parking improvements

High Street: North End (5/5)

New footway in
Applegarth Car Park

Relocated taxi ranks

7

High Street, Romanby Road & Zetland Street (1/3)

No impact on
parking capacity

Zetland Street
Improvements
Flow reversed to
provide egress from
Applegarth Car Park

New Footway

Footway
widened

Two-way flow
retained to
Auction Mart

No right turn from High
Street into Romanby Road
- turning lane removed

Romanby Road - one way in from
High Street with contraflow cycle lane

High Street, Romanby Road & Zetland Street (2/3)

Contraflow cycle lane

Footway
Improvement

Romanby Road

One way plug

Conflicting traffic flow removed at existing traffic
signals - advance cycle stop lines provided –
pedestrian crossing facilities retained

8

High Street, Romanby Road & Zetland Street (3/3)
Box junction to
aid egress
Box junction to
aid access

New pedestrian
crossing

Parking provision relocated
to south side of road

Widened
footway

Loading
bay
Option to retain or
remove right turn out
of Zetland Street

Malpas Road / Romanby Road (1/2)

Romanby Road

Parking bay
Localised traffic calming, for
example, speed cushions

ay
ew
n
O

s
pa
al
M

g
plu

ad
Ro

Retains potential to install traffic
signals depending on future
residential developments

9

Malpas Road / Romanby Road (2/2)
Signal controlled working
under railway bridge to
retain two way flow

Widened footway on
south side of road,
suitable for wheelchairs

No impact on existing
junction or rail crossing

High Street: South End (1/2)
Option A: Optimisation of existing provision

Improved pedestrian
crossing points

Re-aligned kerb creates
additional deflection

Larger central island
improves traffic flow

10

High Street: South End (2/2)
Option B: Optimisation with signal control

Junction capacity increased
and delays reduced

Slip provided from
South Parade to the
High Street

Pedestrian signal
facility on all roads

Thirsk Road (1/3)
Larger area of planting

Advance cycle
stop lines

Existing priority junctions at
Racecourse Lane and Mill Hill Lane
replaced with mini-roundabouts

New tactile crossing

30mph zone extended to existing
40mph limit – Signing removed

11

Thirsk Road (2/3)
New uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing points

Existing central
hatching extended

Lit bollards
on islands

Tactile
Paving

Thirsk Road (3/3)
Typical gateway detail - extended 40mph buffer zone

12

Consultation Area

5km

Residential Properties = 8327
Commercial Premises = 878
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1.

CURRENT CAR PARKING STOCK

Hambleton District Council owned and controlled car parks:
RESTRICTION

DURATION

SPACES

Applegarth

LOCATION

Short Stay
Long Stay
Disabled

2 hours
UL

168
272
8

Hambleton Forum

Short Stay
Long Stay
Disabled

3 hours
UL

67
49
6

Crosby Road

Long Stay
Disabled

UL

227
4

TOTAL

801

•

North Yorkshire County Council spaces High Street and North End (255 short stay spaces and 12
disabled spaces in High Street).

•

Privately controlled car parks:
Less than 2 minutes walk from town centre
Between 2 and 5 minutes walk from town centre
Greater than 5 minutes walk from town centre

-

520
610
1635
2765

2 CAR PARKING SURVEYS

z Hambleton District Council car parks surveyed August 2000.
z Purpose was to review the usage and operation of the Council car parks to
determine whether any changes in management or provision needed.
z Also to produce a car parking strategy which would support the continued
growth and vitality of the District’s market towns.
z September 2002 additional survey work in Northallerton and Thirsk to validate
the results of the original survey and to examine the potential for shared use of
existing private sector car parks.
z This included survey of on-street parking in Northallerton High Street.
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3

RESULTS OF AUGUST 2000 SURVEY

Weekday - Short Stay
z
z
z

Overall sufficient provision for short stay parking.
Parking peaked at 80% of overall capacity.
Applegarth (short stay) heavily used, peaked at 92% of capacity.

Weekday - Long Stay
z
z
z
z

Overall sufficient provision for long stay parking.
Parking peaked at 84% of overall capacity.
Applegarth and Hambleton Forum most heavily used peaking at 96% and 100% of capacity.
Crosby Road least heavily used, peaked at 66% of capacity.

Market Day
z
z
z

Short stay parking overall at capacity for 5 hours - 10.00 to 14.00.
Applegarth at capacity for 6 hours - 10.00 to 15.00.
Long stay car parking overall at capacity for 4 hours - 11.00 to 14.00.

Main Conclusions
z
z

Pressing need for more short stay parking to cope with demand on busiest days.
Need for more long stay parking but less immediate than short stay spaces.

4

THE PROPOSED STRATEGY

Policy Considerations
National, regional and local guidance on parking states that authorities should adopt policies which:
z
z
z
z
z

reduce long distance commuter parking in order to encourage more sustainable transport choices (PPG13 Transport);
encourage the shared use of car parking (PPG13 - Transport);
provide good quality, secure parking to maintain the vitality and viability of town centres (PPG13 Transport);
favour short term parking for shoppers and visitors at the expense of commuters (PPG6 - Town Centres
and Retail Development and Regional Transport Strategy);
take account of the availability of public transport (Regional Transport Strategy and Local Transport Plan).

A flexible approach needed to reflect local circumstances:
z
z
z

People have to travel significant distances for shopping, services and jobs.
Lack of sustainable transport choices.
Market town vitality and viability must be maintained and enhanced if possible.
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5 THE PROPOSED STRATEGY
Guiding Principles
In considering changes to the control and provision of car parks the following
principles have guided the choice of strategy:
z supply of short stay parking should cater for demand;
z short stay parking should be located in close proximity to the town centres;
z long stay parking should not occupy the spaces most attractive to shoppers and
visitors;
z the sharing of car parks between differing users should be encouraged;
z the adoption of green travel plans should be encouraged.

6

PROPOSED PARKING STRATEGY FOR NORTHALLERTON

TIMESCALE
ISSUE
Level of Provision

SHORT

MEDIUM

Additional 50 short stay
spaces by either:
• Shared use of existing
private sector town
centre car parks; or
• Re-designating long
stay spaces in the
Applegarth.

Additional 100 long stay
spaces by either:
• Shared use of existing
private sector/edge of
centre car parks; or
• By provision of a new
car park.

LONG

Explore with Hospital
options for meeting their
car parking needs.
Management

Enhance car park signage
for pedestrians and
vehicles throughout the
town.

Layout

Review the layout of the
Applegarth to reduce
congestion.
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7 CONSULTATION ON PROPOSED STRATEGY
Results of consultation with major stakeholders:
z

Disabled bays should be increased.

z

Need to improve ease of customer parking at the Hambleton Forum.

z

Hospital parking at the Hambleton Forum should be phased out.

z

Support for more short stay spaces in the Applegarth.

z

Auction Mart site should be considered for additional parking.

z

Support for improved car parking signage throughout the town.

z

Use of Lascelles Lane car park would be improved by the siting of a puffin/pelican crossing
on East Road.

8 VALIDATION SURVEY 2002
z

Confirmed that previous survey data, used as a basis for the proposed strategy is reliable.

z

Growth in the amount of parking activity since 2000 is above that which would be expected
through normal traffic growth.

z

Non-market day showed a significant increase in parking activity (6%).

z

On market days the town centre car parks (short and long stay) all operate at or near
capacity from 11.00 to 15.00.

z

On non-market days the town centre car parks (short and long stay) operated between 82%
to 92% of capacity from 11.00 to 15.00.

z

Northallerton High Street is at capacity on market days for 6 hours - 10.00 to 15.00 and 89%
of parkers stay for less than 2 hours.

z

On non-market days Northallerton High Street is at capacity for 7 hours 10.00 to 16.00 and
93% of visitors stayed less than 2 hours.
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9 NON-RESIDENTIAL CAR PARKING
z

There is a considerable amount of private non-residential parking in Northallerton.

z

Most town centre private non-residential parking (within 2 minutes walk) is heavily used.

z

Possible scope for private/public partnership agreements to use private car parks greater than 2 minutes
walk from the town centre.

z

This could provide some scope for additional Long Stay car parking. Private car parks worthy of
consideration are:- Hambleton Leisure Centre
- Somerfield Supermarket
- Mowbray House Surgery
- Friarage Hospital Visitor Car Park
- County Hall
- Northallerton Bowling Club
- New Life Baptist Church

z

Long term solution is the provision of additional public car parks.

10

VIEWS NEEDED

z Is the proposed car parking strategy for Northallerton the right one?
z Are there suggestions where new short and long term parking could be
provided?
z What is the scope for private/public partnership agreements for the use of
private car parks?
z Does the proposed strategy compliment the traffic management proposals, are
there any conflicts?
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Appendix 7

TARGETS AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The County Council’s transport objectives have been used to develop a series of headline
targets for measuring progress and achievement of the policies in action. A series of causal
chains are included in the Plan which identify specific aspects to be monitored in each of the
policy areas set out in the “Transport Strategy” section. To enable progress to be measured in
the short term a number of performance indicators and targets are also identified in Appendix
1.

These targets are based upon full implementation of the programme set out in the Plan. If
funding allocations are below this level, the targets will need to be reviewed.

Objective = To promote social equity by providing choices of travel mode which meet the
needs of the socially and physically disadvantaged.
•

Target = To increase the total annual distance in km covered by local buses within the
area of the Authority by 10% by 2005/06.

•

Target = To introduce facilities for people with disabilities at all new signalised pedestrian
crossing facilities and to retrofit all existing facilities by 2004.

Objective = To limit traffic growth by minimising the need to travel and developing alternative
non car modes.
•

Target = To achieve zero traffic growth in the town centres of the two main urban areas of
Harrogate and Scarborough from 2000.

•

Target = To limit traffic growth in the North York Moors National Park to at least 1% below
average national traffic growth over the period of the Plan.

•

Target = To limit traffic growth in the Yorkshire Dales National Park to at least 2% below
average national traffic growth over the period of the Plan.

•

Target = To reduce traffic flow on the A19 through Selby by 30% on the opening of the
Selby Bypass and restrain growth not to exceed national low growth forecasts from that
time to the end of the Plan period.

•

Target = To reduce the cost per passenger journey of subsidised bus services from £1.35
(1999/2000) to £1.30 (2000/2001) and by a further 10% by 2005/2006.

•

Target = To increase the total number of passenger journeys made annually on local
buses within the area of the Authority by 10% by 2005/06.
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Objective = To provide a safe, efficient and well maintained highway network as part of an
integrated transport
strategy.
•

Target = To reduce to 6% the length of principal road network with negative residual life
during the Plan period.

•

Target = To reduce to 14% the length of principal road network with skidding resistance
below investigatory level during the Plan period.

Objective = To minimise the adverse impact of traffic on the environment, particularly with
regard to noise and pollution.
•

Target = To achieve zero traffic growth in the town centres of the two main urban areas of
Harrogate and Scarborough from 2000.

•

Target = To limit traffic growth in the North York Moors National Park to at least 1% below
average national traffic growth over the period of the Plan.

•

Target = To limit traffic growth in the Yorkshire Dales National Park to at least 2% below
average national traffic growth over the period of the Plan.

•

Target = To reduce traffic flow on the A19 through Selby by 30% on the opening of the
Selby Bypass and restrain growth not to exceed national low growth forecasts from that
time to the end of the Plan period.

•

Target = To establish three quality freight partnerships during the life of the Plan.

•

Target = To introduce 10 calming/gateway schemes per annum.

•

Target = To increase the total number of public transport journeys made annually in the
two National Parks and AONB by 15% by 2005/06.

Objective = To provide a quality public transport system for as many residents as possible
which recognises the importance and impact of tourism in the County.
•

Target = To ensure that 75% of users are satisfied with local bus services by the end of
the Plan period.

•

Target = To ensure that 75% of users are satisfied with local provision of public transport
information by the end of the Plan period.

•

Target = To increase the total number of public transport journeys made annually in the
two National Parks and AONB by 15% by 2005/06.
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Objective = To reduce the number and severity of casualties arising from road accidents in
the County.
•

Target = To achieve a 40% reduction in the number of people killed or seriously injured
by 2010 compared with the average for 1994 – 1998.

•

Target = To achieve a 50% reduction in children under 16 years of age killed and
seriously injured by 2010 compared with the average for 1994 – 1998.

•

Target = To achieve a 10% reduction in slight casualty rate (expressed as the number of
people slightly injured per 100 million vehicle km) compared with the average for 1994 –
1998.

Objective =
•

To facilitate opportunities for economic regeneration, growth and the sustainable
movement of goods.

•

Target = To establish a lorry routing database for the County in the first two years of the
Plan.

•

Target = To establish three quality freight partnerships during the life of the Plan.
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Northallerton TMS Consultation Questionnaire
Proposed Improvements for Pedestrians including dropped kerbs, tactile paving and new puffin
crossings
• Support pedestrian improvements but not additional pedestrian crossing (27)
• Support pedestrian improvements but not tactile paving - dangerous for those with impairments (7)
• Abandon policy of installing tactile paving, it is dangerous for all pedestrians to walk upon (7)
• Proposed additional pedestrian crossings will increase traffic congestion (4)
• East Road pedestrian crossing
• Additional crossing is not required (8), adjust spacing of existing crossings (2)
• Close pedestrian underpass at library - unsafe for pedestrians (3) and hazardous when
wet / icy (4)
• Proposed signal crossing at library unnecessarily duplicates pedestrian under pass (3)
• Crossing should be located adjacent to Golden Lion rear exit (2)
• Puffin crossing at prison will increase congestion (1)
• Existing crossing at Tesco creates congestion (1)
Other Pedestrian Issues
Disabled and wheelchair access
• Tactile paving is hazardous: for those with walking difficulties (5); for wheelchair access (3)
• Many of the existing dropped kerbs are not flush with carriageway and wheelchairs frequently
become stuck (4) of which 2 requested that the elimination of drainage gullies to ensure access
across a level surface
• Improve Romanby Road for wheelchair access (3)
• Alternative access route via steep kerbs are used by those with walking impairments in order to
avoid tactile paving (2)
• Repair damaged dropped kerbs to assist those with visual impairments (1)
• Repair pavement surfaces to ensure wheelchair access (1)
• Remove A-frame notice boards from pavements as they present a hazardous for partially
sighted pedestrians (1)
• Improve the footpath camber along The Link to enable wheelchair access (1)
• The tactile paving at Dales School in Morton-on-Swale (in combination with kerb incline), is
dangerous for wheelchair access (1)
Pedestrian crossings were requested for the following locations:
Friarage Street roundabout (1)
Malpas Road/ Romanby Road junction (3)
Friarage Hospital (refuges are dangerous for elderly
to use) (2)
Southern side of South Parade / Thirsk Road junction
(1)

Romanby Road play park (1)
Between Town Hall and Safeways store (1)
Ainderby Road to access Post Office / Quality Fare
store (4)
Ainderby Road from Kirk Road for elderly residents
and school access (3)

Dropped kerbs and Refuge crossing facilities were requested for the following locations:
Requested dropped kerbs
Requested Crossing facilities
Along Byland Avenue (1)
At both sides of railway station entrance (1)
At South Parade / Malpas Road junction (1)
At Boroughbridge / Racecourse Lane roundabout (1)
At Malpas Road / Romanby Road junction near Chinese
restaurant (1)
Along High Street for wheelchair access (1)
At Friarage Street / East Road junction near Kwikfit store
(1)

1

Darlington Road / Yafforth Road junction (1)
South Parade / Railway station roundabout (3)
Standard Way / Yafforth Road junction (1)
at Somerfield store (1)

Pedestrian access:
• Improve pedestrian access by removing pigeons from: all railway bridges (18); Boroughbridge
Road bridge (24); from Mill Lane Bridge (7); from Romanby Road bridge (19)
• Improve the existing crossing facility at: Friarage Street / High Street crossing facility (3); High
Street / Quaker Lane (1) - both crossing facilities are regarded as dangerous to use
• Widen pedestrian refuges to cater for cyclists, pushchairs and wheelchairs (4)
• Construct footpath on south side of Mill Hill Lane to join existing footpath near letter box (en
route to Regency court) (3)
• Widen footway under Mill Lane railway bridge (2)
• Ensure pavements are kept clear of ice and snow during winter period (2)
• Provide additional public seating facilities in High Street (2)
• Pedestrian refuge on Malpas Road (en route to doctors surgery) is not wide enough for
pushchairs (1)
• If tactile paving is used it should be restricted in area or of horizontal bar type (1)
• Provide level footway access across Boroughbridge Road level crossing (1)
• Provide footpath along Darlington Road (1)
• Provide level footway access at Mill Hill Lane / South Vale junction (1)
• Construct pedestrian underpass connecting South Parade to East Road (1)
• Repair pavement on the north side of Grammar School Lane (1)
• Provide guard rails for pedestrians crossing the one way street behind the Town Hall as
pedestrians do not check for traffic (1)
• Cut back vegetation at Station House, obstructs electric scooter access (1)
• Provide shop mobility scheme in Northallerton (1)
Traffic calming
Introduce 20mph zones:
• Through Northallerton town centre (7)
• At the hospital (2)
• In all residential areas (2)
• At all roundabouts in Northallerton (1)
• At all schools (1)
Install speed cameras:
• At both ends of High Street to increase safety (1)
• On Boroughbridge Road (1)
• Along A684 through Morton-on-Swale (1)
Install speed humps on:
• Thirsk Road (4)
• Quaker Lane (3)
• All residential estates (2)
• Ainderby Road (1)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support any other traffic calming measures apart from speed humps (10)
Oppose use of speed hump features (6) of which 2 stated that these do not increase safety
Replace existing speed humps with speed cameras (4)
Install speed cameras instead of speed humps (3)
Provide better enforcement of vehicle speeds instead of installing speed humps (2)
Remove speed humps on Crosby Road (2) and Valley Road (1)
Review speed humps on Valley Road, traffic speed still excessive (1)
Replace existing speed humps with ones of standardised design (1)
Install traffic calming gateways on all the approaches into the town (2)
Traffic calming gateways are ineffective in reducing traffic speed (2)
Traffic calming features on Grammar School Lane are dangerous for cyclists (1)
Traffic calming does not increase safety, only causes congestion (2)
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Traffic calming measures were requested for the following locations:
Romanby Road (2)
Brompton Road (2)
South Parade (3)
Kirk Road (3)
Ashland Road (1)
Oak Tree Drive (1)
Ainderby Road near school / post
office crossing (7)
Ainderby and Morton villages (5)
Romanby Road near Post Office
(2)
At Church View, Ainderby - 26
accidents in last 2 years (1)

Bullamoor Road (2)
Quaker Lane (7)
Boroughbridge Road (5)
East Lane (1)
Broomfield Road (3)
Turker Lane (1)
Normanby Road (4) used as rat run
onto Thirsk Road
Zetland Road / East Road Junction
(1)
Scholla Lane including restricting
HGV access (2)
Colstan Road (6) excessive traffic
speed on approach to school

Bankhead Road (1)
Springwell Road (1)
Racecourse Lane (1)
Harewood Lane (2)
Helmsley Way (1)
Knottobottom Way (1)
On A684 at Ainderby for egress
from Warlaby Lane (1)
Northallerton Road (3) near
school
Valley Road (1)

At junction of Ashlands Road /
Scholla View / Bullamoor Road
(1)
At junction of Lewis Road / A19 before junction of Ashlands Road and Bullamoor Road (1)

Speed restrictions
• Enforce speed restrictions on Grammar School Lane (8) - 20mph currently ignored and speed
humps are not effective in slowing coaches or HGV’s
• Enforce current speed restrictions (5)
• Introduce speed restrictions on A167 between Strikes Garden Centre and High Street - traffic
speed excessive for children and horse-riders (1)
• Extend 40mph speed restriction on Darlington Road (including no overtaking signs) to Strikes
Nursery (1)
• Extend 30mph speed restriction:
• To include Lees Lane (3)
• To include Allertonshire School at Mowbray Road (1)
• On all approach roads in Northallerton (1)
Cycling Issues
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide more cycle lanes (3)
Construct a cycle lane from Newton Grange to Warlaby crossroads via Howden Bridge (1)
Create a joint use cycle path by widening pavement from Thirsk Road - Hatfield Road - South
Parade - Alverton Lane - Applegarth - North End (1)
Provide more safe cycle routes, facilities are inadequate as demonstrated by pavement cycling (1)
Provide facilities for cyclists along Darlington Road if upgraded to bypass route (1)
Provide a complete network of cycle routes (1)

Additional off-road cycle routes and cycle lanes were requested for the following locations:
Additional Off-road cycle route
Additional Cycle lanes
Between Morton and Northallerton (2)
Between Bedale and Northallerton (1)
From surrounding villages to Northallerton (2)
Along the A684 as main road is too dangerous for
cyclists (2)
From Romanby to Northallerton (2)
Along South Parade (2)

•
•
•
•

From Byland Road to Bullamoor Road cycle path (1)
Through Applegarth to Railway Station (1)
From Cemetery to Applegarth (1)
around the north-west side of Applegarth along pavement
(1)
To Standard Way Retail Park (1)

Provide additional cycle parking facilities (11) of which 2 comments requested these be provided
on High Street
Prohibit cyclists using pavements (7), particularly South Parade pavement (3) and High Street
pavement (2)
Provide more junction priorities for cyclists (3)
Oppose contra-flow cycle route along Romanby Road, dangerous for cyclists (2)
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•
•
•
•
•

Educate school children to obey highway regulations whilst cycling (2)
Cycle paths with frequent give-ways are useless and dangerous for cyclists (1)
Cycle routes to be designed by cyclists (1)
Provide separate facilities for pedestrians and cyclists (1)
Provide signage and route maps for cyclists along routes (1)

Equestrian Issues
•
•

Please give details of proposed equestrian routes (3)
Improve equestrian route between Mill Hill Lane and Borrowby by reducing traffic levels and
repairing road surface (1)

Thirsk Road proposals
Proposed mini-roundabouts
• Oppose dual mini-roundabout proposals as:
• The short distance between the two mini-roundabouts will prove dangerous (6)
• The mini-roundabouts will be ignored / mis-used by drivers (4)
• Will increase congestion along this route (3)
• Visibility is poor on the approach to the side junctions (3)
• Will create dangerous access from / onto Mill Hill Lane (2)
• Need mini-roundabout for Racecourse Lane / Thirsk Road junction only (2)
• Install signal controlled junction instead to increase safety for all road users (10), 1 suggested
the introduction of part-time traffic lights signals
• Install mini-roundabouts with raised -edge to prevent drivers ignoring right of way regulation (3)
• Do not need mini-roundabout at Mill Hill Lane, traffic volume does not warrant installation (1)
Extension of the 30mph zone, provision of an extended 40mph buffer zone and additional
pedestrian refuges
• Provide signal controlled pedestrian crossing instead of pedestrian refuge (12) especially for
school access, one location suggested was between Crestbrooke and Mill Hill Lane
• Extend 30mph speed restriction to beyond St James residential estate (2)
• Speed restrictions will be ignored (2)
• Install flashing speed restriction signs on Thirsk Road (1)
• Speed activated signage required along Thirsk Road (1)
• Oppose additional pedestrian refuge features (1)

Proposals for Malpas Road and Romanby Road
Traffic calming for Malpas Road and Romanby Road
• Oppose traffic calming for Malpas Road and Romanby Road as parked cars currently calm
these roads (6), and traffic calming will not increase road safety (1)
• Support traffic calming measures which do not include speed humps (5)
• Oppose traffic calming plans for Malpas Road as parked cars current traffic calms this road (3)
• Introduce 20mph zones along Malpas and Romanby Roads (3)
• Traffic calming chicane and road hump measures will increase noise levels (3) of which one
comment suggested introducing parking restrictions on the non-residential parts of the road
• Restrict Victoria Terrace to single access route to increase safety onto Malpas Road (1)
• Convert Romanby Road and Ainderby Road into one-way system (1)
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Romanby Road Bridge
• Oppose proposals as:
• Will cause problems for HGV’s accessing the bridge arch (13)
• Single lane access under the bridge will increase congestion levels (11)
• Traffic lights will cause further problems and delays, especially with diary vehicles (6)
• Will result in more hazardous conditions on Malpas Road (1)
• Install guard-rail for pedestrians and retain two-way traffic (1);
• Retain two-way traffic with priority flow (1);
• Traffic lights will be located too close to the level crossing, increasing danger (1)
• Create a pedestrian tunnel and close pathway (7)
• Provide a pedestrian guard-rail under the bridge to protect pedestrians (6) of which 1 comment
suggested that this guard-rail should exceed car wing mirror height
• Support pedestrian improvements but traffic lights will cause congestion especially with level
crossing and diary (2)
• Providing lighting under bridge (1)
• If proposal is to be implemented then prohibit diary vehicles from parking on carriageway (1)
Improvement of the Romanby Road / Malpas Road / Springwell Lane junction
• Introduce measures to prohibit parking at this junction (3)
• Proposed measures will result in traffic queuing across level crossing (2)
• Pedestrian crossing for school children and elderly on Romanby Road / Malpas Road junction is
required (1)
Other comments regarding Malpas and Romanby Road
• Make Romanby Road all one way (9)
• Make Romanby Road and Malpas Road both one way (7) of which 5 comments suggested
traffic flow along these roads be in opposite directions to each other
• Make Malpas Road one way (5) of which 1 comment stated that the cars parked along the
carriageway constituted a hazard
• The number of cars parked along Malpas Road is considered excessive (6)
North End Public Transport Improvements
•
•

Concerned about right-turning buses at North End due to lack of visibility at church (2)
Where would coaches park? (1)

Comments regarding bus services
• A purpose built bus station is required (8) of which 3 suggested locations include: Applegarth,
Buck Inn, and Railway Station
• Provide bus services to: Standard way industrial estate (6); St James area (1); Romanby Chase
/ Park (1); Romanby area (1)
• Provide Sunday and bank holiday bus services (2)
• Increase frequency of services running on main routes (2)
• Provide timetables at all bus stops in the Northallerton region (2)
• Create designated pull-in bays for buses at the town hall (1)
• Provide more frequent, early morning, and Sunday bus services from Brompton to Northallerton (1)
• Improve bus services in all parts of Northallerton to reduce car dependence (1)
• Improve waiting facilities at bus stops (1)
• Improve waiting facilities at Buck Inn bus stop - shelter is inadequate and seating is too narrow (1)
• Ensure deliveries do not park at bus stops to enable level boarding access for passengers (1)
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High Street / Friarage Street / Applegarth - changing the junction from a roundabout to traffic
signals
• Support only if all traffic signals in town centre are synchronised (10)
• Oppose alteration as:
• traffic signals would restrict traffic flow (6)
• this will congest traffic on Friarage Street / East Road (1)
• Retain roundabout but:
• Provide signal controlled pedestrian crossing (3)
• Install part-time signals for peak period traffic flow (2)
• Install signal controls at the East Road / Bullamoor junction (1)
• Provide a junction box (1)
• Prohibit HGV’s from using Applegarth route (1)
• Support traffic signals as this would increase pedestrian safety (2)
• Simplify junction by moving it further south and have feeder lane from Applegarth (1)
• How will commercial property (Formative Fun) receive deliveries - lack of back access and car
parking outside shop frontage (1)
Town Hall and Taxi Rank - relocating taxi ranks on High Street and on the Applegarth
•

•

•

Oppose relocation of taxi rank to Applegarth:
• due to increased distance for elderly or those with walking impairments (8)
• as this will prove unsafe during hours of darkness (4)
• as this will decrease taxi trade (2)
• due to lack of waiting facilities (1)
Oppose relocation of taxi ranks as:
• Proposed ranks will not adequately accommodate number of taxis (2)
• Relocation will reduce the space available for market stalls on the High Street (1)
• Proposals will reduce road user safety (1)
Alternative locations for taxi rank facilities included: Zetland Street (9), Barkers end of car park
(1) and along both sides of High Street (2)

High Street / Zetland Street - footway widening, relocating parking bays and a new ‘Puffin’
crossing
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oppose the introduction of puffin crossing (11)
Support option but oppose introduction of puffin crossing (5)
Retain parking bays on existing side (5)
Moving the parking bays will have prove no benefit (2)
Lower kerb heights required against disabled parking spaces (2)
Pedestrianise Zetland Street (2)
Moving parking will reduce road user safety (1)
Make Zetland one-way from High Street (1)

High Street / Romanby Road - one way section on Romanby road, no right turn from High
Street
•

Oppose proposals as it would:
• Cause problems for residential access (22), particularly longer routing
• Divert traffic via:
• South Parade (26)
• Applegarth access road (20)
• Elsewhere (15)
• Malpas Road (13)
• Malpas Road / Racecourse Lane roundabout (2),
• Result in congestion along Malpas Road (9); along South Parade (10)
• How would one be able to get to High Street from Romanby Road? (7)
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cause problems for deliveries (7) e.g. how will HGV’s be able to negotiate Malpas Road
to access Applegarth and back of shops?
• Cause difficulties for access to school, surgery, shops and Romanby village (1)
• Be detrimental for businesses located in Westgarth area due to restricted access (1)
No alteration to junction necessary, just install filter light from High Street onto Romanby Road
(18) or lengthen Romanby Road / High Street traffic signal phasing by 50 seconds (1)
Support no-right turn but oppose one-way section along Romanby Road (8)
Do proposals consider planned residential development and associated access in the area? (1)
How will HGV’s exit from Romanby Road / Malpas Road if unable to exit by Durham Ox? (1)
If implemented, then traffic signals would be required at station hotel junction to cope with
increased traffic from Romanby (1)
Replace traffic signals with pelican crossing if Romanby Road one way section implemented (1)

High Street / South Parade junction alterations
•

Oppose any alterations, simply implement junction box around existing roundabout (16) or
define traffic lanes at existing roundabout (2)

High Street / South Parade - improving the roundabout at the south end of the High Street
• Oppose proposal as larger roundabout:
• Would impede HGV manoeuvring as they have difficulty negotiating the existing
roundabout (15),
• Would reduce lane width and therefore slow traffic (6)
• Would not improve safety (5),
• Support proposal as larger roundabout would be required if right-turn onto Romanby Road is
implemented (2)
Traffic signals at the junction at the south end of the High Street (south parade)
• Support traffic signals at junction as:
• The existing roundabout is always blocked (3),
• The carriageway is currently too narrow for roundabout (1);
• The existing roundabout is mis-used by drivers and traffic lights would improve flow (1)
• Oppose traffic signals as:
• this would increase congestion (8) and pollution (2)
• as railway level crossings are mainly responsible for congestion not the roundabout (2)
• If traffic lights implemented: ensure co-ordination with all other traffic signals in the town centre
(4) or implement a junction box at the East Road exit (1)

Other issues regarding High Street
• Oppose additional puffin crossing in High Street:
• Too many crossings already along High Street (34)
• Will increase congestion levels (8)
• Will increase pollution levels (3)
• Oppose any additional traffic signals on High Street (23)
• If traffic signals are implemented on High Street, ensure phasing co-ordinated with all other
traffic signals (16)
• Existing High Street junctions are better than traffic signal controlled junctions (11); no
improvement will result from alteration to traffic signals (9)
• Oppose any junction alteration along High Street, just implement junction boxes (5)
• Create one-way system around the centre of Northallerton via East Road and High Street (18) or
via High Street - Brompton Road - Friarage Street in a clockwise direction (1)
• Pedestrianise High Street (33) of which 4 requested access for disabled parking and a further 2
requested access for bus and taxi only
• Pedestrianise High Street between:
• Friarage Street and Zetland Street (14);
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•
•
•

• Friarage Street and Romanby Road (3)
• Zetland Street and Masons Arms (1)
Restricted carriageway width along High Street will reduce the speed of traffic and increase
congestion (3)
Prohibit u-turns (4) and right-turns into parking spaces (2) on High Street to prevent congestion
Traffic signals at either end of High Street will divert more traffic via Brompton Road (1)

Proposals for Warlaby Crossroads to Darlington Road
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Warlaby Crossroads conversion to roundabout is top priority as junction is currently very
dangerous (15)
Implement a full roundabout rather than a mini-roundabout to ensure safety (9)
Reduce vehicle speed on the approach to Yafforth junction and Yafforth Road (6)
Oppose the creation of this bypass route as: it is considered a cheap substitute for proper
bypass (4); the route is unsuitable as a bypass route (2)
Convert the junction to signal controlled to improve safety (3)
If routing via Yafforth then weight limits and traffic calming measures are required for East Lane
(2)
Yafforth Road and Darlington Road should have left and right filter lanes (1)
Uncertain about the proposed Warlaby Crossroads junction conversion to a roundabout (1)
Reduce the amount of vehicles using Brompton Road (1)
Roundabout would cause problems for HGV uphill westbound during wet weather (1)
The junction with the A684 requires alteration - is this planned? (1)
Signing at Warlaby Crossroads required to indicate routing to Darlington avoiding Northallerton
town centre (1)
Current signing at Warlaby crossroads is poor (1)
Reservations as junction located near double bend and therefore reduced awareness on
approach (1)

Improvements to the Dolly Lane and Yafforth Road route
• More information is required (3)
• Create a separate route for cyclists and pedestrians along Dolly Lane (1)
• Remove blind summit near Lark Hall Farm and introduce speed restrictions (1)
• Dolly Lane / Yafforth junction requires roundabout or traffic lights (1)
• If Dolly Lane becomes a bypass route then road markings to indicate right of way at Warlaby
Road junction are required (1)
• Dolly Lane / Yafforth Road improvements:
• Are not supported as this route is currently a safe cycle route and therefore increase
traffic will reduce safety for all road users (1)
• Will be affected when Wensleydale Railway serves Northallerton (1);
• Must bypass all houses on the edge of the village (1);
Routing most through traffic via the Standard Way Industrial Estate
• Oppose through traffic via Standard Way Industrial Estate as this route:
• Is not a suitable route due to level of HGV traffic and associated loading and turning (17)
• Is an inadequate substitute for a proper bypass to Darlington Road (15)
• Is an industrial estate route and conflict with HGV traffic would reduce safety levels (10)
• Would not be able to cope with level of traffic (4)
• Carriageway is too narrow for heavy traffic (4)
• Would become a rat-run (2)
• Would increase the risk of accidents and congestion at Yafforth Road and Darlington
Road junctions (2)
• Would have more right-turning traffic into Standard Way when approaching from
Darlington direction thus creating more problems than it cures (1)
• Darlington Road requires widening (1)
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support through traffic via Standard Way Industrial Estate on the condition that:
• It is only used for HGV traffic (3)
• Carriageway is kept clear of parked vehicles along the length of the route (1)
• Yafforth is signed as the route from A1 to Darlington (1)
• Clear signing is provided along route (1)
• Roundabouts are provided at both junctions of Standard Way (1)
East Lane / Dolly Lane junction is particularly dangerous as traffic from Warlaby does not
slowing for 30mph restriction through Yafforth village (1)
Turning right into East Lane from Dolly Lane is dangerous due to poor visibility from the Warlaby
direction (1)
Introduce rumble strip measures on the approach into Yafforth as the existing 30mph speed
restriction is ignored (1)
Need traffic calming and reduction for Yafforth as vehicle speeds will increase (1)
Side road access onto the main road (Yafforth village inbound) requires attention (1)
Will the Yafforth bridge accommodate traffic volume? (1)
Implement a roundabout at the Yafforth end of Standard Way (1)
Consult Yafforth village residents upon proposed junction alterations (1)
The junction at Yafforth Church is currently very dangerous (1)
Install traffic signals at the Brompton Road / East Road / Bullamoor Road junction (1)
Install a filter lane at Low Gates roundabout for bypass traffic to Darlington Road (1)

Providing a Bridge over the railway at Low Gates
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bridge at Low Gates is top priority (43)
Who pays for the cost of constructing bridge? (3); oppose increase in council tax to pay for this
(5)
What about access to Somerfield / Motorworld commercial premises (4)
Will support if railway operators contribute towards cost (3)
Construct tunnel rather than bridge (2)
Oppose proposal as:
• Excessive cost of proposal will prohibit construction (13)
• Proposal is unrealistic (9)
• Bridge will create new traffic problems (4) particularly at north end of High Street and
within the town centre (2)
• Congestion levels do not warrant construction cost of bridge (3)
• Bridge will be environmentally intrusive (3)
• Simply re-route Teeside trains via main line during peak hours (1)

Other comments relating to the low-level railway line:
• Construct bridges over all other level crossings (50) of which 13 specified Boroughbridge Road
level crossing and 6 specified Romanby Road level crossing
• Connect the low-level line to the main line thus eliminating level crossings completely (19)
• Reduce the amount of time the level crossing barriers are down (14)
• Co-ordinate the timing of level crossing closure to allow flow rather than grid-lock (2)
• Reduce the number of passenger trains using level crossings (1)
• Extension of Wensleydale Railway services to Northallerton as soon as possible, with the
construction of a temporary station at Castle Hills (1)
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Car Parking on High Street
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oppose one hour parking restrictions proposed for High Street as this:
• Extend to a two hour period as one hour is inadequate for shopping, etc (6)
• Would prove detrimental to trade (4)
• Would increase congestion due to greater turnover of parking spaces (4)
Support one hour parking restrictions proposed for High Street:
• If includes time period exemption for disabled (4)
• If restricted to small part of high Street (1)
• Would increase parking bay turnover (3)
• Especially outside Post Office (3)
Introduce parking charges in Northallerton (9) of which one comment suggested the issuing of
free parking permits to Northallerton residents
The proposed re-arrangement of parking along High Street will cause problems when cars back
out into traffic flow (6)
Introduce parking charges on High Street (4)
Remove parking from the High Street (4)
Restrict parking along High Street corresponding with traffic flow direction (4)
Reduce the amount of parking available along High Street (3)
Existing parking along High Street is considered adequate (3)
Introduce 30 minute maximum parking along High Street (2)
Introduce 15-20 minute parking bays in parts of High Street (1)
Prohibit the use of parking bays for loading (1)
Prohibit parking near pedestrian crossing points on High Street (1)

Other parking issues
Disabled parking facilities
• Provide additional disabled parking bays in the Town Centre (6), along High Street (5), in
Applegarth Car Park (1)
• Ensure disabled parking bays are not abused (6)
• Oppose providing additional disabled parking facilities, existing provision is under-used (5)
• Locate additional disabled parking near the Post Office and Banks (3)
• Disabled parking on High Street poorly located (3) e.g. onto cobbled area
• Existing disabled parking bays do not conform to DIPTAC standards (2)
• Disabled parking bays in Applegarth car park are located too far from public convenience
facilities (1)
• Disabled parking in Applegarth car park are not long enough for rear-vehicle ramp access
(become blocked by other vehicles) (1)
Parking facilities
• Provide additional parking facilities for Northallerton (10), of which suggested locations include:
• At South End of town centre (1)
• At the Auction Mart (5)
• Along Bullamoor Road (1)
• Along the grassed area of Thirsk Road (1)
• Through converting part of public park near Applegarth (1)
• By permitting public parking at County Hall on Saturdays (1)
• Construct multi-storey 3 car park on Applegarth (8) or at the Auction Mart (3)
• Provide separate entrance and exit access for Applegarth car park (8)
• Oppose closure of Hambleton Forum for hospital staff (8) of which 3 comments stated that this
would displace staff and visitor parking into the adjacent residential area, and a further 2
comments requested the provision of a designated free parking for hospital staff and visitors
• Provide park and ride facility for Northallerton (7) of which Darlington Road Industrial Estate was
suggested as an appropriate location, and another comment suggested this facility be served by
a tram system
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•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide an alternative exit from Applegarth car park:
• Via Upwell Avenue or Ashlea Road (1)
• Via a two-way route along Romanby Road (2)
• In order to reduce congestion on High Street (7)
• In order to reduce congestion at Friarage Street roundabout (1)
Reduce the number of long-stay parking in Applegarth and relocate to proposed parking facility
at Auction Mart (2)
Provide parent and child car parking bays (2)
Provide motorcycle parking facilities (2)
Remove trees along South Parade to create parking bays and cycle lanes along carriageway (1)
Create indented parking bays: by cutting into Romanby village green to increase road safety (1),
and along Crosby Road grass verge (1)
Provide coach parking facilities (1)

Residents parking
Residents-only parking restrictions were requested for:
Romanby Road (3)
Hatfield Road (2)
Lespice Street (1)

Malpas Road (4)
Quaker Lane (1)
High Street (1)

South Parade (6)
Byland Avenue (2)
Lascelles Lane (1)

Requested parking restrictions and enforcement issues
• Restrict parking:
• Along Malpas Road (10) of which 2 comments requested the introduction of parking
along one side of the carriageway
• Along Quaker Lane (4) of which 1 comment requested the introduction of parking along
one side of the carriageway
• Along Boroughbridge Road (3)
• Along one side of Crosby Road and introduce a 20mph speed restriction zone (1)
• A reduction in parking facilities equates to a reduction in trade for the town (1)
• Enforcement of illegal parking within the Romanby area required (1)
• Enforcement of existing parking restrictions required (11)
Prohibit junction parking:

Prohibit parking:

At and opposite the junction of Ashlands Road (1)
At the junction of Cherry Garth (1)
At all junctions onto Bullamoor Road mini-roundabout (1)
At Quaker Lane junctions (3)
At Malpas Road junctions (2)
At Manor Green junctions (2)
Junction of Friarage Hospital and Bullamoor Road (1)

Along Malpas Road (3)
Along Quaker Lane (1)
At Romanby Green (1)
On all pavements (6)
On High Street pavement (2)
On Grammar School Lane pavement (1)
On Thirsk Road pavement (1)

Infrastructure, maintenance and signing issues
Requested junction alterations
• Improve egress from Tesco supermarket (14) of which 2 suggested roundabout and another 2
suggested traffic signals
• Implement junction boxes at all roundabouts (9)
• Convert High Street / Quaker Lane junction to signal controls (3)
• Alter Cockpit Hill / Northallerton Road junction to improve safety (1)
• Convert East Road / Bullamoor Road / Friarage Street junction to traffic signals as egress
visibility onto Bullamoor Road from East Road is poor (1)
• Review Lees Lane / Ainderby Road junction as since the right-turn lane onto Lees Lane has
been introduced, there have been numerous near misses as the road is not wide enough for 3
vehicles (1)
• Introduce junction box at Boroughbridge Road / Harewood Road junction (1)
• Replace mini-roundabout at East Road near hospital to one with raised edge to enforce give
way (1)
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kerb posts required at Thirsk Road opposite junction with Normanby Road and St James to
prevent vehicles mounting pavement to pass right-turning vehicles (1)
Widen the west junction of Quaker Lane as parked cars prevent egress at junction (1)
Enlarge Bullamoor Road / East Road mini-roundabout to reduce vehicle speeds (1)
Alter the Bullamoor Road / Valley Road junction to permit Bullamoor Road right of way (1)
Prohibit right turns from Zetland Street onto East Road (1)
Minimise all right turns along East Road particularly from Tesco and from Zetland Street onto
East Road (1)
Road width inadequate to accommodate recently installed mini-roundabout at Brompton Road /
Quaker Lane junction (1)
Widen Mowbray Road and Middle Lane junctions to reduce congestion on Thirsk Road (1)
Improve visibility and HGV manoeuvring at Boroughbridge Road / Racecourse Lane junction (1)
Improve visibility at Mill Hill Lane junction (3), cutting back high ground near the corner of Oak
Mount was suggested

Routing alterations
• Restrict Quaker Lane to one-way traffic flow westbound (1)
• Widen Quaker Lane / High Street junction to create left-turning lane onto High Street (1)
• Co-ordinate existing traffic signal junctions in Northallerton (10)
• Prohibit u-turns on High Street (3)
• Construct a bypass for Northallerton (73) with suggested routes including:
• Via Darlington Road and Stokesley Road (5)
• Extending from Standard Way to A1 and A19 (1)
• Via Lees Lane - Thirsk Road - Stokesley Road - Darlington Road (1)
• Using the low-level railway line (upon connecting low-level and main lines) (1)
• Construct a bypass for Ainderby (3)
• Construct a bypass for Morton-on-Swale (4)
• Construct a ring-road for Northallerton (45) of which suggested routes include:
• Connecting A19 to A1 (7)
• Via Yafforth and Warlaby (6) of which 1 requested bypassing all villages en route
• Connecting all A684, A167, A168 junctions (2)
• Via Romanby Road and Applegarth (2)
• Construct a new route to connect:
• Brompton Road and Darlington Road to relieve Quaker Lane (3)
• Darlington Road and Stonecross (2)
• Darlington Road and Stokesley Road (1)
• Northallerton Road and Stokesley Road (1)
• Yafforth Road to Teesside Road (1)
• A684 from A19 to A167 (1)
• Thirsk Road and Warlaby Crossroads (1)
Road safety
• Improve road safety along the section of the A684 which connects the A1 to Northallerton (1)
• High Street / Quaker Lane junction - slow traffic on approach to roundabout (1)
• Reduce the level of traffic along Brompton Road to increase pedestrian safety (1)
• Improve road safety along the North Otteringham section of the A167 which includes a
dangerous ‘S’ bend (1)
• Extend street lighting along A684 to Morton-on-Swale to enhance road safety (1)
• Use lamp-posts as speed restriction indicators (paint 1metre of lamp-post red to indicate 30mph
restriction; white for 30mph; blue for 50mph; stripes for 20mph) (1)
• Replace all mini-roundabouts with traffic signals to increase safety levels (2)
Maintenance and signing
• Provide a give way sign at Harewood Lane / Boroughbridge Road junction (1)
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•
•
•

Improve directional signing for Friarage Hospital (1)
Improve drainage on Kirk Road (1)
Resurface Yafforth Road (B6271) to Scorton (1)

HGV and commercial deliveries
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enforce weight restriction along Quaker Lane (7), and improve weight restriction signing (4)
Introduce a weight restriction in the centre of Northallerton (5)
Enforce HGV weight limit on Applegarth (3)
Introduce loading restrictions at peak times (3)
Ban HGV’s from High Street (2)
Provide more loading bays for commercial premises on High Street (2) of which 1 location
requested was outside 62-63 High Street (1)

Other comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proposals are not sufficiently detailed (17)
Do plans consider the redevelopment traffic generation and access implications of Auction Mart
redevelopment? (7)
Proposals do nothing but impede traffic flow through the town centre (4)
Proposals do not actively reduce the level of traffic through the town centre or level of
congestion (3)
Proposals do not include plans to discourage car use (3)
Too much emphasis has been placed on pedestrian access (1)
Introduce schemes to encourage walking to school (1)
Introduce car-sharing schemes for County Hall and Hambleton District Council staff (1)
No accident statistics or desire line information has been included in proposals (1)
What happens when A1 or A19 traffic is diverted via Northallerton? (1)
What are proposals for Ainderby Road? (1)
Future development of Springwell Lane is not incorporated into proposals (1)
Do proposals include residential development plans on Valley Road and Crosby Road? (1)
Introduce a tram system for Northallerton (1)
Will lane along the back of High Street be upgraded for pedestrian use? (1)
Transfer the market to Applegarth (1)
Reduce traffic levels on South Parade as it is a historically important street and noise levels are
intolerable (1)

Opposition towards roundabout and traffic signal controlled junctions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oppose junction alterations from roundabouts to traffic signals as this would result in increased
levels of congestion (26) and pollution (4)
Oppose the introduction of mini-roundabouts as many drivers ignore give way regulations (7) or
drive over the centre of the mini-roundabout (12)
Revise mini-roundabouts to include a raised edge to prevent drivers mis-using them (13)
Oppose alteration of roundabouts as the floral displays aesthetically enhance Northallerton (9)
Oppose traffic signal controls as roundabouts enable traffic flow whilst traffic lights include flow
delays through phasing time lag (8)
Oppose junction alteration to traffic signal controls as they would only be necessary during peak
times (5)
Junction alterations are not required as existing traffic system in Northallerton works well with
tolerance during peak time congestion (4)
Provide clearer signing at mini-roundabouts to increase road safety (2)
Abandon policy of implementing mini-roundabouts at t-junctions to increase road safety (2)
Combine traffic signals and roundabouts for safety (2)
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Appendix 10

Minutes of the North Yorkshire County Council
County Council Committee for Hambleton
Monday 1st December 2003 - Held at County Hall
NORTHALLERTON TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT STRATEGY
CONSIDERED –
The report of the Director of Environmental Services advising Members of the outcome of the
public consultation exercise on the Traffic Management Strategy options for Northallerton.
The Director reported that with regard to the response from Hambleton District Council he had
received a further letter advising him that the District Council had supported the provision of
traffic signals at the junction of High Street/Friarage Street/Applegarth junction.
The following points were raised by Members:•

A number of requests being received for dropped kerbs had increased and the strategy
would help in planning their future provision.

•

The loss of focus points in the townscape with the proposed removal of the roundabouts
at both ends of the High Street. It was suggested that consideration be given to the
reversal of flows along the road from Romanby Road to the Applegarth should be tried
before any decision taken to remove the roundabout at the northern end of the High
Street.

•

Whether the questions in the questionnaire included as part of the consultation
documents ensured a unbiased response.

•

The items within the study were being taken in isolation.

•

The problems relating to the level crossings needed to be resolved.

•

The problems of providing puffin crossings on Friarage Street.

•

The need to protect pedestrians from traffic by the provision of adequate pedestrian
facilities.

•

The provision of the taxi rank and its proposed re-siting during days the area to the north
of the Town Hall was used for market purposes.

•

That Hambleton District Council Licensing Committee be asked to invite representatives
of the Highway Authority to attend its meeting when it considers proposals for changing
the siting of this taxi rank.

•

The prohibition of right turning traffic from exits to the High Street north of the Town Hall
and opposite Barkers.

•

Use of the area to the north of the Town Hall for non highway purposes.

•

Provision of both traffic lights and roundabouts at the current roundabouts at either end of
the High Street.

•

Whether the proposed one way restriction in Romanby Road at its junction with the High
Street would be effected by the change in the flow of traffic from the Applegarth car park.

•

Whether the provision of a larger roundabout at the junction of High Street/South
Parade/Thirsk Road/Walkland Way would be an improvement and reduce accidents.
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•

Whether a larger roundabout would reduce queues of traffic waiting at the traffic lights at
the junction of High Street/Romanby Road.

•

The provision of pedestrian facilities at the roundabouts. Whether it was feasible for a one
way system to be introduced into Malpas Road/Romanby Road.

•

Whether the two roundabouts proposed for Thirsk Road/Millhill Lane/Racecourse Lane
would be sited too close together.

•

Whether the junctions in Yafforth and the Bridge over the River Wiske near Yafforth were
adequate for the proposed Warlaby Crossroads to Darlington Road route.

•

The provision of a second lane for traffic to turn left from Yafforth Road into Darlington
Road and similarly to turn right from Darlington Road into Yafforth Road.

•

Whether the introduction of automatic controls at Low Gates would ease the problems of
traffic queuing and whether it would be more appropriate to provide a bridge at this
crossing.

•

The inclusion of a study for the provision of a left turn lane from Quaker Lane into High
Street.

•

Problems of providing long stay parking facilities for residents.

•

Individual schemes would be the subject of further consultation as the schemes were
developed prior to implementation.

RESOLVED –
(a) That the Director of Environmental Services be informed that it is the Committee’s view
that a Traffic Management Strategy be approved based on the recommendations contained in
Section 5 of the report and as detailed on display drawing reference numbers 054, 081, 083,
084A, 097A, 098, 099, 100 and 101 and after taking into account the issues raised by
Members at the meeting.
(b) That a phased implementation programme be developed and reported to a future meeting
of the Committee.
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Reference N um ber:

ES2/04

NO RTH YO RKSHIR E CO UNTY COUNCIL

DECISION RECORD
Re: NO RTHALLER TO N TRA FFIC MA NAGEM ENT S TR ATEGY
This record is produced in accordance with the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements) (Access to Information)
(England) Regulations 2000.
This form should be used to record:

EXECUTIVE decisions (key or otherwise)taken by an individual Executive MEMBER; and
KEY decisions taken by an OFFICER (either alone or in consultation with an Executive Member)
(One form per decision)

The fo llowing executive decision has been taken: -

That a traffic management strategy for Northallerton be adopted, which includes the proposals
described in the consultation leaflet and as indicated on Drawings B9329/012/054, 081, 083, 084A,
097A, 098, 099, 100 and 101 which were displayed at the County Council’s Committee for Hambleton
on 1 December 2003, and as scheduled in Appendix A (attached)
See also annotation on attached Action List.

By whom : M O Moore – Director of E nvironmental S ervices
(insert name of Meeting, Member or Officer)
On: 9 February 2004
(insert date decision taken)
Reasons for decision: -

To enable the implementation of the traffic management strategy for Northallerton to proceed.

Details of any alternative options considered and rejected: -

None

\\ N y_ tr e e\ n yc c\ n o\ c s e\ p e r\ F S _ C S E N O P E R _ V O L\2d a t a\ I n tr a n e t\N e w C a b i n e t S tr u ct ur e\D e ci si o n Re c o r ds\E n vir o n m e n t a l S e r vic e s De ci si o n
R e c or d s\ E S 0 2- 0 4 . d o c

Conflicts of Interest

Please record below details of any conflict of interest declared by a Member or O fficer regarding the
decision and any dispensation granted by the Standards Committee in respect of that conflict.
Conflict

Dispensation?

None

Signed ……. ……… ……… ……… ……… ……… .

Publication Date: 10 February 2004

(Name) Mike Moore

Note: This decision will come into force, and
may then be implemented, on the expiry of 5
clear working days after publication, unless
any 6 members of the Council object to it and
call it in by notice in writing (including e-mail)
to the Head of Committee Services.

Directorate: E nvironmental S ervices

Contact for further information: D C Millns
Contact for copy of report considered D C Millns

To:

Margaret G ray, Committee Services – for onward circulation to:

all Members of the Council
all Political Assistants
Stephen Knight, Head of Committee S ervices
Catherine W hitehead, Monitoring Officer
John Moore, Chief Finance Officer
Ray Busby, Corporate Policy & Performance
Amanda Fry, S taff Officer to the Chief E xecutive O fficer

\\ N y_ tr e e\ n yc c\ n o\ c s e\ p e r\ F S _ C S E N O P E R _ V O L\2d a t a\ I n tr a n e t\N e w C a b i n e t S tr u ct ur e\D e ci si o n Re c o r ds\E n vir o n m e n t a l S e r vic e s De ci si o n
R e c or d s\ E S 0 2- 0 4 . d o c

APPENDIXA
NORTHYORKSHIRECOUNTYCOUNCIL
COUNTYCOMMITTEEFOR HAMBLETON
ACTIONLIST
1 DECEMBER2003
AGENDA
ITEM

3

ACTION

BY

NORTHALLERTONTRAFFICMANAGEMENTSTRATEGY
The following amendment was reported to Members "Hambleton
DistrictCouncil support traffic lights at South End of High Street/South
Parade junction and not a roundabout as previously indicated by
them".
The following agreements were made by Members:1) Improvements for Pedestrians
Include in the Strategy.

DCM

2) North End Public Transport Improvements
Include in the Strategy.

DCM

3) High Street/Friarage Street/Applegarth Junction
Review this scheme – needs further investigation.
Introduce an Experimental Order to change flow of traffic on the
Applegarth Service Road towards Romanby Road – which will provide
two exit routes from the car park.

DCM

4) Relocating the Taxi Rank
Further discussions needed with District Council – report back to a
future meeting.

DCM

5) High Street/ZetlandStreet
Include in Strategy.

DCM

6) High Street/RomanbyRoad
Introduce on an ExperimentalBasis.

Initially retain right turn into
Romanby Road

DCM

7) High Street/South Parade Junction
Include in Strategy,improved roundaboutoption.

DCM

8) Romanby Road and Malpas Road – Traffic Calming
Details to be brought back to a future meeting.

DCM

9) Widening the Footwayunder Romanby Road Railway Bridge
Include in Strategy.

DCM
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2
AGENDA
ITEM

ACTION

BY

10) Improvement of the Romanby Road/Malpas Road/Springwell
Lane Junction
Include in Strategy.

DCM

11) Mini Roundabouts at the junctions of Thirsk Road with
Racecourse Lane and Mill Hill Lane
Include in Strategy.

DCM

12) Extension of the Thirsk Road 30mph zone and provision of an
extended 40mph buffer zone
Include in Strategy.

DCM

13) Warlaby Crossroads to Darlington Road Route
Agreed in principle as part of the Strategy, subject to further reports to
Members on the detailed proposals.

DCM

14) Signing through traffic via the Standard Way IndustrialEstate
As an alternative investigate improvements to the Darlington
Not to be done.
Road/YafforthRoad junction.

DCM

15) Providing a bridge over the railway at Low Gates Level Crossing
Further discussion required.

DCM

16) Reducing the duration of stay on some parts of the High Street to
one hour
Scheme to include extending 2 hour limit further along North End to
be developedand consultations carried out.

EH

17) Equestrian routes in the Northallertonarea
To be taken forward as part of the Strategy.

DCM

18) Traffic Signs Audit
Included as part of Strategy.

DCM

19) Other Issuesand Requests raised in Consultation
To be assessed and subject to further reports to this Committee.

DCM

A request was made for Officers to look at the length of the left turn
lane out of Quaker Lane into the High Street (North End).
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